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GENERAL IKCIRODUCTION 
This thesis contains a general group theoretical analysis of the problem 
of a charged massive particle moving in an external classical electro­
magnetic (e.m.) field, starting from the general symnetry properties 
of e.m. fields and of e.m. field equations. In this introduction we 
first want to sketch and comment on some of the background of the pro­
blem and on the guiding lines of our approach. 
The main guiding line of the present work can in fact be seen in the 
word symmetry itself, which originates from the greek συν (with) and 
μέτρον (measure) and whose basic meaning is harmony, equilibriun and 
regularity of proportions. That symmetry has played and plays in modern 
physics such an important role is then easily explained: symmetry lies 
in fact at the root of the concept of science, as science is essentially 
concerned with the search for the regularities of the laws of nature as 
hidden in measurable (and often apparently uncorrelated) events. As a 
matter of fact, in many problems and in a large domain that ranges from 
elementary particle classifications up to quantum chemistry, group 
theory, which is the natural mathematical structure generated by a set 
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of symmetries, has le:d to and still leads to important and useful 
developments. Not only .the symmetry of a physical law can thereby 
serve to clarify and analyse the properties of a physical system, 
but also information on the form of the physical law itself car. be 
obtained from general invariance principles. In fact,as emphasized 
especially by Wigner, both in his immediate scientific work and in 
his more epistemologica! reflections (see e.g. t 1,2l), invariance 
principles may provide "superlaws" that restrict the possible form 
of the dynamical laws obeyed by physical systems and serve as a 
guide for finding them when they are unknown. Conversely, when these 
laws are wel] accepted, invariance principles may throw new light on 
them, reveal new relations or eliminate apparent arbitrariness [ 1-ЗІ. 
In this thesis we shall in fact be concerned with problems at both 
of these levels: we shall derive and discuss properties first of 
invariance operator groups that leave an equation of motion invariant 
(and that are based on space-time symmetries of e.m. fields), and 
second of covariance operator groups that leave the form of the 
equation invariant (and that are based on the space-time symmetries 
of the field equations). In both cases these operator groups will 
consist of kinematical (space-time) transformations combined (in 
general in a non-trivial way) with dynamical (gauge) transformations; 
their construction will be based on the well known fact that charged 
particles moving in an e.m.field are usually described by equations of 
motion that depend on the given field only through an electromagnetic 
potential. 
The choice of the problem treated here rests in particular on the fact 
that electromagnetic interactions are quite well understood and at 
the same time very rich and informative, so that this problem emerges 
in a very natural way as part of a more general attempt to study and 
describe interacting systems from the point of view of their syimnetry 
properties. We also hope that, in this way, standard applications of 
group theoretical methods in physics can then give rise to useful 
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generalizations: the fact that for instance e.m. fields may have in-
teresting and non-trivial symmetries in space and time can be used to 
investigate generalizations to time dependent problems of the veil 
known and successful methods based on space symmetries and developed 
for time independent non-relativistic quantum mechanics. On the 
other hand, the successful description of elementary free particles 
as continuous PUAIR (projective unitary/antiunitary irreducible re-
presentations) of space-time kinematical covariar.ce groups (in the 
relativistic [ 1+1 as well as in the non-relativistic [ 5] cases and 
with the Poincaré and the Galilei groups,respectively) can also 
usefully be extended to the case where an e.m. field is present. 
When a charged particle interacts with an e.m. field it is customary 
to use the so-called external field approximation, principally be-
cause of its simplicity: the e.m. field is supposed to be uninfluenced 
by the self field of the particle. In this way the field equations 
(the Maxwell equations) decouple from the matter-field equations 
(equations of motion) and attention can be concentrated on the latter. 
Even if it is in principle well understood how the interaction can 
then be described (especially since the basic papers of Schwinger and 
of Salam and Matthews[ 6]), basic problems remain open, as we shall 
see below. Or. the other hand, the surprising general power of single-
particle approximations justifies from another point of view a 
detailed analysis of the single-particle problem. 
In the last few years, charged particles interacting with external 
e.m. fields have again been the subjtJt of increasing attention,this 
for various reasons. The availability of very large magnetic fields 
1 ρ 
in laboratories,for example,as well as the large fields (up to 10 
gauss) that are thought to occur in astrophysics have stimulated 
much research in this direction. At a more fundamental level, the 
belief (as emphasized for example by Wightman [7]) that the external 
field problem seems to be a first .necessary and probably very useful 
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step towards a full quantized theory, has also motivated many new 
investigations. Another fact that should also be mentioned here is 
the recent discovery of unexpected difficulties in problems of this 
kind: first of the occurence in a very simple quantum mechanical 
system (namely the problem of a Bloch electron in a constant uniform 
magnetic field) of groups that are Mathematically very hard to handle 
and physically also difficult to interpret: the quite pathological 
non-Type I groups [8]. Second is the rather unexpected fact discovered 
by Velo and Zwanziger [9,10] that beside the already known diffi­
culties arising from conflicts between the dynamical equations and the 
constraint conditions, the usual minimal coupling with the external 
field may lead (for spins larger or equal to l), to a-causal propa­
gators. This means that, when they exist, the solutions of these 
equations of notion then correspond to a faster-than-light propagation 
of the particle, i.e. in terms of field operators, the fields satis­
fying these equations are not local [11]. This phenomenon has been 
shown to be essentially due to the (in fact non-natural) presence 
of supplementary components, i.e. of constraints. The very existence 
for example of the metastable Ω particle (whose spin is believed to 
be 3/2) shows that this problem is a more than academic one. 
Having outlined some of the global physical interest and relevance 
of the problem, let us now explain how and why a group theoretical 
approach may be helpful in this context and let us give a general 
survey of the questions tackled in this thesis. The equation of 
motion for a charged particle moving in an external e.m. field is 
generally obtained from the corresponding equation of motion of the 
free particle by replacing the It-momentum operator ρ by ρ - — A(x) , 
с 
where e is the charge of the particle, с is the speed of light and 
A is some ¡t-potential corresponding to the external field. This 
recipe, called minimal couplinp-, is applied on analogy with the 
corresponding classical action principle [12] and,except for the 
above mentioned difficulties, has generally revealed itself as a 
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very useful and successful one. There are however some apparently 
trivial "but important consequences that follow from the change 
occured in the equation of motion. First, as is well known, there 
is not just one potential for a given field, but an infinite set of 
them since any gauge transformation 
A(x) > A(x) + Эх(х) , 
for any real differentiatile function on space and time x(x),leaves 
the field and hence the physical system invariant. This is not only 
related to the fact that the potential is not an observable (as the 
field is) but it also implies that the transformation law of a 
potential under a space-time group element contains some arbitrari­
ness. On the other hand it is not, in general, possible to choose a 
potential in this set in such a way rhat it has the same space-time 
symmetry group as the field,as in the simplest example of а с instant 
uniform e.m. field. Consequently the space-time operators which 
correspond to these symmetries of the field (and thus of the physical 
system) do not in general commute with the operator of the equation 
of motion considered. It is however possible to use the arbitrariness 
mentioned above and to combine gauge and space-time transformations 
in such a way that for each symmetry element of the field there is a 
combined transformation which does leave the potential invariant; 
it is then possible to construct on this basis operator groups which 
do commute with the operators of the equations of motion. These 
groups are then called invariance operator groups. The principle of 
this method, which is in fact quite old, was used for example by 
Zak and by Brown [ 13] (on the basis also of previous investigations 
by other authors, e.g. by Johnson and Lippman, by Harper and by 
Fischbeck [lU]) to construct invariance operator groups for a non-
relativistic Bloch electron in a constant uniform magnetic field. 
On a more general basis, this method has then been analysed by 
Jansen and Boon [ 15] , and by Janner and Janssen! 16] .These last 
authors proved in particular that, for an arbitrary field, 
the resulting groups do not depend essentially on the choice 
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of a corresponding potential as different potentials related to the 
same field give rise to isomorphic groups. 
In the first part of this thesis (Chapter I to III) we derive for 
(almost) arbitrary e.m. fields, the explicit form of these operator 
groups and ve analyse in more detail their structure and their 
properties, in the relativistic as_ well as in the non-relativistic 
frames. Let us mention here that a particular characteristic of our 
approach is then that we do not restrict ourselves to symmetry groups 
that are either connected Lie groups of discrete groups (as is quite 
usual in such problems). We snow on the contrary, that these two 
kinds of symmetries are in general interrelated in a way that may be 
far from trivial. This point is also illustrated at the hand of 
examples. It is perhaps also of interest to note here that the in-
variance operator groups obtained in this way may of course always 
be seen as realizations of projective representations of the space-
time symmetry groups of the fields considered. This identification is 
however in a way superficial and is less informative than the 
approach that we shall follow: the classes of factor systems that 
occur are for example not arbitrary on these symmetry groups but 
are uniquely determined by the fields themselves as we shall see. 
Furthermore, even when these factor systems are known, the corre-
sponding operator groups still depend on the explicit gauge trans-
formations which occur and which are not arbitrary, even if they 
generate the correct factor system. 
One of the consequences of this first part is that the invariance 
operator groups so constructed are in general - because of the 
occurence of non-trivial factor systems - not subgroups of the space-
time covariance operator groups for the corresponding equation of 
motion (the latter being projective representations of the Poincaré 
or of the Galilei group respectively). Since symmetry (which relates 
by definition identical physical systems) is necessarily a particular 
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case of covariance (which relates by definition equivalent physical 
systems), the concept and explicit form of covariance can he usefully 
extended to the case where an external field is present. Just as there 
is an invariant transformation corresponding to any space-time 
symmetry of the external field there ought to be a covariant trans-
formation reüated to any space-time symmetry of the field equations. 
This is of course also closely related to the group theoretical 
meaning to be attached to the equation of motion of a particle 
minimally coupled to ar. external field. The relationship between 
the equations of motion of free particles and covariance principles 
has been well known since the pioneer work of Wigner [iti in the 
relativistic case and of Levy-Leblond [ 5 1 in the non-relativistic 
case. Because of the presence now of the external field this relation-
ship is no longer necessarily the same, "hese considerations are at 
the basis of the results presented in Chapter IV, where such a covar-
iance group is made explicit (for the relativistic case), indepen-
dently of any equation of motion, but essentially based on the Poin-
caré invariance of the Maxwell equations. In Chapter V the represent-
ations of this group are then analyzed and the relationship with the 
equations of motion and with the group theoretical concept (defined 
in a way analogous to the free case) of elementary particles in inter-
action with an external field is discussed. In the special case where 
the external field vanishes, all these relations are shown to reduce 
to the usual ones. It is, in particular, indicated how cur approach 
then leads to a possible explanation of the hieher spin inconsisten-
cies mentioned above. The Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations, how-
ever, minimally coupled with an (almost) arbitrary e.m. field are 
shown to correspond effectively to representations of this new co-
variance group, i.e. to transform covariantly. In this way a new 
relationship, analogous to that in the free case, is found between 
these equations and a covariance statement. Furthermore, the invar-
iance operator groups discussed before, which are generated by defi-
nition by those covariant transformations leaving the external field 
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invariant, appear then in a natural vay as subgroups of the general 
covariance operator group representations characterizing the corre-
sponding equation of motion-i.e. as ordinary (and no longer pro-
jective) representations of subgroups of the covariance operator 
group of that equation. 
Without it being the original intention, the subject covered in the 
present study has finally turned out to be quite a general one in 
so far as it deals in principle with any external field problem. 
One could then of course argue that,as a consequence, few concrete 
physical results will emerge. Things are, however, not necessarily 
simple as that, and what are apparently formal developments may 
also lead to helpful (and sometime even essential) new insights. 
On the other hand, specific physical problems do emerge in a natural 
way from our analysis as examples of the more general properties 
discussed, and are sometimes seen in a promising new light. 
Let us finally mention here that this thesis is essentially con-
structed on the basis of four papers planned for publication 
(respectively the Chapters I, IV, V and the Appendix VA). As a con-
sequence there is some unavoidable repetition for which we apologize; 
also manydetailed calculations are omitted or made as short as 
possible in the hope of achieving a better global clarity. 
-9-
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CHAPTER I 
INVARIAKCF OPERATOR GROUPS FOR A CHAPO"!) PARTICLE 
ЧІ AN EXTERNAL ELECTROMGNKTIC FIELD 
IntroGuction 
The use cf symmetry properties and thus of group theoretical methods 
in the study of an interacting physical system has often shown itself 
in the past to be very fruitful. Such an approach may in fact greatly 
facilitate obtaining information about solutions of the equations 
of motion, selection rules, conserved quantities and so on. In the 
frame of a research program concerned with the study of possible 
physical systens with non-trivial space-time symnetries, a very 
natural problem is that of a massive charged particle iroving in an 
external e.m. field. Simple more specific cases of such systems 
have been quite extensively treated in the past, with first of all 
the case cf zero field in the celebrated paper of V.'ipr.er [ 1] . Let 
us mention in particular space periodic fields (solid state), con­
stant uniform (c.u.) fields [2] and also time dependent problems 
such as in the case of the field of an e.m. plane wave [3,4 . 
It is perhaps worthwile noting here that whereas for these two last 
examples exact solutions of the equations of motion have been in 
principle well known for a long time, the group theoretical analysis 
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has been able to give a much better understanding: think, for 
instance, of the electric charge superselection rule in the c.u. 
field case f 2] or of the so-called "mass-shift" of a charged 
particle in the plane wave field [3,Ί]. We hope therefore that group 
theoretical methods will allow us to approach the physics of systeras 
with other types of fields where exact solutions are far from being 
known. 
In this chapter we consider the most general case of an external 
e.m. field and derive first some general properties of the space-
time symmetry groups which may occur. Although the equations of 
motion we consider here (Schrödinger, Klein-Gordon, Dirac) are 
potential and not (explicitely) field dependent, as is well known, 
it is possible to construct on the basis of the symmetries of the 
field potential symmetry groups using the very natural concept of 
compensating gauge transformations, and from these groups to derive 
then explicitly invariance operator groups which commute with the 
operators of the equations of motion and which thus contain physical 
information. That these last steps are not trivial and that the 
latter groups may have a very different structure from that of the 
original space-time groups may be seen in the example of a Bloch 
electron in a c.u. magnetic field where the (abelian) translation 
symmetry group of the field can give rise to very pathological 
non-Type I (definition giver, later on) operator groups [5,6] . 
We show in particular in this chapter that this example is only a 
special case of a large class of fields with such a property. We 
shall also see, in other examples of this situation, that it is 
in fact independent of the specifically magnetic character of the 
field. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In part one we define the 
class of fields we consider and analyze the structure of their 
relativistic symmetry groups in more detail. This part may appear 
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tedious but is useful for what follows, and for practical purposes. 
In part two we define correspondingly symmetry groups of potentials. 
In parts 3 and It we then construct explicitly invariance operator 
groups for spins 0 and 5 (Klein-Gordon and Dirac) equations and 
discuss some of their properties. The general theory is then used 
in part 5 for a closer analysis of the problem of a Bloch electron 
in an arbitrary constant uniform external field. Since we can do so 
with little extra effort, we cover the Schrödinger case as well, 
and extend briefly in part б the theory to the quantum mechanical 
Galilean case, too. 
Let us also mention here that sone of the present results have been 
previously presented elsevbore 17] · 
1. Symmetry groups of e.m. fields. 
Before we analyze the properties of symmetry groups of e.m. fields, 
let us first give a more precise definition of what we admit as 
possible candidates for them. An admissible e.m. field is defined 
as a continuous differentiable map from the Minkowski space М(Ц) 
to the space of covariant antisymmetric (time pseudo-) real tensors 
F witn the following three properties 
(i) it satisfies Maxwell equations 
F + F + F = 0 
μν,ρ υρ,μ ρμ,ν 
(1.1) 
τ, >ν = hl ; 
UV с μ 
-1І+-
Because we лаке, fron a physical point of viev, no further restriction 
on the L-currenL j ( not all currents are necessarily generated by 
μ 
moving charges, for exanple) the second set of equations can and 
will be considered as a definition for j . 
u 
(ii) it can be expanded as a Fourier integral 
F (χ) = f d к F (к) exp (ikx) (1.?) 
yv ' uv 
i . e . we assume t h a t the i n t e g r a l 
F (к) = iV- ƒ d χ F (χ) exp (-ikx) ( ι . ? ) 1 
UV V ¿TT/ ' μΜ 
exists (in the sense of course of generalized functions). 
(iii) it transforns under an element g = (t,A) of the Poincaré 
group Ρ according to 
(gF) (x) d i f
 e
(g).AVF (/Г1(х- )) (1.3) 
•JV u ν oc 
with E(g) = sign (Λ ) . This law defines imnediately a group G,,, the 
largest subgroup of Ρ consisting of elements g which satisfy the 
condition 
(gF) (x) = F (χ) . (1.1*) 
μν yv 
1) We adopt the notation g = ( ,Л) e Ρ with (t,,Mx = Ίχ +1, χ e M(L), 
t e T, the U-translations subgroup of Ρ, Λ ε χ, Lhe homogeneous 
Torentz group, (Дх) = Λ χ for covariart,(Λχ) = (Λ ) χ for 
μ L ν ν 
contravariant vector components and (t.. ,Λ ) (t-,^-) = (t^A t ,Λ Λ-). 
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This condition depends on the origin and thus on the choice of the 
reference frare, but, as is well known, different choices give rise 
to isomorphic (conjugate) subgroups so that one can attach to any 
given external field a unique abstract syrcmetry group as the 
corresponding isonorphy class. The proup defined by i'1 Λ) is then 
to be seen as a representative of this class. This group has the 
following evident proporties: 
(l) Because of the continuity condition on the field, 0 S Ρ is 
г 
a closed subgroup. 
(?) G_ η Τ di- π = £ 'c © fi" 0, π + η i h , since IL, is closed in Τ 
Г Г 0 0 г 
and the only closed subgroups of Τ are of this form. 
(3) U_ < G , i.e. U_ normal in G_, (since Τ is norir.al in P) and 
, äef -
tVU-r, = К is isomorphic to a space-time point group Κ , 
i.e. to a subgroup К of the Lorentz group. 
г 
The group G appears thus as an extension of U_ by К and the 
г г г 
following diagram of groups has exact rows and is commutative 
(norphism cf group extensions) 
* Ό' > G > К > 1 , m,φ 
Y F Y* Υ Γ 
Ο >Τ >Ρ >L — --> 1 , Ο,φ 
The lower row sp]its, as is well known (semidi reet product) whereas 
the first one is an (in genera"1, nontrivial) extension characuerized 
by the factor set m 
m: K F χ Kp *"τ 
and by the natural homomorphism φ of К into Aut (U ). This means 
F F 
1) thrcueout t h i s t r e a t i s e > - » i n d i c a t e s a monor.orphism, 
-^. an epimorphism. 
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t h a t t h e p r o d u c t i n ^ „ , w i t h g . = ( a . ,L . ) e G,,, a . € 'J, , , L. € K_, 
г ι i l г і г і г 
i = 1 , 2 , may be w r i t t e n a s 
{B.],L^){a2,L2) = ( a 1 + φ ( і ^ ) a 2 + ir.(L1 , L ? ) , L ^ ) 
Associativity of this product implies that m is a ?-cocycle (i-e. 
an element of Z. (Kp,U_), i.e. satisfies, VL 1 ,L ,L ε ÏL,, the condition 
ι(ΐ
ν
Ι.?) + m(L^?,L3) = m i L ^ ^ L )+ ф(Ь1)т(Ь2,Ь3 
or, in other words, m is a factor set. For more details and for 
the use of this cohomological language, we refer to [ 8] . 
As discrete symmetries will play an important role in the sequel 
it is also useful to consider here another deconposition of G as 
г 
expressed in the following proposition (see also [ 9] ): 
Proposition 1.1. Let G be any closed subgroup of the Poincaré group, 
с . 
G its connected component of the identity, then G appears in the 
following commutative diagram of exact sequences 
1 > G C > G > G d - > 1 , η, ξ 
! I M I (і.б) 
1 » G C > N(GC) >N(GC)/GC »1, η',ξ' 
where N(G ) is the normalizer of G in Ρ, ( ι ) the canonical in­
ject i ve monomorphism and G is a discrete subgroup of I'J(G )/G . 
d с 
The factor system η and the map ξ : G >Aut (G ) are the restric­
tions on G χ G and G respectively of the factor system n' and 
map ξ' of the bottom extension. 
Proof, (i) G is closed in G (thus in P) and normal in G, the latter 
с . . . 
follows from the definition of G and the fact that conjugation is 
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a continuous automorphism, hence g.g..g is connected to 1 if and 
only if g. is (g being fixed). 
(ii) G/G is discrete since the component of this group which is 
connected to the identity is 1 and is open. 
(iii) The action of G on G being defined by conjugation in G 
after identification of G with a set of coset representatives of 
G/G , the proposition is then obvious. 
Let us note here that the decomposition (1.6) nay usefully be applied 
for the determination of the latxice of closed subgroaps of the 
Poincaré group. Indeed connected subgroups may be classified by 
Lie algebra methods, using a well known tneorem which states that 
if H is a Lie subgroup of a Lie group G, the Lie algebra of H 
is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of G, and that, converse-
ly» each subalgebra of the Lie algebra of G is the Lie algebra of 
exactly one connected subgroup H of G [9,10]. The normalizers may 
then in general be computed in a straightforward way and the problem 
reduces to the determination of the discrete subgroups of H(G )/G". 
Let us also note 'chat this decomposition is of course not exclusive 
for the Poincaré group and might be useful in other cases as well. 
We now want to consider more closely the discrete factor group G 
of (1.6), and mention first the following 
Proposition 1.2. Let G as in Proposition 1.1. be a split extension 
in (1.6). Then G may be identified with a discrete subgroup of G 
and appears in the following exact sequence of groups 
0 > Ud > G d — I->K d > 1 , ігЛф (1.7) 
where U = Ζ , η 4 U, and К is a discrete subgroup of the Lorentz 
group. 
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Prooi . The prooi of the exactness follows trivially froir the hypo-
d d 
thesis ard the same a^suments as in (I.5). That U and К are 
Ί 
discrete follows i rom the fас* that G is discrete ana that the 
topology of U is the suoset topology on one side and that the 
epimorphisn IT m (I.?) is continuous on the other side. 
Let us now briefly shci» why this decomposition is useful ana how 
difficulties may arise from this part of the top extensnr in (I.6). 
In fact very little is known on non-ahelian discrete groups of 
infinite order and they are in general very difficult to handle. 
Let us mention in particular the following theoren that ve siali 
need in the sequei. 
Theorem 1 .3 (Thoira [ 11]). A discrete group G is of Type Τ if and 
only if t has a normal abeliar subgrouD A of ^inite irdex. 
More details about the Oathological поп-Тутэо I groaps (also termed 
wild groups) are given in the third part of this chapter. 
Using t m s theorem one cai -η fact directly prove the following. 
Propos.t...on 1 .К. Let G be any discrete ^ubgrcjp of tie Poincaré 
grojp (as in (1·Π), then G is of Type I if and only if there 
exists a normal abelian subgroup К of К such that Ф^К ) is the 
-centity on L , π is symnetnc on К ara 'К /К ' < °°. 
Let us also mention here that if G is noz of Type I then it is 
possible to show that G is also not of Type I whereas G in (I.6) 
being a connectée '"pal algeoraic g^oup, _s necessarily always of 
Type Τ Г 2] . 
It is clear from the above proposition tha- G will only be of 
ron-Туре I if ^ts point group К is of infinite order. Tt is there-
"cr» jseful ircntionmp here -without gcirg _nto detail that this 
case seems to oe o^ very questionable physical s_gnj ficance in ou1-
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ргоЪІет as there is no known ехаиріе of e.m. field with this 
property (and presumably there exists none). This case will there­
fore just be mentioned for completeness in the sequel but it will 
not be considered too much in detail. 
Because however of the important role discrete trans lat ior.al 
symmetries are going to play in the sequel it is useful to define 
here a periodic e.m. field as a covariant time-pseudo tensor field 
over M(li) satisfying, in addition to the properties (i), (ii), and 
(iii) listed previously the following: 
(iv)The spectrum S of F (which is defined as the set of points к 
in the reciprocal space-time M (it) for which F (к) φ 0 in (1.2)) 
* .
 μ ν 
is discrete and generates a lattice Λ (of âfciensicn η , о -s η -ί ύ). 
In other words the field F сап be written as a Fourier series over Л : 






where clearly the connection to (1.2) is given by 
F (k) = У F (Κ) δ(k-K) . (1.9) 
uv „¿,* uv 
In order to fix ideas let us give some examples of such periodic 
e.m. fields: constant uniform (cu.) fields (n = o ) , monochromatic 
2 2 
plane wave fields (n = 1, К = 0),crystal fields (n = 3, К > 0 
1 ) 0 0 
V К ), eigenmodes of waveguides or cavities and so on. 
After this quite mathematical preliminary survey of properties of 
fields and their symmetry groups we pursue our way in the direction 
of physics by defining, for each given e.n. field, a symmetry group 
for a corresponding potential. 
l) We use the metric g with signature (-,+,+,+) 
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2. Potentials symmetry proups. 
As is well known Poincaré trarsfornatiors which leave an е.ті. field 
_nvar^ant are not, ^ n general, symmetries for a ocrresporamg 
potential and, as a consequence, the corresponding operators do 
not in general cormute with tae operators c" the equations of notion 
we want to consider and which are, as is well known, potential ard 
not (explicitely ) '"leid dépendent fhere the relativ^ s^ic Klein -
Cordor or Dirac, but also in the Galilean case with Schrödinger or 
classical eauatiors «rith тп^ша! ccuplingl. As potentials are 
however not physical obser/ahles as fields are it is to he expected 
that the space-tme syimetnes of the field arc. thus of the physical 
systen will reflect themselves in some way in symmetries of the 
potential and respectively of the equation of motior. On the otner 
side there is a certair arbitrariness ir the choice of the gauge 
ana of the transformation law of a potential and ore iray take 
advantape of it. Th s occurs with the introduction of the cuite 
natural concept of compensating gauge transfcnration let us resume 
briefly here, in a way convenient fo»· our purposes, this dea as 
exposed Ъу Janner and Janssen [ 13] : 
Let A (x) be soné i—noi ent ai corresponding to a given e.m. •''leid 
F (χ), i.e. which satisfies 
A (x) - A (x) = F (χ) (2.1) 
ν,u j, ν μν 
and which we shall assume to transform jrder the Po ncaré group as 
a covariant (tme-pseuco) vector field A, i.e., for g = (t,n) e ρ 
(gA) (χ) = c(g) Λ* Α (\"Ί(χ - t)) (2.?) 
μ MV 
with ε(^) = sign '\ as in ( * . 3 ) . Let now g e G be a syirretry of t h e 
f i e l d . Because i t l eases t h e f i e l d i r v a r a n t , ^t generates from Л a 
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new potential (gA) which can differ from A only Ъу a gauge trans­
formation (both A and gA being related to the sane field) which 
may depend on g and or. x: 
(gA) (x) = A (x) + Эх^ (χ) (2.3) 
ё 
This gauge function is determined by (2.3) uniquely up to a constant. 
Combining new such a gauge transformation with each space-time 
element g ε С,„ we cbtair. pairs (χ , g) whoòe action on the potential 
we define by 
(χ , -,) A(x) d i f (gA) (χ) - 3 Χ
σ
 (χ) (2.1t) 
g g 
In this way one has constructed a set of transformations {(χ , g ) , 
V g ε G_} which do obviously leave the potential invariant. 
г 
However, this set does not, in general, form a group because it is 
not necessarily possible to choose the gauge functions in (2.3) in 
such a way that the gauge function associated with the product of 
two Poincaré transformations is the gauge function resulting from 
the product of the corresponding two pairs. It is however possible 
to imbed this set in a group Q which is defined as follows: 
Q = i (Ф, X , g) , Φ e Я, К e C-F } (2.5) 
with product rule 
(Φ1,Χβ .g^Up.Xg 'S2) = (Φ,+Ψίβ,^ + f^1>g2)'Xg g .g^JCs.ë) 
wh ere fig-pgp) is given by 
г(8і>е2)





)χ1Γ (χ) - xe _ (χ) (2.7) 
and is easily shewn fron (2.k) to Ъе a constant ^g-i » gp 6 G-p· 
It follows also from the definition (2.U) that f satisfies on 
G„ χ G_ the factor set condition 
г г 
fíg^gg) + г(віё2,&3) = f(g rg 2g 3) + '>(g1) f(B2,g3) · (2.81 
The set of automorphisms ψ(θ_) in (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) is given, 
г 
using (2.2), (2.it) and the fact that 3 transforms covariantly under 









with Ρ the substitution operator, and with e(g) = sign L (L the 
g о 
homogeneous part of g). In particular ψ(θ
ρ
) is sirrply given 
Ъу ε(ζ) when restricted to it. The group Q then appears as an 
extension of fi Ъу G as is s 
г 
diagram of group extensions 
shown in the following commutative 
0 > fi 
-> J 
> Q — 
μ 
s- JP — - * Ρ -
—* ι , 




where J is sn (in general infinite dimensional and not locally 
compact) group of real functions over Κ ( Ό , the ahelian group of 
the allowed gauge transformat: or.s, and JP can Ъе taken as a semi-
direct product of J by Ρ (see [ Ih] ). 
As ner.tioned above the gauge functions χ are determif.ed (for a 
g 
given potential) up to a constant. It follows from proposition 3 
of [ 13] that we may always fix these constants in such a way that μ, 
which defines the imbedding of Q in JP 
μ (Φ,χ„,δ) d i f (Φ + X„,<5) e JP (2.11) 
i s a ironcTicrphism. 
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Actually Q, as an abstract group, consists of pairs (φ,ζ), φ e Я, 
g e G as follows from (2.10). We have wri-ten its elements (φ,χ ,g) 
F g 
for clarity only, making explicit the interpretation of Q as defined 
by μ and Λ. 
The explicit structure of Q still nay depend on the specific choice 
of potential we started with. However, it can also be shown that 
different choices for the potential give rise to equivalent ex­
tensions in (2.10) and her.ce to isomorphic groups. For proofs and 
details we refer to [ 13] and [ il] . 
In fact it is sufficient, from a physical point of view, to consider 
only a subgroup Q of Q, namely the subgroup generated by all 
elements of the form {(Ο,χ ,g), g e G }. Denoting therefore by 3-
g г 
the subgroup of the real line generated by the factor set f in (2.7) 
( У = {f(g. ,g.) , V g . ,g. e G,,}) the diagram (2.10) reduces to 
0 » У > Q > G F » 1, ί,φ 
I l· Ι ( 2 · 1 2 ) 
0 -> J > jp - ^ ρ > ι, ο,ψ 
V7e call Q the symmetry group of the potential. Since it dees not, 
as an abstract group, depend on the cnoice we can make for the 
potential, we nay restrict ourselves to some special convenient 
gauge and calculate explicitly the factor set f which is of course 
of essential importance in the determination of the structure of Q. 
That is what we shall do in the remaining part of this sectixr.. 
Let u? -"-hus cUf-'re- a particular mapping π from the e.m. field ten­
sors to the space of the potentials 
(2.13) 
-Pit­
as follows: noting also that for various kinds of fields there 
exist more natural choices we split first the spectrum S of the 





 υ 3 ϋ ) 
s
(o)




 = { к e s I k = с } 
S u ' = { k e S I k = 0, k ^ 0 } (2.11+) 
(j) 
= { k e S I k ^ 0 } 
This decomposition is clearly Poincaré invariant. The field F splits 
correspondingly to (2.1 M ir. гЬгее (independent) e.m. fields 
F (χ) = F í o ) + F ( r )( X) + F(>j)(x) (2.15) 
μν μν μν μν 
wnere F will be assumed for the sake of this work and because 
uv 
of its physical interest to consist of a constant uniform field 
only (as is always the case for a periodic field for example). 
(r ) Further F (χ) is for obvious reasons called a radiation field and 
(η) μ ν F ^ (χ) a "current" field. These different parts are clearly defined, μν 
for α = о, r, j, by 
FCoi)(x) = ƒ d^k F ( a )(k) exp (ikx) (2.16) 





F (к) , к e s { a ) 
μν (2.16)' 
else 
Because each of these fields has to satisfy independently the Maxwell 
equations, we choose for each of them a corresponding potential, in 
a specific, convenient gauge. We define thus the mapping ir of (2.13) 
as acting on the field F by 
(irF) (x) d i f A ( o )(x) + A ( r )( X) + A
( j , U ) = A (x) (2.17) 
μ μ μ υ y 
with 
.(о), -, def ι ρ _(o) , _ . . ч 









 . (radiation, or 
A
u
 ( X ) =
 J * ~ 0
 e X P ( l k x )











The image A = nF of the field F under π will be called the standard 
potential of F. It may be verified, using the Maxwell equations 
(1.1) for the Fourier coefficients of the field, that this potential 
indeed satisfies (2.1). Further it is now quite an easy matter to 
use the ansatz (2.18) to calculate the compensating gauges (2.3) and 
hence, the factor sets (2.1). After a long but straightforward 
calculation, using the invariance property of the field under 
g=(a,L) e G„, and the Lorentz invariance of the Lebesgue measure 













(x) + c 2 (?.19) 
where с , c„, and c^ are constants which can be chosen 0 so to 
satisfy (2.11), t = a + U(L), à e U a pure translation symr.etry ir. 
г 
G_, and U(L) a translation associated to the Ißrentz transfornation 
L. Such a translation U(L) can also be called non-primitive, in 
analogy with the usual nomenclature of space groups. For the use 
of these crystallcgraphic concepts in the frame of subgroups of the 
Poincaré group, see [8] . 
The factor sets (2.7) are then obtained from (2.19) as given by 
г
(о), ч _ ι
 p(o) f T _ ча, NO f
 ^TBg/ - 2 F





Ζ2) = f^^^.gg) = 0 
Using the linearity of Poincaré transformations and of our map π in 
(2.17) and (2.1Θ) on potentials and fields respectively we obtain the 
corresponding compensating aauge and factor set for the whole field 
by simple addition of the various parts so that finally we have 
(i) χ (x) = - 3 F ( o ) tff xP
 +
 f 0 dx0 (
e





β2) = Ì F^5 {^t?)° z\ 
Let us note that if G_ is a symnorphic space-time group (i.e. if all 
г 
U(L) , V b e K.^can be chosen 0), or if the set of all u(L·) can be 
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chosen in the real vector space spanned by U_,the factor set (?.2l) 
(ii) is equivalent to zero if and only if its restriction to U χ U 
г г 
vanishes identically. This follows from the fact that the factor set 
in (2.2I) (ii) is bilinear in the translations and that a trivial 
factor set is necessarily symmetrical when restricted to the trans­
lation subgroup whereas in (2.21) (ii) f(ap)a ) = - f (a ,a ), 
V a ,a„ ε U , i.e. is totally antisyimetric. 
The results (2.21) are quite remarkable, seen the large class of 
fields we are considering: it follows indeed from (2.21) (ii) that 
the upper extension in (2.1?) is trivial unless the field has a 
Fourier component at the origin whose contribution to the field is 
different from zero, i.e. for the class of fields we consider, unless 
the field carries a constant uniform part. As a consequence invariance 
operator groups will be homomorphic to a subgroup of the covering 
group of the Poincaré group up to a factor system which may be non-
trivial when and only when this contribution is different from zero. 
As a result we have now found the explicit structure of the potential 
symmetry groups. These are however not yet the most relevant ones for 
our purposes and that is why it is not the structure of these symmetry 
groups that we are going to analyze further but that of the corre-
sponding invariance operator groups we can now define from them and 
which are constructed in such a way that they commute with the oper-
ators of the appropriate equations of motion. 
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3. Relativistie invariance operator groups, discrete and continuous 
parts. 
Let us now consider a charged, relativistie, massive particle of spin 
0 or i moving in a given external e.m. field, and thus obeying the 
Klein-Gordon, respectively the Dirac equation with minimal coupling. 
We define, from the symmetry group Q of the corresponding potential, 
an operator group α- , by the following map Φ (s the spin) 
Ф
д
 : Q > U(3f) 
with U('Tf) the group of unitary (ant i-unitary) operators in the 
separable carrier Hilbert space Tf of physical states and, for 
(f.Xg.g) e Q, f e ^ , g = (a.L) e G F 
Φ8((Γ,ΧΒ,Κ))
 d i f
 e x p í - i ^ (f+xg(x))} S(L).Pg d l f <f,g>s (3.1) 
where Ρ is the substitution operator, e is the charge of the 
particle, с the speed of light and h the Planck constant divided 
by 2π. furthermore S(L) is given by 
rC (i) S(L) 
(ii) S(L) = 
Π 
, L 0 < 0 
· ί · ° 
, L 0 < 0 0 
for s = 0 




S (L) , L 0 > 0 
о о 
where С is the charge conjugation operator and S (L) satisfies the 






 S (L) = T^ γ ν . ( 3 . 3 ) 
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The imapes Ά- of Q under Φ are called the invariance operator groups 
as they can be shown to leave the corresponding equation of motion 
invariant [ 13 ], i.e. to commute, for s = 0 and s = 1/? with the opera­
tors 
Ο^ίχ,ρ,πΓ) Ξ (ρ - - (πΡ)(χ))2 - m 2c , s = О 
and respectively 
0 D (χ,ρ,πΓ) Ξ - ίγ
μ
 (ρ - | (πΓ) (χ)) - me , s = 1/2 
where π? = A is the potential defined in Í2.1T) and (2.18). 
This means that the invariance operator group of the equation of 
motion is (up to the usual spin factor system) homomorphic to the 
symmetry group of the potential (of the field considered): indeed, 
up to the factor system that may be generated by the matrices S(L) 
Φ is an homomorphic mapping on Q, as is easily seen. 
As a general result we have thus found now the explicit structure of 
the invariance operator groups for (almost) arbitrary external e.m. 
field. As these groups leave, by definition, the corresponding 
equations of motion invariant, the solutions of these equations will 
span representation spaces for these groups and the problem of the 
characterisation and of the properties of the solutions can thus 
successfully be tackled by the study of the corresponding represen­
tations. These representations can in principle be found by standard 
group theoretical methods, provided certain regularity conditions 
are satisfied. Unfortunately there are also cases where these 
conditions are not satisfied and it is this problem that we shall 
discuss now. 
Let us therefore use the splitting of G„ into connected and discrete 
parts as in (1.6). Whenever the upper exact sequence is split there 
exists a monomorphic section r : G ^ G , and hence G may be 
Γ Γ г 
identified with a discrete subgroup of G . Let us now consider for 
- з о -
this case the corresponding operator groups Я _ Φ (Q ) and 
Я- = Φ (Q ) first separately, with Q and Q defined analogously 
s s 
as in (2.1?), G being replaced by its subgroups 0 or Γ, respec­
tively. Koto that, since "''he choice of an (even monomorphic) 
section r as above is not necessarily unique, the structure of 2 
may depend on this choice. This apparent arbitrariness vil], of 
course, be removed when we shall "consider again the whole invariance 
operator group ч, , in the next section. 
Vie come now to the following 
Proposition 3. '' • Let |К | < «=, then there exists a (monomorphic) 
section r such that Я- is of Type I if and only if the field is 
rational (ir. a sense explained below). 
Before we go to the proof let us explain in inore detail the contents 
of this proposition. First a group is said to be of Type I (or 
equivalently to be tame) if its representations (continuous unitary 
in a separable Hilbert space) generate von Keumann algebras having 
only discrete (as opposed to continuous) factors. Otherwise it is 
termed non-Type I (or wild). 
We recall that a factor is a von Neumann algebra which has a trivial 
centre, and it is called discrete i f it is isomorphic to a von 
Neumann algebra whose nomrcutant is abelian [ 15] • In particular all 
abelian,finite or compact groups, all connected semi simple or nil-
potent Lie groups and all connected real algebraic groups are of 
Type I. 
Hon-Type I groups are, so to say, a mathematical pathological 
curiosity and only recently a simple quantum mechanical systen 
giving rise to such an invariance group has been discovered [6]. 
An important feature of non-Type I groups is Îhat there exists no 
mathematical theory (and not much hope for such a one) which would 
allow us, even in principle, to derive or describe all their irre-
ducible (unitary) representations. Moreover, piven a representation, 
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although the decompoEÏtion into primaries (representations generating 
von Ke'jmanr. algebras which are factors) is unique (the so-called cen-
tral decomposition) the decomposition of a primary into irreducible 
constituents can be fantastically non-unique and this leads of course 
to serious difficulties, in particular with the physical interpre-
tation of the irreducible representations. For further details on 
the mathematical aspects of these pathological groups vre refer to 
the literature (see e.g. [ 11 ],[ 1 5-19] ) and for a short and simple 
description to the presentation by Boon [6]. 
We then define a field to be rational if and only if there exists a 
, . . d 
(monomorphic,) section r: G^ - —> fi such that the set 
i^Jfis.-.S-)^,!), V g . ,g. e r(G^)} is finite. For \кІ\ < », this 
is equivalent to the following: let {Ъ. Ъ } be a basis of a 
'c . , . 
η -dimensional discrete translation subgroup as defined by (1.7) 
and the section r, then the field is rational if and only if 
{b..,t..,b } can be chosen in such a way that the factor system 
о 
satisfies the condition 
¿ Ì - f ( b i ' b j ) e Q > Vi, j = 1, ?, ... no (3.M 
i.e. using (2.21) 
T ^ r a F i p ) ( b i ) P ( V P e ç ' v i , j = i, . . . n o . (3.5) 
The equivalence follows from the facts that f is bilinear, when 
restricted to the translations, that L S К has, in this basis, 
only integer entries and hence, since |L| < «•, a non-primitive 
translation associated to L can always be chosen with rational 
components with respect to {b ,...,b } (a linear system of equations 
. . . Ό . . 
with rational coefficients having always a rational solution). 
We now turn to the proof of the proposition: it follows in fact 
from the theorem by '.I'homa [ 111 mentionec in section 1, and is 
further analoffous to the proof by Boon [6] , that it contains as a 
-Sí-
particular case (time independent ргоЪІет of a Bloch electron in a 
c u . magnetic field ): indeed A < -2- implies A normal in the 
subgroup of 2. generated Ъу discrete translations only, and the 
condition that A is then abelian and of finite index is easily 
shown to be just the rationality condition (3.5). Since |K | < <», A 
is then also of finite index in the whole 3. and this completes the 
proof. 
In the cases where ¡К | = », it is also possible to show that the 
operator group 2. will only be of Type I if G is itself of Type I 
(for the latter, see Proposition 1.1*) and if the field is rational 
as above. As explained in section 1 we do not however ¡co further 
into detail for this case. Finally it may also be mentioned here 
TC 
"that oi , the operator group generated by the connected component 
of G_, is always of Type I. 
г 
We think it useful at this point to make a few additional comments 
on the content and consequences of the above Proposition З.1.: 
(i) We note that the expression in the denominator of (3.5) is equal 
to the magnetic flux quantized unit, so that the expression (3.5) 
becomes, for the case of a Bloch electron in a c.u. magnetic field, 
equal to the magnetic flux (in quantized units) through the wall 
spanned by the (space) vectors b. and b. [ 5,6]. This may give the 
idea that the effect is of pure magnetic nature, but this is contra­
dicted by the following: 
(ii) Let us mention a few examples of simple physical systems giving 
rise to these pathological invariance operator groups. Consider a 
crystal in a condensor with, in addition, a pure time-dependent 
periodic electric field: the expression in (3.5) is then different 
1) Note that in [6], only the non-relativistic system is considered, 
and only transnational symmetries, but this does not imply any 
essential change in the proof. 
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from zero and the invariance operator group will vary wildly with 
very small changes in the strength of the condenser field, for 
example. Mixed electric and/or magnetic effects may be obtained 
when for instance, a charged particle moves in the superposition 
of two (non parallel) plane waves (as for crossing lasers), or in 
wave guides. Adding to this system a cons-ant uniform electric and/or 
magnetic field will again produce pathological invariance operator 
groups. 
(iii) It may happen that 3. is not of Type I whereas 2. itself is. 
We shall see in the next section more in detail how this can occur 
and how sensitive the situation then becomes. 
(iv) We note that, as soon as one term in (3-5) is different from 
d 
zero, Q , the discrete part of the symmetry group of the potential, 
is never of Type I, but this is in our problem not relevant, the 
mapping Φ making just restrictions on the physical representations 
(the constant e/ch being in fact not arbitrary). 
(v) It has also been clearly shown from the example in [ 6] (see 
also [20] ) that if one imposes periodic boundary conditions, 
allowing thus only "rational" values to the field, the dimensions 
of the irreducible representations may change very discontinuously 
with an infinitesimal (rational) change of the values of the field, 
and in fact this will be the case for any "rational" field for which 
the expression in (3.5) does not vanish identically. Such a condition 
does not therefore get us out of the difficulties and in any case 
its meaning is in general physically not obvious. 
We now turn to a more precise description of the structure of the 
whole invariance operator group, using the results for its various 
parts as obtained so far. 
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k. Ine wnole invariance operator group Д. 
It follows directly frorr (3.1) that 3- appears as an extensior of 
и(У) by (G ) where и'ЭО is the subset of the unit circle vhich is 
the inage of Φ as restricted to ^ and (G.,) is given by CJ for s 
Ξ г S г 
integer ( 3 = 0 ) and by the corresponding subgroup of the covering 
group of the Poincaré group for s halfinteger (s = 2)· Using now 
(З.І) and the decomposition (1.6) of (G ) into connected and 
Γ Ξ 
discrete parts, we may write an element a e Л as 
с d 
£3 = <í,»g>s = <f.g »S > s t1*·1) 
г \ с d 
with g € (G^) , g its connected, g its discrete parts respectively. 
г s 
The rela.tionship between =2 and the connected respectively discrete 
^ j s 
operator groups 2^ and =2 defined in the previous section is new given 
by the following: 
Proposition h.1. let Î(G,G ) denote the subset of ƒ generated by the 
restriction of the factor system f of (г.1?) to G χ G0. Then the 
following sequences of groups are exact: 
(i) if f(G,GC) = 0 , then ((£) = C and 
Γ s s 
1 » (ОГ) - — > Л >,id »1 (4.2) 
(ii) if f(G,G ) φ 0 , then 
1 - — - α — + л — » « Φ — - 1 (ь-з) 
so s ί s 
where ¿ is the subgroUD of Л generate'! by Э- and (G_) . 
so s F s 
The proof of this Proposition is straightforward, using the structure 
of the group ¿ as obtained so far and the decomposition (lt.1). 
It is thub oritted. 
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Th e interest of this proposition lies in that it allows us now to 
give a first answer to the question whether or not the Type I res-
pectively non-Type I property of Í does carry over the whole 
of Í . Indeed 
Ξ 
Proposition U.2. In case (i) of the preceding proposition, if J. 
is not of Type I then 2 is also r.ot of Type I. 
Proof: it follows straightforwardly from theorem (8.1) of [ 19 ] that 
if a group has a normal subgroup such that the corresponding factor 
group is' not of Type I, then it is itself not of Type I. The propo­
sition is then implied Ъу the exactness of the sequence (k.2). 
The remarkable fact is now that this proposition does not in general 
hold in case (ii) and the situation nay be very critical. It is of 
course possible to give some complicated criteria to characterize 
this situation but we think it preferable to show what nay then 
happen with a simple representative example. 
5. Example: a Bloch electron in a c.u. e.m. field. 
Let us consider a Bloch electron in a c.u. electromagnetic field F , 
and translational field symmetries in space and time only so that 
3 G„ = U = R Φ Ζ , ί? standing for time translations. A set of gener-
ators for U is given by {Xe = λ( 1,0,0,0), λ e (R and a base 
->• -*• -V . . 
b 1, b , Ъ^ of the crystal (space) lattice). We assume further for 
simplicity that b is along the z-axis and b. and b„ are in the 
(x,y)-plane. Let us then first consider the situation where 
F . = E. = 0, F'. = e... В, with В = (Ο,Ο,Β). This is the situation 
οι ι ij ijk к 3 
of [6] and in our language, it is characterized by the following 











У is then a discrete subgroup of ft and we are in case (i) of the 
Proposition U.l. The situation may be characterized by the following 
commutative diagram of exact sequences 
Д
с
 ,— « « 
s Y 
I I , 
UOO > »J _ „.«ΦΖ' (5.2) I s I 
u(yd)> - - a d ^ z 3 
s 
where, as is easily verified, the central column is split (this is 
net always so, as we shall see in a moment, even if G is a direct 
e d . . \ product of G by G as it is in cur exarple). This case is of course 
г г 
the one discussed in [ 6] and by Proposition k.2 (and the fact that 
the central extension is regular in the sense of Mackey [ 19]), 2 is 
j s 
of Type I if and only if J. is. 
Let us now also introduce an electric c.u. field, (F ? ^ 0) with 
•* . + " •* Z1 
B remaining parallel to b along the z-axis and b , b in the (x,y)-
plane. We now have, from (2.21): 
f(b.,b.) = ? (В.Ъ.лЪ.) 
f(?.,Xe(o)) = i X(í,b.) äi 0 (λ e Я) (5.3) 
Г(Ле(о),Х'е(о)) = О 
- 3 7 -
so t h a t we a r e ir . c a s e ( i i ) . The s i t u a t i o n i s now i l l u s t r a t e d , i n 
p l a c e of ( 5 . 2 ) , by t h e c o n m u t a t i v e d i a g r a m 
U( 1 ) > • i - - ->» fl 
γ SO 
Id: i l d )
ζ 
s 





is given (after identification of =2 /=i. with U_ = £ and imheddine 
ь
 s so F 
The middle column extension of (5-Ό is now characterized by a (non-
trivial) factor system m and a mapping φ, which can be straightfor­
wardly computed, using our precedirg results: The factor systen m 
 
in ¿ ) by 
(0 ir.(b. ,?.) = <f(b. ,b ) , C> (5.5) 
1 J ι J s 
3 
with <f,g> as in (3·ΐ)· The honcncrphic nap φ: / > Aut .3- is 
then obtained, using the antisynnetry and linearity properties of the 
factor system f on translations, as explicitly given by 
ф(Ь) < f,Xe ( o )>
s
 = <f + 2 f(b,Xe ( o )),Xe ( o )>
s
 (5-6) 
where b = Σ. n. b. e и^ = I3. i l l F 
In order to determine if oi is of іУре I, we have to analyse in some 
more detail its representations which we shall now calculate, by 
induction, from the irreducible representations of JL , using the 
so 
general theory of Mackey [ 19] · The irreducible representations of 
2 are, since <i is abelian and isomorphic to the direct product 
so so
 r 
U(l) {§ fi, directly civen by the characters {q ' Ί with η ε 2, e ε β 
and 
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$η'ε <f,Xe(o)> = expíin-^- ί)βΧΌ(ιελ) (5.?) 
o s en -
T.ie physical representations defined by (3·1) will then correspond to 
η = -1 and e stands for the energy (in reduced dimensionless units). 
The dual c2 thus consists of a countably infinite set of parallel 
so 
lines in a P-dinensional vector space and is itself of course of 
Type I. The action φ of Ζ on this dual is then given by 
(φ(Ϊ) q^ e) <f,Xe(o)>
s
 d i f ξ^ε(φ(Ϊ)-1 <f,Xe(o)>
s
) (5.8) 
so that, using (5.3) and (5.6), we find 
φ(Ϊ) q^E = ξ'ε - ^ t ^ (5.9) 
This means that the stability group (or little group) of q ' is the 
whole of ci for η = 0, and for η ^  0 the extension of =2- by the sub-
s ' so * 
group A of / which corresponds to all lattice translations a satis­
fying the condition (E, a) = 0. In the case η = 0, the induced 
representations are all 1-dimensional and of course of Type I. We 
may thus omit in the sequel this (unphysical) case. For η ^  0 we now 
».π ε τ induce the representations q ' to ^  by tne following procedure: 
consider an element 5 ' as in (5-7) and its orbit 0 (i.e. the 
ο η,ε 
set of its images under the action (5-9) of φ(Ζ )). Let now μ be the 
corresponding unique (as a class) measure which is invariant, ergcdic 
and transitive (under this action). Then comes the first difficulty: 
it follows from (5-9) that all е^оа!" neasjres will be transitive 
(i.e. concentrated on one orbit) if and only if, Vi, j such that 
(E, a.) and (E, a.) are non-zero, one has (E, a.) / (E, a.) ε <£ 
ι J 1 J 
(these are tnen the atomic measures). We assume in a first step xhat 
this condition is fulfilled. Further, since they are in one-to-one 
Borei correbpondence we identify, as is usual, the orbit, the coset 
space ard the coset represertatives (which we denote {a.})· 
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Let Γ be a projective representation of A with some Tactor set ω (to 
be specified later on) and £(0 ,μ) denote the (separable) Hilbert 
space of functions ψ from 0 to the carrier space TC of S ' (χ) Γ , 
r
 r
 η,ε о ^ ' 
satisfying the two conditions 
(i) (ф, ф(а.)) is ij-measurable ф € Ή" 
(іі) ƒ II ψ(3. ) H ά\ι < » (with the norn taken in T ) . 
0 1 
η , ε 
The induced represer .at ion of oZ (from q ' , by Γ) i s then aefir.ed by 
( 5 n ' e + J . ) r < f , > e ( o ) + S > * ( t . ) 
d i f ( q n ' £ . Г) ( < o , a . > < f 5 X e C o ) + b > < o , a . > - 1 ) ψ ( Ϊ ) 
О I S S it s ч к 
( 5 . 1 0 ) 
( q ^ E . r ) ( < f 1 , A e ( 0 ) + a > s ) ф ( а к ) 
d l f ( q n ' E ( < f 1 , X e ( o ) > ) ® rit)) ψ ( " ί ) o i s κ 
w ^ r e a, i s the (unique) coset r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s a t i s f y i n g t h e condit ion 
a. + b - a ι a e A; f u r t h e r , f i s obtained from the product r u ] e of 
X t o be equal t o 
f. = f + f ( a . + a, , Aev '+ b) + f (a, ,a . ) 
1 ι к k i 
The factor set ω is, as is well known, uniquely (as a class) defined 
by q'' and the action φ. Since =2 is abelian, ω is simply given 
0
-»- ->
 s 0 
(for a, a' S A ) , by 
uiia.a') = c_n'F <f(a,a,)) 0> ; (5.11) 
-1»0-
so that Γ is, Ъу the lifting procedure, an ordinary representation 
of a subgroup of the operator group 2. analyzed in the first part of 
oar ехалріе (the operator group induced by the discrete space trans­
lations only). If and only if this subgroup is of Type I for all q 
(we still assmr.e that t4e ergodic -neasure μ is also transitive) it 
is true, again from theoren 8.1 of [19], that 2- will be of Type I as 
well. It is now possible to describe how sensitive the situation is. 
We have in fact the following possibilities: 
a) E II S ( Il z-axis I  Ъ ) , then A is generated by all lattice trans­
lations in the (x,y)-plane, and the situations is as in [6]: J, is of 
Type I if and only if 2. is, i.e. if and only if the magnetic flux is 
rational through any lattice wall. 
b) E 1 3 and suppose there exists some lattice vector a |' b such that 
/ - * • - * · \ > 
(E, a; = 0. Together with b , A consists then of two dimensional trans­
lations. The factor set ω in (5·1ΐ) is however trivial, as follows from 
(2.21) and Γ is thus a one-dimensional ordinary representation of A. 
The induced irreducible representations are then of Type I, as also the 




Type I, and for any value of |в[. This means that by introducing an 
(even arbitrarily small) c.u. electric field in such a direction in the 
example of [ б ], all non-Type I pathology can be removed (whereas the 
space-time symmetry of the physical system has in fact remained the 
same), and this is quite remarkable. 
e) E Ж В, and even if there exists a translation a as in the previous 
case, it may happen tnat for two o+ner linearly independent lattice 
vectors b and b' we have (E, t) Φ 0 φ (E, Ъ') with an irrational 
ratio: (E, D) / (E, b') f <Q. Then it follows from (5-9) that the 
Lebesgue measure on each real line with fixed η is ergcdic but not 
transitive, i.e. strictly ergodic: This follows from the fact that 
each orbit, being a countable set, has neasure 0 (see e.g. [ 18] ). 
As a consequence, the extension ¿ of «2- by Ζ is non-regular, in the 
s so 
sense of Mackey [ 191 and the wnole theory brea'tp down again. 
-Щ-
It is possible to show (using for example Thoma's theorem) that here 
again o2- is not of Type I. This is a new kind of pathology since the 
effect does not depend on the absolute value of the field E (as for 
В previously) out only on its direction witя respect to the lattice. 
We hope we have shown quite clearly with tiis exanple how critical 
the situation has become. These results nay look physically quite 
unrealistic but we think they may be helpful: indeed, a major problem 
with the occurence of such groups in simple physical systems is, 
besides the conceptual problems related to the interpretation of 
group theory in quantjm theory (e.g. the role of the irreducible 
representations), the question of whether or not physical properties 
(such as selection rules, observables, conserved quantities and so 
on) are affected by this pathological behaviour. Tn fact this question 
is up to now far from being clear, even in the previously known case 
[6]. In the above example b ) , one can for instance take the limit of 
E -> 0 and the groups remain of Type I, V Ε φ 0, but may converge in 
the limit to a group that is not of Type I. One could in this way 
study much better the possible consequences of this occurrence of non-
Type I groups in such physical systems. Taking the limit of rational 
B-fields converging on fi to an irrational value does not offer such a 
possibility because of the very discontinuous changes that occur in 
the dimensions of the representations. Secondly, the large class of 
physical systems for which the criterion (3-5) becomes critical shows 
also that the problem of a Bloch electron in a c.u. magnetic field is 
not an isolated curiosity and offers also other possibilities for 
analyzing the problems that arise. 
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6. Generalization to the Schrödir.ger equation. 
Up to now we have considered the relativistic case, and thus Poincaré 
transformations only. Since we can do so with but little extra effort, 
we now briefly resume the very analogous situation for Galilean 
transformations and for the Schrcdinger equation: 
Proposition 6.1. If we replace the Poincaré by the Galilei group, 
whose action is defined on fields and potentials, for g = (t,A), 
t a it-translation, Λ = ( -»•, ) an homogeneous Galilei transforma­
tion (with α e 0(3), and ε = + 1), by 





(gS)(x) = e (det a) aS(g"1x) 
(6.1) 
and for Φ t h e s c a l a r , A the vector p o t e n t i a l ) 
(g<p)(x) = S(g x) + - . alig. x) 
(gA)(x) = coA(g~ x) 
(6.2) 
then all previous results remain valid, up to the obvious changes. 
In particular the spin factor set in (3.1) has to be replaced by 
the well known factor set ω, belonging to the Schrödinger equation 
and expressing the fact that this equation characterizes a true 
projective representation of the Galilei group. This factor set is 
given by (see e.g. [ 13 ]) 
V1 1 /"*• •+• № О / - > • - * ν , s \ 
exp-im — - — (ν 1+ε 2α 1ν 2) t 1+ E lE 2(a 1v 2,t 1) (6.3) ü)h(g1'g2) 
-из-
More detailed results about this Galilean case, especially as con­
cerning the validity of Galilean (non-relativisti с) symmetries (in 
an exact or in an approximate sense) and for the problem of a charged 
particle in interaction with an external e.m. field, will be published 
separately . We just reformulate here, because of their importance, 
the following two more precise results. 
Proposition 6.2. The factor system f which determines the structure 
of the group of operators ¿ commuting with the Schrödinger operator 
(and based on the Galilean syrmr.etry group G of the field (E, B)(x)) 
may be non-trivial if and only if the Fourier transform of the field 
at the origin of the dual space gives a non-zero contribution. For 
the case where this contribution consists only in a constant uniform 
field (E » Bv ) (defined similarly as in section ?) this factor 
system is given exnlicitely, for g. = (t., I.( ε· ,ν. ,α,· ) ) e G , 
ι ι ι ι -~ hiD 
t i = (ΐ°,Ϊ.), i = 1,?, by 
-> 
i'g1 ,S2' = ¿(b >t2't1 + ?(B л а ^ - о ^ Е t ? , t.j- — t J.(6.U) 
Proposition 6.3· Let 2, be defined similarly as in section 3 and 
К correspondingly of finite order. This group is of Type I if and 
only if the fiela is rational in the sane sense as in Proposition 
З.1., with now as rationality condition: 
(ΐ{θ), Î.) b0 - ( ί ( θ ) , t.) b 0 + (S ( 0 ), Î. /4?.) 
i 1 ¿ J—— . J ì_ e /Si 
ch/2e 
V i , j = 1,..., 
(6.5) 
where b. = (b., b.), b. = (b., b.) run over the members of a basis 
ι ι ι J J J 
for the corresponding space-time discrete translational symmetry group. 
1) See also Chapter 2 of the present treatise. It is however perhaps 
worthwile noting here that the results of this section remain obvious­
ly valid if Euclidean transformations (with time-translations and 
time-reversal) on]y are admitted as symmetries for the external field. 
-1Й-
Concluding remarks 
Introducing a potential in the equation of motion of a free particle 
Ъу means of the so-called minitnal coupling is not a trivial procedure. 
In this chapter we have examined the consequences of this coupling 
by making a group theoretical analysis of an elementary quantum 
mechanical system in interaction with an external e.m. field. An im­
portant feature is that we may then have to do with non-Type I groups 
whose physical interpretation give rise to important basic problems. 
Let us mention with respect to this the remark of Boon [ б ] suggesting 
that the role usually attributed to irreducible representations 
should be perhaps given to the primaries, whose definition and deter­
mination is unique. That these non-Type I groups are not very excep­
tional has been shown in the generality of the criteria we have given. 
It is also quite remarkable that these pathological situations may 
occur at three distinct levels, depending on the symmetry group of the 
field itself, the strength of the field and its relative orientation 
with respect to the lattice of translations in space and time, as we 
saw in the examples of section 5· 
More important than these considerations about the occurence of groups 
of non-Type I is of course the fact that we have found the explicit 
form of the relevant invariance operator groups (commuting with the 
equation of motion considered) for a charged massive particle in an 
(almost) arbitrary external e.m. field. It is well known that a 
potential has in general less space-time symmetry than the corres­
ponding field. We have shown in fact for which kind of fields this is 
necessarily the case, and how we can in general resto'-e the physical 
information given by the symmetries of the field. The explicit form 
of the invariance operator groups we have constructed is, needless 
to say, of fundamental importance for the treatment of a given 
physical system, because of the close relation between the irreducible 
(unitary/anti-unibary) representations of these groups and the solu­
tions of the equations of motion and their properties. 
Д5-
It is perhaps worthwaile noting here that, although these invariance 
operator groups may of course be seen as realizations of projective 
representations of the space-time symmetry groups of the fields 
considered, this identification is in a way superficial and in fact 
less inforirative than our approach. Indeed the corresponding factor 
systems are for example not arbitrary on these symmetry groups as 
we have seen but we are uniquely detenrired by the fíelas themselves. 
Furthermore, even when these factor systems are known, the explicit 
form of the invariance operator groups still depends on the compen-
sating gauges which are also not arbitrary, even if they generate the 
correct factor system for example the gauge functions in (2.19) 
which correspond to a radiation field cannot in general be chosen 
equal to zero (see e.g. [ h] ), whereas they always generate a trivial 
factor system, as we have shown. 
Another important consequence of this minmal coupling urescript1 on 
is then also that the relevant invariance operator groups are not, 
in general, suogroups of the space-t_me onerator groups corresponding 
to the equation of motion considered. This implies, since invariance 
(which is related to the syiranetrv of the physical systeir) is neces-
sarily a particular case of covariance (which is related to the 
symmetry of the physical law), that it might be interesting to 
analyse more in detail the concept and explicit form of covariance 
and covariarce group in the presence of an external e.n. field. We 
have in fact sho^n elsewhere [21] that it is possible to obtain such 
a covariance group independently of any equation of motion on the 
basis of some simple physical assiirptions by a generalization ο ρ the 
methods used in part 2 of the Oresent chapter. Analogously as in the 
free case [ 1] it -s then possible to relate the concept of covariant 
equations of motion to representations of this group. It follows also 
m particular froir tais -reatnent that for free Oarticles of higher 
spins (ss l), the introduction of the external field by simple minimal 
coupling is (surpr-sirgly perhaps) not necessarily consistent. 
-Ьб-
rfe refer to tnese papers fo1- more details. All v,re vish te dc here is 
to uraerlme sore ргоЪІепз ara emphasize new features raised by our 
grojp theoretical approach, even for »fell knowi and артзагегІЗу 
innocent phys^ca" тз1 ^ b"1 en" . 
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CHAPTER IT 
THE NON-RELATIVZSTIC CASE AND THE SCHPCblNGER EQUATION 
Introduction 
The natural frame for the description of physical systems interacting 
with electromagnetic forces is, in terms of group theory, the Poin-
caré group, since the Maxwell equations are Poincaré covariant (and 
descrihe, in the absence of sources, relativistic elementary particles 
of mass zero and helicity one). Nevertheless it is as is well known 
often of practical significance to consider such a problem in the 
so-called non-relativistic approximation. In many cases, this 
approach has revealed itself in the past to be a very useful and 
successful one. In this chapter we shall therefore analyze the 
problem of a charged particle in the presence of an external field 
and obeying the Schrödinger equation with minimal coupling. 
The Schrödinger equation is, as is well known, covariant under the 
Galilei group (the Galilei group being the contraction, for с—> «, 
of the Poincaré group), since it characterizes a projective unitary 
irreducible representation of the Galilei group [ 1] and describes 
thus a Galilean (massive) elementary particle (in the sense of 
-1*9-
Wigner [ 2 ]). Hence it may seem at first sight that the largest kine-
matical symmetry group which may Ъе taken into consideration when an 
external field is present is the intersection of the 
Galilei group (transforming the Schrödinger equation covariantly) 
with the Poincaré group (acting covariantly on the external field 
equations). This group consists obviously of Euclidian transforma-
tions, time translations and time reversal and will be denoted here 
as the Shubnikov group [3]. This point of view may be a to restric-
tive one however: the situation is not that simple, as it is not 
evident (and not true) that there are no e.m. fields that can be, in 
a consistent and physically meaningful way, described in a (non-rela-
tivistic) Galilean invariant theory. Neglecting this possibility 
would anyway contain the risk that meaningful symmetries and thus 
useful physical information could have been ignored. 
In the absence of sources, non-relativistic Maxwell equations have 
been obtained by Lévy-Leblond [ 1] as describing Galilean elementary 
particles of mass zero and helicity one. From their structure, it is, 
in particular possible to see which are the properties of the Maxwell 
equations and of the electromagnetic fields which are purely rela-
tivistic and which ones are not (this analysis nay in fact also use-
fully be extended to the case where sources are present). We shall 
discuss in more detail in section one the conditions an e.m. field 
has to satisfy in order to have meaningful exact (or approximate) 
Galilean symmetries not of the Shubnikov type. When these conditions 
are not satisfied it is clear that, as explained above, only 
Shubnikov transformations may be considered. As however the Shubnikov 
group is a subgroup of the Galilei group, the results concerning it 
follow trivially from the corresponding more general Galilean case 
that we shall tner. consider in nore detail. 
The purpose of this chapter is essentially the following: we want to 
investigate if the methods we used in the relativistic case [It] may 
be extended for the determination of invariance operator groups, 
-SO-
based on space-time symmetries of e.m. fields, for the Schrödinger 
equation and to see if their structure properties undergo or not 
some essential change. Although this kind of program could in prin-
ciple be fulfilled by taking properly the non-relativistic limit of 
the previous results, we thought it preferable, also because this 
kind of limit procedure is in fact not trivial and often unclear, 
to reformulate the theory in an exact Galilean frame. On the other 
side,there have been in the last decade various examples of rather 
surprising results of Galilean physics as studied with methods 
parallel to the ones that had shown to be successful in the (Kin-
steinian) relat:vistic context, and this is also a reason for the 
approach folloved here. 
This Chapter will be organized as follows: in the first part we define 
the class of fields we consider and analyze their properties, in par-
ticular their Galilean symmetry groups and their general relationship 
to the Galilei group. In the second part we then construct explicitely 
symmetry groups for a corresponding class of potentials (one potential 
for each field, chosen in a convenient way). Different choices of 
potentials give rise to isomorphic symmetry groups. Because of their 
particular physical interest we consider also in more detail the case 
of periodic fields. In the third part we then construct, also expli-
citely, invariance operator groups based on the synmetries of the 
field and commuting with the Schrödinger operator. The essential 
properties of these groups are then discussed and related to the 
ones of the corresponding (Kìnsteinian) relativistic problem [k]. 
Since the results are often analogous to the Poincaré case, details 
have been correspondingly omitted and the accent is essentially put 
on parts which needed a more precise reformulation. 
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1. Galilean electromaRnetic fields and their syimr.etry proups. 
Let us first define briefly, similarly as in the Poincaré case, what 
we mean more precisely by a Galilean e.m. field, i.e. what is the 
minimal set. of conditions that we shall assume to be fulfilled. 
A Galilean e.m. field is a continuous differentiable cross-section 
3 ^ 
over the Galilean space-time GM(1») of the space ίΐ χ Λ' of real 
,-*• -*ч . . . 
vectors (Ε, В) satisfying the following three conditions 
(i) it obeys the homogeneous nor. relativistic (n.r.) Maxwell 
equations, i.e. V χ e GM(lt) 
(VAÎHX) + Ι ^ Γ Β ( Χ ) = О 
С 3t 
(1.1) 
(V,S)(x) = о 
the second set being considered, as in [h], as a definition for the 
"b-current" vector (cp,j): 
(V,?)(x) d i f U p(x) 
(1.1)' 
( лВ)(х) = — j(x) 
с 
These equations need of course soir.e more comment, we shall return 
to them in a moment. Let us however note here that the presence of 
the constant с in these equations could be surprising in a non-
relativistic context, but is obviously only due to the choice of 
(gaussian) electromagnetic units we do. The reasons for such a 
choice lie in that these units are quite commonly used on one side 
that it will make comparison with the results of [ h] easier. 
Correspondingly an element χ € GM(U) is given by (χ , x) with 
χ = с t , t the time. This constant с will then appear also in 
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the explicit form of the Galilei transformations where it will thus 
be, as everywhere in this Chapter, nothing else than a convenient 
constant, having nothing to do with the propagation velocity of e.m. 
Galilean waves, which is infinite. 
(ii) it can Ъе expanded as a Fourier integral over the dual space 
GM*(U) 
(ΐ,3)(χ) = ƒ d к (È,B)(k) exp (ikx) (1.2) 
with k e G M ( 4 ; , k x E - k x +k.x, and d к is the Lebesgue measure. 
This means that we assume the inverse Fourier integral to exist 
(as a generalized function): 
(È, È;(k) = (^)U I dUk (E ,B)(x) exp (-ikx) (1.?)· 
(iii) it trarsforns under an element g = (t, L(e,v,a)) of the 
Galilei group G according to (see e.g. [3]): 
(giE, B))(x) = (gE,gS)(x) 
with 
(gi=J(x/ = aE(g x) - — Aa3(g x) 
(gB)(x) di f ε . det a. aB(g 1x) 
(1.3) 
the transformation g = (t, Γ^ (ε,ν,α)) of ( 1.3), with t = (t ,t) e Τ a 
it-translation, e = ± 1, α e 0(3), being defined by its action on 
χ = (x ,x) e GM(lt) as 
о 
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εχ + t 
о о 
(1.1*) 
ν - * • - » • 
— χ + αχ + t 
с о 
i.e. in matrix form 
( gx) i = ( L ) ^ Xj + t. , i,j = 0,1,2,3 
where 
L = / e 0 ^ 
\ v/c α / 
and L is called an homogeneous Galilei transformation. 
Together with the transformation laws (1.3) the n.r. Maxwell 
equations (l.l) can be verified to Ъе exactly covariant under the 
Galilei group [1, 5, 6]. Let us thus discuss them now in some more 
detail. When the source terms vanish, these equations describe an 
irreducible representation of the Galilei group and define thus 
(group theoretically) Galilean elementary particles of mass zero 
and helicity one [1], in a perfectly analogous way as the Maxwell 
equations do in the relativistic case. The only difference with the 
usual Maxwell equations is the absence in the second part of (l.l)' 
of the famous displacement current term introduced by Maxwell him­
self (and which gives their well known relativistic importance to 
his equations). This implies that it will be consistent to consider 
Galilean synnietries of the external field only if this displacement 
current vanishes (as for static electric fields). Furthermore it will 
make sense to consider Galilean transformations as approximate sym­
metries when this term is of negligible importance (think of low 
frequency problems). We note further here that the original symmetry 






(E,В) < ->(В,-Е) 
still reflects itself in this non-relativistic frame and that the 
following alternative n.r. Maxwell equations are also covariant 
under the Galilei group 
( лЕ)(х) = 0 
(V,B)(x) = 0 
(V,E)(x) = 1»π p(x) 
( лВ)(х) - - э ^ Е ( х ) = — J U ) 
(1.5) 
with now, ir. place of (1.3) 
(gE)(x) = a£(g"1x) 
(1.6) 
(gf)(x) = ε . det a (a5(g_ x) + - Aa?(g~ x)) 
с 
The same argumentations as above may now he applied to this case as 
well, the role of the displacement current being replaced by the 
3B 
Faraday term —— (and electrostatics by magnetostatics). 
9t 
In the case where the "U-current"(cp,j) defined by (1,1)' does not 
vanish additional conditions do arise as, from the Galilean invari­
ance of these equations, this "It-current" transforms like a co-
variant vector and not like a contravariant one as it should physi-
cally, this behaviour implying that j cannot be identified with 
moving charges [5,6] but is only to be considered as a source for 
the magnetic field. This is also illustrated by the fact that the 
r.h. sides of (l.l)' do not satisfy the usual continuity equation 
but rather 
- 5 5 -
( v j H x ) = О (1.7) 
and m a d d i t i o n , v i t i 1 g £ fy 
ƒ d 3 x (1 -g )p ( x ) = 0 ( 1 . 7 ) ' 
i.e. only stationary magnetic sources may Ъе considered whereas the 
total charge is independent of the Galilean frame of reference [5]· 
In the other case (1.5) the currert does trarsfor-n ir a physically 
meaningfal way, the difficulty being then that the magnetic field 
В has го effect on the current distribution of the external field 
(no Iorentz-_Like force). 
These (expected) restrictions make quite clear that it will strongly 
depend on the specific physical situation considered wnereas or not 
-t is physically meaningful to consider (partly or as a *rhole) 
Galilean transformations in defining the syirnetry group of the field, 
and in an exact or ir an approximate sense, nevertheless, as it has 
also been shown m [ 5], the class of physical fields that can be 
corsistently described in a "cure ^alilean framework _s quite a large 
one and this makes at our opinion worthwhile not to restrict our­
selves to Shubnikov transformations only, in our general group 
theoretical approach. 
The trarsformat^on properties (1.3) define, as in the Poincaré case 
a symmetry group G of tie e.m. field which has the following iti 
properties 
Proposition 1.1. G is a closed subgroup of the Galilei group G 
and appears as an extension of U (its pure translatlonal Dart) 
by a subgrouO К of tne homogereous Galilei group K. "he following 
diagram of groups has exact rows and is commutative (irorphism of 
group extensions) 
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I ! I (1,8) 
0 - ->- Τ — —> ^  -> К > 1 , Ο,φ 
where m is a 2-cocycle (m e Ζ (К ,U ) ) and φ is defined as the 
ψ Cía г,в 
natural homonorphism of К into Aut Τ (respectively its restriction 
on К-- into Aut U): Lb 
(v(L)t). = L,.t. i.j = 0,1,2,3 . (1.9) 
The bottom extension of (1.8) is, as is well known, split (i.e. 
G can be written as semidirect product of its translations subgroup Τ 
by the homogeneous part K). 
Similarly as in [ h ] we may decompose also 0 in connected and dis-
Eti 
crete parts in the following way: 
Proposition 1.2. Let G be any closed subgroup of the Galilei group, 
с 
G its connected component of the identity, then G appears in the 
following commutative diagram of exact sequences 
1 > GC- * G -> G - - - >1, η, Ç 
I i (LIO) 
1_ -->GC -N(GC)- -^N(GC)/GC- ->1, η',ζ 
where H(G ) is the nomalizer of G in G and the factor systems 
η and n', so as the mapping ξ, are defined as in Proposition 1.1 
of 14. 
Using this decomposition (1.10), the Propositions!.? and iJi of [ U] 
remain, up to the obvious changes, true. As the proofs of these 
results and of the two above Propositions are the same as in the 
Poincaré case, they are omitted here. 
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Again because of the important role discrete translational sjrrmnetries 
are going to play in the sequel, and because of their particular 
physical interest, we define further a periodic field by the addi­
tional condition 
(iv) A Galilean e.m. field is called periodic if and only if the 
distribution (1.2)' can be written as the sum over a (n^-dimensional) 
lattice Λ Ç GM (U) of Dirac δ-functions (with constant uniform 
factors), i.e. if and only if (1.2) can be written as 
(E,B)(x) = I (E,B)(K) exp (iKx) . (l.ll) 
кел 
In terms of these Fourier coefficients the transformation law (1.3) 
can be written as 
(gE,gB)(x) = Ι
 л
 (f'.B'HK·) exp (iK'x) (1.12) 
к'е(л )· 
where E ' ( K ' ) and B(K') are s t ra ight forwardly obtained t o be given by, 
for i = 1 ,2,3 
Ê!(K·) ν 
- ' ІКЧ 




^ с * Β ( ÎTV) 
j 1J - k , ï ,m 1 к г C Ы m e 
( 1 . 1 3 ) 
В! (К') = e d e t a . У α. .ЕЛЬ К') e 
1 l и J 
5-1,-,^ _-іКЧ 
J ' 
with e. the completely antisymmetric tensor of order 3, 
Κ' Ξ LK e th Ξ (Λ )', the rotated lattice and t is defined by the 
condition 
К . L" 1X = îfc . χ VKeGM*(!t), V X E G M W . M.lU) 
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г = ι (Lis) 
Note that the mapping "v : L — > L is homomorphic and defines even an 
isoncrphism. This implies that in the dual space (k.-space), the mapping 
I : GM*(4;- >GM*(lt) (1.16) 
is a continuous automorphisn, so that the formulas (1.13! can be 
extended to Fourier integrals. 
It follows also from (1.13) that an element g = (t,L^,v,a)) £ G is 
a symmetry for the field in (1.11) if and only if 
(i) £ .л * = л * 
(ii) l(K) = [af(î:-1K) -(|лаІ(?Г 1К)) ] e - i K u ( L ) , VK e A* (1.17) 
(iii) f(iC) = ε. del a. S ( L " 1 K ) e"ÌKu(l,) , V К e Л* 
where t Ξ а + u(l), а a translational symetrjr (satisfying thus 
Ka = 2ηπ, η 6 Ζ, V Κ e Λ ) and U(L) is a translation associated to L 
(and called, as in the Poincaré case [T], non-primitive). The above 
formulas may appear tedious but will be very useful in the sequel 
for tne determination of the symmetry grouOs of the potentials we 
are going to define now. 
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2. Potential symmetry groups. 
As in the relativistic case, Galilean transforrrations which leave a 
field invariant are not, in general, symmetries for a corresponding 
potential and since the Schrödinger equation depends on the e.m. 
field only via a potential, it will again be necessary to combine 
gauge and space-time transformations in order to retain the physical 
information given by the symmetries of the external field. 
Let thus (E,B)(x) be some (arbitrary but fixed) e.m. field as in 
section 1 (but not necessarily periodic). Since it satisfies the 
n.r. Maxwell equations (1.1), there exists a l-po^ential 
A(x) Ξ (ф(х)Д(х)) such that 
ê(x) = - 7ф(х) - ¿ f t *(x> 
(2.1) 
5(x) = V л A(x) 
As is well known, the equations (2.1) determine A(x) up to an arbi­
trary gauge transformation χ(χ) so that the field is equivalently 
described by the two potentials A and A' related by the following 
transformation 
Φ·(χ) = Φ(χ) - ¿ ¿ - x W 
(2.?1 
A'U) = A(x) + νχ(χ) 
Because of this equivalence, there is a certain freedom in the choice 
of the transformation law of a potential under the Galilei group, the 
only requirement being that under any element g € G. the mapping 
g : A >gA (2.3) 
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is such that the following diagram is commutative 
A -£ > gA 
Ь.І) 1(2.1) (2.U) 
(f.S)- LL·!) , (gK.gS) 
Using elementary formulas of vector calculus, it is straightforward 
to verify that the following choice satisfies the requirement (2.It): 














(gA)(x) = ε .α Í(¿~ χ) 
The most general choice is then an arbitrary combination of the trans­
formations in (2.5) and in (2.?). Similarly as in the Poincaré case 
[З,1*! we may now choose, for each g e G_, , and for each (arbitrary 
but fixed) potential A satisfying (2.1), a gauge function χ (χ) in 
such a way that the combined transformation leaves A invariant. This 
gauge function is then called compensating (for A ) . The group Q 
generated by these pairs is called the symmetry group of the potential 
and has exactly as in the relativistic case, the following structure: 
Proposition P.1. The symmetry group Q of the potential A appears in 
the following commutative diagram of exact sequences 
é - -> Q - -» GEB- » 1, ί,ψ 
(?.6) 
J £ - — '§• ~ — * 1 ' 0 ' ψ 
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where «Fis the subgroup of (R generated by all f(g.,g.)i Vg.,g. e G
 Ή 




 (x) + ф(8,)х_ (x) - X
e
 _ M e « · (2.7) 
1 J gi 1 gj gigj 
Further J is the abelian group of the (allowed) gauge functions and 
i|i(g) e Aut J is given, Vg = (ί,Ι,(ε,ν,α)) ε С and V^(x) € J 
ф(еМх) =
e
^(g"1x) . (2.8) 
The gauge functions χ (χ) in [2.1) are defined, up to a constant, by 
- Э X (x) = (вфНх) - ф(х) 
0 g
 (2.9) 
νχ (x) = (gÎHx) - î(x) 
g 
Let us also remind here that the symmetry groups of different poten-
tials related by a gauge transformations give rise to equivalent 
extensions (2.6) and hence are isomorphic [3]. 
For the other symbols and properties of Q we refer to [Β,Ί,Β]. 
Our purpose is now to construct this group explicitely for an arbi­
trary field, choosing in some convenient way a corresponding potential. 
In order to illustrate the method and to make the results more ex­
plicit, we consider first periodic fields only. 
a) periodic fields 
Let thus (E,B)(x) be some periodic field as in (1.11). We first want 
to examine the conditions under which the potential A = (φ,A) can be 
chosen periodic too, i.e. can be expanded as a Fourier series over 
it 
the same lattice Λ as the field 
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(<Ь,А)(х) = Ι „(φ,ΑίίΚ) exp (iKx) . (2.10) 
кел 
Using (2.1) this implies 
(Î,B)(K) = (- ІК$(К) + i- К А(К),іКлА(К)) (2.11) 
with К = (Κ ,Κ), Κ the (dual) space component of K. It follows from 
(2.11) that necessarily Β(Κ=θ) = Ε(Κ=θ) = C. This condition can be 
. . . . •+ 
seen to be also sufficient: indeed let first К ^ 0, then we find, 




А(К)) = ІК(К,А(К)) - ІА(К)К 
and 
(Κ,Ε(Κ)) = - іГф(К) + ^ К (Κ,Α(Κ)) 
с о 
So t h a t , for given Е(К), ECK) we may d e f i n e , VK € Д*|К ^ 0 
î(K) = i Ц К І
 + г i l ^ 
І? К" 
(2.12) 
:f«-ì - ,· (Κ,Ε(Κ)) . Ko (Κ,Α(Κ)) 
Φ(κ; - ι — г _ ^ — + τ-^ζ— 
κ κ 
As is easily seer, the second part of these expressions can be 
absorbed by a gauge transformation so that we may restrict our­
selves to the first part only. 
Let further К = 0, К ?! 0 then necessarily В(К) = 0 as follows from 
the Maxwell equations (I.I) for the corresponding Fourier coeffi-
cients. We may thus directly define V K ε Д |ft. = 0 Κ ψ 0 
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A(K) = -fi-iw 
(2.13) 
Φ ( Κ ; = о 
and the potential so constructed is periodic and satisfies conversely 
(2.1). Using these results we may now formulate the following: 
Proposition 2.2. Given any periodic e.m. field as in section 1 
(1.11), there exists a periodic potential A if and only if the 
Fourier coefficients of the field at the origin of GM (h) vanish. 
Ъ) arbitrary fields 
Let us generalize now the previous treatment for an arbitrary 
Galilean e.m. field satisfying the conditions of section 1. Let 
therefore (E,B)(x) he such a field: we want to construct a standard 
convenient map π, as in [h], with 
π : (E,B)(x) >·(φ,Α)(χ) (2.11+) 
i.e. we want to define a convenient representative in the set of all 
potentials related to this given field. Let therefore 5 denote again 
the spectrura of the field, i.e. the set of U-vectors к ε GM (k) for 
which (1.2)' is not zero. We consider then the following independent 
parts of the field: 
(o) Let к e s and к = 0, we define 
(Í ( C ), 3(o))(x) = /dlk (f(0)(k), t(0)(k)) exp (ikx) (2.15) 
with 
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(E, B)(k) for к = 0 
(2.16) 
0 else 
This field can be expressed as a 'finite polynomial in the components 
of χ (as distrihutions concentrated at a point are necessarily 
finite linear combinations of δ-functions and derivatives [9])· We 
assume here however for simplicity and because of its physical 
interest that the field in (2.15) is constant uniform. 
(1) Let к £ S and к = 0, к ψ 0. It is no longer necessarily true 
• * / \ . . . . 
that B(k) = 0 for this part of the spectrum, as it was for periodic 
fields. Let us therefore define in a first step the following 
(е ( 1 ), SCl))(x) = ¡A (i(l), S(l))(k) exp ikx (2.17) 
where (E , S )(k) are defined analogously as in (2.16). The 
magnetic part of this field induces because of Maxwell equation an 
own electric field. Assuming again for simplicity that Β (χ) 
depends only on time (the lowest order term) this electric field 
can be written, using (1.1), as 
E ( l )(x) = - J_ .2- (B(l)(t)AÎ) . (2.18) 
a 2c 3t 
The rest of the electric field corresponding to this part of the 
spectrum may then be written 
Î Î 1 ) ( X ) = fdSc (E(l)(k) - 1 ( 1 )(к)) exp ikx (2.19) 
b 3. 
( ê ( o ) , i ( o ) ) ( k ) 
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(2) Let finally S = {kes|í^O}. For this part of the spectrum the 
generalization of (2.12) is straightforward and we may use the same 
gauge as before, so that all together we now can define (2.1І») ex­
plicitly by 
π(Ε.5)(χ) d ^ A ( 0 ) ( x )
 +
A ( l )(x)
 +




) =_ ι (|(o),î) 
4(l)(x) = 0 (2.20) 
.(2), ,
 (X . (kÍf2)(k)) ... , 
φ (χ) = Jd к ι !-^— exp (ikx) 
к 
and respectively 
j t ( o ) ( x ) = l ( 5 ( 0 ) л х ) - I E ( o ) x
o 
А
( 1 ) ( х ) = I ( B ( l ) ( t ) A x ) + ¡й\ i f - ζ 1 ' ( к ) ex? (ikx) (2.21) 
" о 
t^), ч rx . (ÎS{2)M\ ... , 
A (x) = Jd к ι I — ] exp (ikx) 
Note that the above decomposition of the spectrum of the field in 
disconnected parts is invariant under the Galilei group, as follows 
from the action defined in (1.15)· Using now Maxwell equations and 
elementary vector calculus, it is again straightforward to verify that 
the potentials defined in (2.20) and (2.21) satisfy (2.1). Since this 
calculation does not present any difficulty we drop the details. 
The purpose of this ansatz is of course that itmakes it now possible to 
find explicitely, V g ^ G ™ , the corresponding compensating gauges as 
Lb 
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defined, up to a constant, Ъу (2.9), and "he important factor system 
(2.7) which determines, from G , the structure of the symr.etry group 
of the potential. After a tedious hut straightforward calculation, 
using in particular the invariance property of the field and the 
Galilei invariance of the Lebesgue measure d к (with respect to the 
action (1.15)) we find for the various parts of the field separately, 
and for g = (t,L(t,v,a)) eG E E, t = (t
0
,t) 
К \ ι rì(0ì t \ 1 (tt(0ì ti ^(0)4.0 -»Л . 





xí^Cx) = с, (2.22) 
where с , с., с_ are free constants which nay he chosen zero so to 
ο ι 2 
satisfy the condition that the map μ in (2.6) is a monomorphism. The 
factor system f of the top extension in (2.6) is then obtained from 
(2.7) and (2.22), again for the various parts of the field separately, 
as equal to 
„(ο), ν _ τ ,*(o) f
 u







g2) = 0 (2.23) 
where g^^ = (tj ,L( zi ,^ ,ai ) ) , t.. = (t?,^), i = 1,2 . 
Since Galilei transformations acting on potentials and our map π 
acting on fields are both linear, the compensating gaupes and the 
factor system for the whole of the field are again obtained by simple 
addition of the various parts so that finally 
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Xg(x) = Xg (χ) 
(2.?lt) 
fis, ,g2) = f (g1»g2) 
The first resjlt will characterize tne imbedding of the symmetry group 
of the potential .n the invariance operator group to be defined η the 
next section, whereas the second characterizes the structure of this 
symmetry group itself. 
Compared with the results we had found in [U] (relativistic problem) 
we note that the only essential nodification is that tnere is no field 
anymore (in the class we consider) for which the corpensatmg gauges 
are mequivalent to zero whereas the corresponding factor system 
vanishes (as it was the case for radiation fields previously). 
Let us now consider the restriction of the factor system (2.2lt) on 
IL,,, χ ÎL,,,, where IL,, is the translation subgroup of G-.,,. One obtains 
г В ЬВ ¿jB ьв 
easily from (2.2І»), with ^  ,%2 e U E B 
f(t,,t2) = HÎ(0),î2)t° - ІІІ[0)ЛУ2 - l(îi0),Î^Î2) (2.25) 
which has the following useful properties 
(i) fit^^) = - f(t2>t1) 
(n) fCt^X^) = f(>t1,t2) = Afit^tg) , Л е « (2.26) 
(in) f(t1,t2+t3) = f(t1,t2) + f(t1,t3) 
From the first of these properties it follows that f is equivalent to 
zero on U χ U _ (as a factor system) if and only if it identically 
ЬВ bjB 
vanishes, since a trivial factor system is necessarily symmetric, 
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U_ being abelian. Together with (2.2h) this implies that whenever 
LB 
tne set of all non-Orimitive translations associated to К can be 
chosen in the real space spanned by U (as is always possible for 
in 
a periodic field for example), f is equivalent to zero on G χ G 
if and only if it vanishes identically on U__ χ IL,.-. The two other 
properties in (2.26) imply that f is then completely known when it 
is known on a space-time basis {Ъ} for U,,-. These properties will 
Lb 
be helpful in the sequel. 
Having derived the explicit form of the symmetry groups of the 
potentials we can now turn to the problem of the invariance operator 
groups of the Schrödinger equation. It is however perhaps worthwhile 
noting here that again it turns out that these symmetry groups of 
the potentials are isomorphic to the corresponding symmetry groups 
of the fields whenever the contribution of the Fourier transform at 
the origin of the dual space vanishes, i.e. for the fields we con-
sider, whenever the field has no constant uniform part. 
3· Invariance operator groups of the Schrödinger equation. 
Let us now consider a charged (spinless) massive particle moving in 
some arbitrary (but fixed) Galilean e.m. field and obeying the 
Schrödinger equation with minimal coupling. Our purpose is now to 
define similarly as in the relativistic case invariance operator 
groups commuting with the Schrödinger operator and based on the 
symmetries of the field. 
Let therefore TC denote the (separable) carrier Hilbert space of 
physical states, and q e Q, an element of the symmetry group of the 
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corresponding potential as defined in the previous section. Using the 
exactness of (2.6) we may write q as a pair (f,g) with f ε Jh and 
g = (t,L(c,v,a)) e ^TTR· W e n o w define the imbedding of Q in the group 
UÍJf) of unitary/antiunitary operators on Tf by the following mapping φ 
Ф
ъ
 : Q -> U(V) 
with, for (f,g) e Q, 
^(f.g) d i f exp { - i ^ (f
+
xg(x) +* g(x))} P g K e dei сГ,8>ъ .(3.1) 
In (3-1), Ρ is the substitution operator, e the charge of the particle. 
6 
"ft the Planck's constant divided by 2π and К is given by 
К , if e = -1 
1 , if e = 1 (3.2) 
with К the complex conjugation operator, "he gauge functions χ (χ) 
and ψ (χ) in (3.1 ) are respectively given by (2.2lt) and by 
e
 , t \ d e f 1 -*2 ι* -^ 
-=• V' (x) = -τ— π ν χ - ε · ігД , χ) 
СП g ¿с о 
the latter being the well known [1,3,10] gauge transformation belonging 
to the Schrödinger equation and expressing the fact that this equation 
characterizes a (true) projective representation of the Galilei group. 
To this gauge transformation corresponds the usual factor system 
b>b(g1,g2) Ξ expj- i ~ b(g1,g2)|= (3.3) 
->2 
m
 Ύ - te ( v1 + e2 a1 V2 ) *! + ^ ^ ^ Г г · * ! 5 Г exp 
The group product in ,2, = ф,(С}) is then easily obtained from (2.6), 






» i = 1,2, as given by 
- 7 0 -
< f1> S lV f2' g2\ = < f i + e i f 2 + f ( g 1 ' g 2 ) + b ( g 1 ' g 2 ) ' g 1 g 2 : > b ' ^ 3 ^ 
Let now H = Η - ih ·— Ъе t h e Schrodinger o p e r a t o r , with 
"t Ob 
11 =
 k {-^-àîu)f + еф(х) ( 3 · 5 ) 
and A = (φ,A) = π(Ε,3) given by (2.20) and (2.21). It follows, by 
construction, that for all <f,g> ε ί , we nave the iirportant property 
< f , g > 0 H t = н <f,g> b . (3.6) 
This operator group J-, is therefore called the invariance operator 
group of the Schrodinger equation. Its structure is needless to say 
of essential importance as it is from this group and its represen­
tations that it will be possible to extract physical information 
(about solutions of the equation of irotion, selection rules, conserved 
quant_ties and so on). 
As m the relativistic case, it is then possible to use the decoirposi-
tion of G ™ in connected and discrete parts as defired in (1.10) and 
consider first separately the operator groups correspording to the one 
or the otber part respectively. The situation is then very analogous 
to the one of the Poircare case, the only differences being due to the 
additional factor system (3-3). ТЬіь factor system depends however 
only on tne norrogeneous part К of the Galilei group ard its role with 
respect to the structure of„¿b _s then very different than the one of 
the factor system f given in (?.2І) and which _s due to tne presence 
of an external field. In fact, it is easy to see that replacing У by 
У· + -® , where & ^s the subproup of Л generated by tne factor system b 
in (3.3) the results of sections 3 to 5 of [h] remain true. 
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In particular, the study of the problem of a Bloch electron in an 
external c u . field (section 5 of [h]) does not undergo any change at 
all, since the (translational) symmetry group is hoth a subgroup of 
the Poincaré and of the Galilei group, and since the factor systems 
then coincide as is readily verified. For these reasons we do not go 
here into more details. The general results concerning this Galilean 
case are then the ones exposed in section 6 of the same paper. 
Although a quite detailed reformulation was necessary for the explicit 
construction of the invariance operator groups of the Schrödinger 
equation the results concerning these groups are in fact very similar 
to the ones of the relativistic problem. In particular, we have shown 
that the factor systems determining the structure of these groups 
depend again only on the constant uniform part of the field and, even 
if simple, this result is quite remarkable, especially seer, the large 
class of fields we have considered.Furthermore,also ir this case,there 
is a large class of fields giving rise to pathological non-Type I 
groups [h]. Because of these closed relationships between the Galilean 
and the Poincaré cases, we refer to [ h] for a more detailed discussion 
on all these aspects. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Introduction 
As an important advantage of the explicit know] edire of an invariance 
operator group for a linear equaticn of motion is the fact that, since 
Ъу definition this operator group comiLutes with the operator of that 
equation, tne corresponding solutions span a representation space 
for this group. Conversely, an explicit knowledge of these repre­
sentations can be used for a convenient, symmetry adapted, ansatz 
for ohtaining solutions, and the prcblen of the characterization of 
these solutions and of those properties car. in this way Ъе facili­
tated and sonetiires even ccirpletely solved. 
In the absence of an external e.m. field, or if the invariance oper­
ator group is homomorphic to a space-tine symmetry group, these 
representations may be obtained by induction, in the sense of Mackey, 
from the representations of the invariant translation subgroup. 
-Jh-
In other rfords we can then in general simplify the problem by chosing 
as ansatz basis functions of the représentations of this subgroup. 
Let us briefly, for illustration, and frorr this point of view, consider 
the well Known problem of a (non-relativistic) Bloch electron· the 
translation subgroup is then continuous alone; the time axis and 
generates a lattice in space. From the former, the time-dependent 
Schròdinger equation reduces to an eigenvalue problem for the energy 
(the character label of the tiire translation normal subgroup), lote 
that the irreducible représentations of the whole invariance operator 
group are then also characterized by this energy value, as orthogonal 
transforirations commute with time translations. Froir the latter, one 
may choose the solutions in a Bloch form (the Bnlloum zone being in 
this context nothing else than tne character space of this discrete 
translation group, and the Bloch functions the correspording basis 
functions), and in this way one can reduce the (differential) 
Schrodinger equation to a linear algebraic one, m penerai easier 
to handle, as is well known. The same procedure may in fact also be 
used for tire dependent problems and for relativistic particles and 
leads then to concepts such as mass bands [ 1 ] . In the more general 
case, as follows for instance from the first part of [2], one may 
then choose as ansatz for the solutions a superposition of plane 
waves and of functions of the (generalized) Bloch type. 
If now an external field as in Chapter I or IT is present such that 
the operators corresponding to space-tme translations do no longer 
form an abelian normal subgroup 'and this is the case as we have 
shown previously only if the field carriers a constant uniform (c.u.) 
part), this procedure does of course no longer apply and related 
concepts such as dispersion relations or nass bands for example, or 
the relationship with physical quantities such as irorrerta (or pseudo-
momenta) nay loose their significance. This is a phenomenon which is 
well known in the particular case where a c.u. magnetic field is 
applied to a Bloch electron· the concept of Bnllouin zones disappears 
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and has to Ъе replacée Ъу the one of the so-called magnetic (recipro­
cal) unit cells. Still however it renair.s possible, since in all 
cases the operator subgroups generated by the translational symmetries 
of the external field are normal subgroups of the corresponding in­
variance operator groups, to choose as basis functions for the irredu­
cible representations (and correspondingly as ansatz for the solutions) 
the basis functions of the carrier spaces of the irreducible represent­
ations of these subgroups. The general situation is then as follows: 
corresponding to continuous or discrete translational synir.etries, 
with or without a field phase factor respectively, there are so to 
say four kinds of representations building up to the irreducible 
representations of the general case. The relationships between these 
various "building blocks" and the whole representations follow then 
from Proposition U.l of [2] (and have been illustrated in the same 
reference on the example of a Bloch electron in a c.u., e.m. field). 
It is the purpose of this Chapter to analyze the situation in the 
non-trivial case where a c.u. field is also present and to derive the 
general structure of these representations. We consider therefore in 
turn the continuous and discrete cases separately. In the discrete 
case we shall for simplicity restrict ourselves to rational fields 
only (see [?]) even though the method we propose can in fact be 
extended to the pathological irrational cases, too. We shall describe 
a convenient and straightforward method for the explicit calculation 
of the corresponding representations in the presence of a (further 
arbitrary) external field and for arbitrary translational symmetry 
groups in space and time. As a result we show what are then the 
general form, properties and consequences of these representations. 
The notation used throughout this chapter is for convenience the one 
of a relativistic spinless particle. As space time translations form 
both a subgroup of the Poincaré and of the Galilei group and as they 
generate no spin factor system, the results remain of course valid 
in the other cases as well. 
-іб-
1. Continuous translations. 
Let us thus first rcnsider the operator group generated by continuous 
translations only. It follows from our previous results that this 
operator group J. appears as an extension of the complex unit circle 
by the τι -dimensional real vector space, i.e. the following sequence 
of groups is exact 
0
 +
u(l) - - + Λ ,fí c - » 1 , ί^ ,,,φ (1.1) 
and is characterL7ed by a factcr system ω^ , obtained in [2] as 
« ¿ W = exr{-^f(Vt2)} = e x r ^ F ^ V X ^ j e u t l ) (l.?) 
for t., t e ['„ ~ il 0 the continuous pure fprimitive) translational 
. (o) 
symmetries ard fer F the e u . part of the (civer.) external "ield. 
•n 
The action 4 ο:' <Ά c on Aut U( 1 ) is thereby easily calculated from the 
operator group structure (see Г У]) and is given by 
φ(ΐ) ρχρ ( - -^ f) Ξ <o,t*<f,c><o,t>" = -rf.o^  , Vf ε fi ''.З) 
hence φ is trivial. 
Since ¿ in (''. 1 ) is a connected Lie group, it is natural ani useful 
to write its Lie algebra: let therefore Τ , F , ... be the infinite­
simal generators of a mininal set e , e„,. . . generatinF 'J,, (but noz 
α S F 
necessarily orthonorr.al) , ana 1 denote the generator of tie phase 
trans fornat Lor., we have, from the structure of the Froup 
y « 
M.M (i) 
= l (e ) Р (eJV [F ,F 1 = 
μ,ν 
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= Ι (e )Р(е
й
) (4-)F ( o ) . I (1.U) (i) 
^ α β en μ ν 
μ,ν 
d l f χ . ι 
where the indices u.v refer to a (fixed) orthonormal basis e ,e of 
' μ ν 
the space-time. Further, using [ 1.3] we have obviously 
[ Π , I] = 0 . (I.lt) (ii) 
I t follows from these commtation relations that i is a ir. +1-dinen-
o 
sional nilpotent Lie group, whose Lie algebra we shall denote here 
by n. Its irreducible representations may then be computed using the 
general theory of Kirillov [3]. Since this theory is exposed in more 
details in [h] we just remember here the essential steps of the 
construction of these representations. Let therefore n' denote the 
dual space of η and ν f= n' a linear form. The orbit 0 Ç n' of ν is 
r
 — — ν — 
defined by the action of the coadjoint representation of X on ii' , 
[X denoting the covering group of ,2.) . We then choose in each orbit 
one element ν and consider a suoalgebra _i_ Ç η of maximal аішепзіоп 
such that 
[ _e , A ] Q Ker ν (1.5) 
Such a subalgebra is called subordinate to ν and of maximal dimension 
or, simply, a real polarisa-jon at v. Let then Τ denote the one-
dimensional unitary representation of L = exp Í that is given by 
Τ . (exp x) ' = f exp i ν(χ) , χ e î (1.6) 
and V „ the representation of <?. induced from "
 r and defined thus 
on the complex valued functions <¿>(LA) on the (right ) cosct space U/L 
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and which ат-е neasurabl e ard squared integrable with respect to the 




 ^(q) φ(\,>) = T
v ρ
(λ .q.U')" 1) Іь ) (1.7) 
with q Ρ Λ , λ.λ' coset representatives and λ' defined Ъу the condition 
Xq(X')" 1 e L . 
It follows from [3] taat if one takes exactly one element each 
orbit and follows the just described procedure, one obtains each 
irreducible unitary representation of Д exactly or.ce. Since ,2 is not 
simply connected, we obtain all its irreducible aritary representations 
as above by restricting V to tae closed sabset of linear forms taking 
on the леггеі oí' the exponential nap integer values times 2т [3,5]· 
Let us now discuss in more detail these representations for our case: 
a linear form ν £ ^_' is given by 
<Ж^\>-«>.{<'•) 4 ^ \ > d=f %)<>* + Κ** О-в) 
ο α α 
where ρ e fí ard к is sene representant of a ((Ц-ir )-dimensional ) class 
0
 * * 
{k} of 4-vectors к (in the reciprocal snace-tme M (1*) resp. GM С*)), 
this class being leiined as an element of the coset space of the reci-
* * 
procal space tine by Л , where Л is the set ο*" vectors 4 satisfying 
the corditior 
к . t = о , v t e υί (1.9) 
Since J. is net siirply connected we have in addition the condition 
v(^l) с Ζ 
eh 
/ eh \ hence ρ = r ( — J , г €• J and takes only discrete values. 
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Th e action of Si on these linear forms, via the coadjoint represent­
ation, can then be obtained, using (1·!») and (1.8), and for an arbi­
trary element <f ,t> 6 <i, as given by 
coAd(<f,t>) (p,{k}) = (o,{k + t.F ( o ))) (1.10) 
where, in o.n. coordinates, (f,- ) = t ? 
ν μν 
Let then d denote the dimensior of a real polarisation at v. This 
dimension may be obtained from the general result of Kirillov: 
d = dim (n) - 5 dim 0 (1.11) 
ν — ν 
It is then in our example easy to see, from (l.lt) and (".8),that one 
may choose the real polarisations in all cases as follows 
4v 
I = «'I + Ι Τ <?.(t.) Π , if r ?! 0 
ν .
L
- ' ' ία 
1 - 2 a
 (1.12) 
I = η , if r = 0 
ν — 
с с 
where the translations t
;
 belong to a maximal subgroup S of U satis-1 F г 
fying the condition 
^i^i'^iv* = 0 ' І' І' e S F · ( 1 · Ί 3 ) 
The coset space <¿/L may then be parametrized by a minimal set {t.} 
с с J 
of translations extending S^to U and the induced representations are 





v!(t1) = T V )J<f + f(t1,t2>t3),t>V't1+ t3) (l.llt) 
- 8 0 -
vrhere t = t„+ t , t . = t П S, t - = t - t G ,2/L, t . some element cf 
J/L su /S (with the usual identification coset space - coset reOresent-
r г 
atives laoels) . Further 
f(t 1 >t 2,t 3)
di f f(b
v
t2+ t 3) + r(t:+ t 3,t 2) (1.15) 
with f(t,t') the factor system as given in the exponent of (1.2). 
Finally the functions if in (1.1 Ό are squared integrable measurable 
complex-valued functions with respect to the invariant (here Lebesgue) 
measure on the real vector space of dimension m -dim(3 ).Details have 
been dropped since the calculations are perfectly analogous to the more 
general case considered in [k]. 
examination of (1.1U) shows, as a general result, that except if 
d = m (as it is of course the case whenever the field F = θ) 
M o UV 
where these representations are the usual one-dimensional ones, we 
always have infinite dimensional representations for Л.. This corres­
ponds to the fact that a translational symmetry induces a shift in 
the momentum operator along the directions of space-time where the 
momentum components are not conserved quantities. 
Let us note finally that the groups ¿which may appear in (l.l) are 
all of nilpotent length smaller or equal to 2, so that the factor 
systems necessary for a further induction of the representations 
(l.'U) to the whole invariance operator groups can be directly 
obtained from our general result (2.21) of [ 4] . 
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2. Discrete translatiors. 
As a second basic building block of the general reprebertations of tie 
invariance operator groups of the eouation of motion in presence of ar 
external e.m. field, we consider tne case when t m s group is generated 
by discrete translational syraretnes of the field only. For simplicity, 
and since this case includes the other ones, we shal] assume the dis­
crete translation group U_ to generate a ii-dimensicnal lattice in 
space and time (physical examples of such lattices can be iound in 
Chapter I). A basis is correspondingly denotea b ,b^,...b, so that 
V a e U_ we have 
г 
It 
а = У п Ъ , η < Ξ Ζ . ( ? . 1 ) 
'•- 1 1 1 
1=1 
* * it 
A reciprocal basis will be denoted b , b ..., b, ard is defined as is 
usual by 
(o* , Ь^) = 2π 6
із
 V i,j = 1,2,3,U . (2.2) 
The group Л appears then, siirilarly as m (l.l) m the following 
exact sequence of groups 
0 Í-UOO >2- ->Zk >1, χ,, φ (2.31 
»There ш
г
 is as in (1.2) and φ is again trivial. It is clear that we 
shall orly consider here the cas° of rationa^ fíelas («ее Prcpo4itior 
3.1 of [21), so tnat и'УЧ which -s by definition the sub^rcup of U(l) 
generatea by w
r
, is a "mite discrete set. 
The factorization (2.3) of Л. can be ased to calculate by induction the 
representations o" ¿L froir the ones of O(fí . However, s.nce tne sequerce 
is not split, O^-ojective represertations of 2. will be needed [6], arc 
j-η fact with factor system u
r
 ^because φ is trivial) so that th e problem 
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remains the saire. In order to find a more convenient factorization, 
we define a sequence ¡λ. of subgroups of ¿as follows: usins: (?.l) we 
write an element q = <f,a> € 2. as q = <f ,π. ,n„,n, ,n, > and we define 
n. 
\ = i <f,n1,...ni,o,o...> | (n^.-.n.) e Ζ 1} С 2 (2.li) 
so that obviously 2. С <2 Ç — Q 3.. Using now the group lew of ,2 
we find, with qi e ^  q e Х + 1 , and using the fact that f is anti­
symmetric 
li-H^iil = <f.nl,..ni+1,0..><f',n1',..n!,0..><-f,-n1,..,-ni+l,0..> 
i+1 i 
= <f'+2f( I n.b ,,In'b ), n!..n!,0..> . (2.5) 
j = 1 J Jk=1 K K 
Using these results one can easily verify the following properties 
(i) o¿. < ¿. , (i.e. o2. norma] in 2. , i = 1 ,2,3) 
ι i+l ι i+i 
( υ ) с і
і + 1 А г і а ζ (2.6) 
(iii) <¿. , s= ¿. Λ Ζ (i.e. senidirect) · i+l ι φ. 
ι 
The action \h . of Ζ on 2. in (?.6) is in principle nor. trivial and can y
 ι ι 
be given by 
i 
*i(r.)<f,r.1,..lni,0..> = <f+2f(r..b.+1, l n.bjJ.n^-.n^O.^ 
i 
= <f +?n l п^(Ь.
 + 1,Ъ,) ,η^.,η.,Ο..^ 
J — ' 
where we have used [2.^) and the following (monomorphic) section 
r : Ζ >J i + 1 













Ο , Φ . 
These properties are illustrated in the following diagram of exact rows 
(2.7) 
This decomposition may now be used to calculate the representations 
of=¿ by inducing in steps : indeed, since all lines are split, pro-
jective representations could only be needed in the second or third 
step from the fact that the corresponding normal subgroups are in 
general not abelian. The factor systems are however factor systems on 
Ж (or on subgroups of Z) hence are necessarily trivial. The factor­
ization (2.7) reduces thus completely the problem of the factor systems 
and the representations of 2. can now be obtained by ordinary represent­
ation theory. 
Let us now show more explicitly how this induction in steps works: 
a) The (irreducible unitary) representations of J. are, since this 
group is abelian immediately found and are given, for an element 
<f,n1> = <f,n1,0,...,0> e 2 1 , by 
^
, P l(<f,n 1>) = exp (iXf) exp іСРіп^.р^ (2.8) 
where λ = η · e/ch, η e Ζ. The physical representations (defined in 
(З.І) of [2] (for the relativistic, respectively in (3.1) of Chapter II 
for the non-relativistic problem) are then given by η = -1. We shall 
therefore in the sequel only consider this case. Further in (2.8) 
0 < ρ < 1 (2.9) 
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Nct" here tl: at ρ is, in tbe cpse о*' crystsl "ieiTS, r.othirp else than 
the corponent of the psoudomorr ert an aloré I . 
Tne a'tion of Zon these represertations is t ricn ebt a'rei fror the 
canonical map φ. with 
($1(n(_Jq1U<r,nl>) = 51(ψ1(η2)"<Γ,η1>) 
One finds straifïtforwardly that this impides 




 - г s
v
 Ï ( O ) = - -(o) , i,j = i,..u (2.11) 
is tne e u . field m the Ъ^-basis coordinates, S being the corre-
sponairg basis transfornat ι c- Tiatr_x, so that, by definition, we 
have ьimply 
G[ 0' = ? lib^b.) (2.1?) 
If ?>.f(b ,b^) " 0 (irod. ?π) then 2^ is abelia" and one may directly 
star* with its representations as above so that one induction step 
simply drops. We Fay thus suppose that it is not tie case. Since 
U(j?) is a finite set, there exists however a (sirallest) jrsitive 
integer K_ such that 
N ?Xf(b1,b2) - 0 (mod ?π) . (?.13) 
The s t a b i l i t y fac tor ргочр : I 0 L 2 of q, i s then given by (throush 
i t s mbedding in <20) 
н ? = { <o,o, z- я > } ς 3 (p.iit) 
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and the orbits in the character space of u are finite (of order N ), 
each orbit being then uniquely characterized by a rea] number ρ with 
0 < p 1 < 1/N2 . (2.15) 
The coset space 29/(Λ ©Η ) is then also finite and of order Γί„ and can 
be parametrized by the integers k. e {Ο,Ι.,.,Ν -1} characterising the 
corresponding translations k.b (again after identification coset 
space-coset representatives labels). The induced representations 
(c t 3, ) act then en the Hilbert space of square suimable functions 
g(k. ) having values in the representation space o-" q. , and are defined 
as follows. We first construct an irreducible representation Γ of the 
little group
 i2 1 © Η by 
r(<f,n1,mN?>) = q1(<f,n1>) ® hgCir.) (2.16) 
with m ε X and h„ is an ordinary (since =2. is abelian and the first 
line of (2.7) is split) representation of Η , hence is given by 
h2(m) = exp i 2π m p 2 (?.1T) 
with some real paraneter p„ in the set 
0 < p„ < 1 . (?.i8) 
The representations (2.l6) can then be induced to .2 and give the 
following complete set of irreducible representations of 2 : 
λ
'
Ρ1' Ρ? -ìef 
q? (<f,n1,n2>)g(ki) = r(<o)0)ki><f,n1,n?><0,0,-kj>)g(kj 
(2.I9) 
where k. is such that k.-k.+n = m.N , for some m ί~ 
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Inserting this condition in (2.19) one finds finally 
λ,Ρ,Ρρ 
q 2 (<f,n1,n2>)g(ki) = r(<f+(2ki+k)nlf(b2,b1),n1,m
,
>)g(ki+k) (2.20) 
where к is the coset representative of η (n„ = mN +к, 0«k<N ) and 
m' 
Г m if k.+k < N 
2
 (2.21) 
, m+1 if k.+k > Ν„ 
ι 2 
These r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s are a l l f i n i t e dimensional (dimension N ) , t h e 
general matr ix form being as follows 
q 2 ( < f > n 1 , n 2 > ) =[ — - f- j (2.22) 
v
r ( < f , n 1 , m + 1 > ) 11k ι О J 
where f' is a shorthand notation for the expression in (2.20) and Î 
is the unit matrix in d dimensions. 
b) In a next step we consider the second line in (2.7) and induce the 
just found representations to ¿L·· The essential point of the proce-
dure is then the fact that the representations in (2.20) are (in 
general) not one-dimensional. Hence that the problem is a little more 
difficult than in the usual case since explicit intertwirine matrices 
need to be given. As we shall see,however, this difficulty can easily be 
solved in our case. 
The action ψ„(η_/ of Zon the dual of c2 is calculated similarly as 
in (г.'О) and gives, with (2.20) 
λ,ρ,,ρ λ,ρ
 +
n (j-)G{o),P +n ',~-)Gici 
ψ 2(η 3) 5 2 ? = ^ 1 3 2π 31 2 3 ,-π 3¿ (2.23) 
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hence t h e s t a b i l i t y factor group, defined s i m i l a r l y as in (2.1І*) i s 
given by 
H3 = {<0,0,O,ZN 3 >} ç<2.3 (2.2k) 
where N.. is the smallest integer such taat 
v £ > G3i) - ¿. **z -d \ & iïe z • ( 2.25) 
The intertwirung matrix S(N-) corresponding to the gererator of H, 
and which is defined by the condition 
Î2(H3) q? 2 = SiK,)-1 q2 1 2 S(H3) 
i s then e a s i l y found t o be , up to an a m n t e r e s t i n g non zero c o r s t a n t , 
given by the displacement matr ix 
S(»3) = Sl = | "2 "* I (2.?6) 
where I is defined by (2.25) modulo N . 





P + £ ' (?-27) 
the factor system reeded in the indaction procedjre is not only 
equivalent but equal to 1 . The induced redres ent at ю г s (q + Χ ) 
are then obtaired similarly as ir (2.20) with g a squared sunirable 
vector-val_ied function en the discrete (W- points) orbit of each 
representation (2.20) and w.th values on the с а т е ^ space of q». 
The corresponding representation г of tne 1 ttle group =?„(§) 4 is 
thereby given oy 
r(<f,r1>r2,n.N3>) = q2(<f,n1,n2>).STi-)lvS)h3(m) (?.23) 
with ς as in (2.26). ir e Ζ and h.(η) a (one-dimensional) irre-
Ti • л J 
Qucible representation of H . 
The last step (induction fron 2^) is then perfectly simlar, with 
taen as intertwining matrices tensor products of iratnces of the form 
(?.2б). Details are tedious but straightforward and are tnerefore 
omitted. More interesting at this point is to analyse the consecuences 
cf the special form of tnese representatiors as compared to the 
ordinary situation (as without c.u. field) for the solutions of the 
equations of motion. In particular we want to show how the well 
known Bloch-ansatz has to be modified in presence of an external e.m. 
field with non-trivial factor system f. For simplicity we consider 
the action of a one-dimensional subgroup of the discrete translational 
symmetries of the field, the problem being ыTillar in the other 
dimensions. 
If F = 0 , the physica_ representations are defined on square inte­
grable functions on the real space via the substitution operator. Let 
thus b be tne generator of this translatior group, Τ the corre-
spond^np substitut en operator ana ψ(χ) a solution cf the eauat^on of 
irotion. We may choose ψ(χ) as basis eleirent of some irreducible re­
présentât1 en cf the grout) generated by Τ, , i.e. such that it satisfies 
T b ώίχ) - іМх-Ъ) = е
1 І , Ъ
 <;U) (2.29) 
setting now ф(х) = e α (х^ one obtains ^he usual condition 
u (x) = u (x-b) (?.30) 
Ρ Ρ 
so that the function u (x) can be expanded as a Fourier series 
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u (χ) = l û exp (ІКх) (2.31) 
Ρ Κ
 Ρ 
where the sum goes over all К which satisfy the condition Kb = 2mr 
for some r. e Ζ. The problem of the (differential) equation of motion 
is transformed in this way in an easier algebraic one for the coeffi­
cients u „ of (2.31), as is well known. 
pK 
Let us now consider the situation where an external field is present, 
such that ω (b.b') φ 1 for two generators b and b' of the discrete 
translational symmetry group of the field. Choosing similarly as 
above the solutions ψ(χ) as basis functions of an irreducible re­
presentation of the operator group generated by these two trans­
lations, and identifying b with b and b' with b in (2.1) and (2.20) 
we have, in place of (2.29) 
V. ψ (χ) Ξ U Т. ψ (χ) = е1рЪі|і .(х-Ъ) (2.32) 
b S χ D S S 
where U is the corresponding (compensating) gauge transformation 
(see e.g. [2] part 3) and s, s' are additional integer labels 
(defined,as we saw,modulo some integer N), s' being determined by b 
as in (2.20). 
We may now set again ψ (χ) = e u (χ) and we find in place of 
(2.ЗО) the more general relation 
u (x-b) = u ,(x) . (2.33) 
ps ps 
Since s, s' are members of a finite set (and this follows of course 
from the fact that the field has been chosen rational) we have 
necessarily 
u (x-N-b) = u (x) (2.ЗІ») 
ps ps 
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so that u (χ) may also be expanded as a Fourier series 
PS 
u (x) = l' û , exp (iK'x) (2.35) 
рь рыч. 
with K' satisfying now К'.КЪ = ?ηπ, η ε £ . Together with (2.33) we 
find then the additional relations between the Fourier coefficients of 
the functions u and u . 
ps ps' 
V-K = exp (-iKb) к ( 2 · 3 6 ) 
and again the problem may be treated algebraically. 
The expansion (2.35) corresponds in fact, for the case of a crystal 
lattice in a c.u. magnetic field, to an expansion in a ir.ini-Srillouin 
zone (the so-callec magnetic reciprocal unit ce".!)· The result is 
however more general since any space-time lattice can be treated in 
this way, and in any external field. On the other side the condition 
(2.36) shows an essential difference with ordinary superstructure 
since it corresponds to an interdependence of Bloch functions of the 
type (2.З5) related to p-vectors whose difference is a reciprocal 
superlattice ест.ог within the old Brillouir. zone. 
Let us remark finally that the dimensions of the representations we 
have analyzed in this part are quite pathological, even if the field 
is supposed to be rational, since an infinitesimal (rational) change 
of the value of the field may induce arbitrary large changes in the 
integers N. which determine these dimensions. If the field is not 
rational, the condition (2.3M does of course no longer hold so that 
a generalized Bloch ansatz is in this case not possible, and this is 
not surprising since, as we have shown previously, the operator 
group 2 is then not of Type I. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COVARIANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF EXTERNAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
Introduction 
The group theoretical definition οΓ an elementary particle as 
a continuous projective irreducihle representation of the 
Poincaré group 10(3,1; is a well known and successful one, since 
the celebrated paper of Wigner [ 1 ]. In this frame, the Poincaré 
group plays the role of the covariance group of special relativity, 
i.e. embodies the basic postulate of the theory that physical 
results should be left invariant under a space-time change of 
reference frame relating by definition two inertial systems. The 
elementary particles can then be characterized by the values of 
their spin and their squared mass and it is also possible,using group 
theoretical methods, to tackle successfully the description of the 
time evolution of the states representing such particles, i.e. to 
relate covariant equations of motion to representations of this 
group. 
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Let us now introduce an electronagnetic field F and consider a charged 
particle movirg in it. As it has often Ъееп shown in the past in many-
situations the so-called "external" approximation (where the influence 
of the particle on the field is neglected), is a very good and useful 
one. For that purpose, the usual procedure is to introduce the field 
F via a potential A in the free equation of motion Ъу minimal coupling, 
the momentum operators Ρ being replaced by Π = Ρ - — A (x) (e the 
charge of the particle). Again the results of the theory are very 
satisfying, at least for spin 0 and i particles (we shall discuss later 
[2] the serious difficulties encountered in the higher spin cases 
13M)-
Physics however depend on fields and not on potentials and should thus 
be invariant with respect to any change in field ccnponents due to a 
covariant change of reference frame. Introducing a potential in the 
formalism induces in fact some arbitrariness: first, to a given field 
does not correspond one potential but a whole class of them, hence 
not one equation of motion but an infinite (physically undistinguish-
able) class of then. Second, and as a consequence of this, there is 
a certain choice left for the definition of the transformation law 
of the potential that we have introduced. Therefore one may require 
the potential to transform as a covariant (time pseudo-) vector field 
under the Poincaré group but not the modified equation of motion to 
be Poincaré covariant: Poincaré ccvariance has then only to hold for 
the (infinite) class of equations corresponding to a given field and 
not -"or each element of that class separately. This inplies inciden-
tally also that arbitrary gauge transformations are covariant trans-
formations for this class, too, and this gives rise to interesting 
but infinite dimensional groups which are quite difficult to handle 
[5,6]). This is of course not new and a natural alternative would be 
to develop a formalism without introducing a potential, but based 
only or fields, as it has been done successfully for Dirac particles 
I-7]. A pererali zation of such a formalism is however го^ krown. 
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The reason for this is theprobahly too fundamental role of gauge 
invariance. 
In the present work we choose a way inbetween, using the advantages 
of these two formalisms, i.e. we use potentials, hut we get rid of 
the arbitrariness described above by fixing in some convenient way 
the gauge, for any given field. In'this way it is possible to build 
up group theoretically a theory of elementary particles in inter-
action with an external field, by the construction first of the 
relevant covariance group, independently of any equation of motion, 
and by the analysis then of the representations of this group. 
This chapter will be organized as follows: in the first part we 
define more preciseüy what we mear, by covariance. Then, after having 
mace also more precise in part two the class of fields we consider, 
we define covariant transformations as acting on the potential space 
of a given field. This will be done, following our philosophy, with 
the help of the quite natural concept of compensating gauges together 
with a (fixed) chosen map π: F ι »A which applies any e.m. field F 
in an uniquely determined potential A. The result is shown to be 
essentially independent of the particular choice for π. In this way 
we construct covariance operator groups that may however, by con­
struction, depend on the field we started with. We get rid of this 
dependence in the fourth part, by expliciting the general covariance 
group, valid foranyfiad,and by making also explicit its relationship 
with the concept of covariant equation of motion in the presence 
of an external field. The representations of this group and their 
physical interpretation and consequences are the subject of a sub­
sequent paper [ ?]. 
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1. Covariance (definition). 
Because the terr covariance is quite a njch used one (and unfortuna­
tely not always with the same meaning), let us first briefly define 
what we mean more precisely Ъу covariance and covariance group. Let 
therefore α he an element of some paraneter space Χ, ψ € WCX) 
seme (separable) Hilbert space of functions on X and 
0(α) ψ(α) = 0 , V a e X (l.l) 
some (scalar) wave equation on 7Г(Х) (e.g. an equation of motion). 
Let now g be an invertible map from X into itself with got = a'. 
Then g is called a covariant transformation for 0 if and only if 
there exists a unitary (or antiunitary) operator V on 7f(X) such that 
O'(ga) Ξ V O(ga) V"1 = 0(a) (1.2) 
g g 
implying of course that in the new frame, with ψ'(α) ί (V ψ)(α) 
we have, for all ψ satisfying (1.1) 
Ο'(α) ψ'(α) = 0 (I· 1)' 
Note that in our case X will depend not only on space-time coordi­
nates but also on a potential of the external field considered. 
The condition of covariance (1.2) is then as nade тюге explicit in 
(U.ll). 
"ne above definition may be of course generalized to the case where 
ψ(α) is a n-components wave function and 0(a) is in η χ η matrix 
form: g will be then called a covariant transformation for 0 if and 
only if there exist an unitary (cr antiunitary) opoia^oi V in v(Xi 
and a non singjlar η χ η matrix Λ whicn satisfy the condition 
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O'(ga) Ξ V 0(ga) V 1 = Л О(а) Λ - 1 (1.2)' 
g g g g 
implying the same equation (1.1)' as ЪеГоге with simlarly ψ'(a) 
given by (V ψ)(a). 
One may verify that this definition implies that the elements g which 
are oovanant transformations form a group G, the covariance group. 
Furtherirore, if the set of all functions {(V ψ)1- in "^(X) aoes not 
g 
contain proper invariant subspaces, it follows, also from the 
definition and from Schur's Lemma, that the set {V |V gG g} satisfies 
the extra condition 
v g . v g l = « ( в і в ' ) и 1 (1.3) 
where (i>(g, g') is some complex numoer of modulus one, so that, taking 
into account the associativity properties of operators on Hilbert 
spaces and of matrices, the set {V } forms an irreducible projective 
representation of G with carrier space lf(X) . 
We define further g to be an invariant transformation of 0, or a 
symmetry for 0, if g is a covariant trars^ornaticn with in addition 
O'(ga) = 0(ga) . (1-U1 
It is important to note here that for G the Poincaré group and 0 the 
operator of an ordinary (free) equation of motion, the two concepts 
coincide. T m s will however no longer be so in our case covariance 
embodies the property of equivalence of reference systems (and there 
will thus be elements related to every Poircaré transformation) 
whereas invariance will be generated by the covariant tranbformations 
which in addition leave the external field invariant. As we shall 
see, in both cases it will be m general necessary to combine in a 
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non-trivial way gauge and Poincaré transformations. 
"he concept of covariance is thus closely related to the equation 
of motion we look at. In this chapter however we shall proceed in the 
other direction: we shall construct first, on a physical Ъазіз, the 
general covariance group for a charged particle in the presence of 
an external e.n. field and then extract from it information about the 
covariant equations of motion and their solutions. 
2. External e.m. Fields. 
Because they will play quite an important role with respect to our 
space X, let us make first mathematically more precise what we con­
sider as possible candidates for an external e.m. field: an external 
e.m.field will be a continuous differentiable cross-section of the 
antisymmetric product of the cotangent spaces Τ л Τ at each point 
of the Mir.kovski space K(l+), i.e. a continuous differentiable map 
from M(k) into the space of the real antisymmetric (time-pseudo-) 
tensers of rank two Γ with the following three properties 
μν 
(i) it satisfies the Maxwell equations 
F + F + F = 0 




 ¥ ¿ν Vu'V = 0 ' 1 ' 2 > 3 · ^ 2 · 1 ' 
Because we make, from the physical point of view, no further restric­
tion on the lí-current j the second set of equations can and will 
be considered as a definition of this b-current. 
(ii) it transforms under an element g = (а,Л) of the Poincaré group 
I0(3,l) according to 
(gF) (x) =
 E(g) Λ 0 Λ σΓ (,'Г1(х-а)) (2.2) 
μν μ ν ρσ 
with ε(g) = sign (Λ ). 
This law defines obviously, Ъу the condition 
g e G„ if and only if (gF) (x) = F (χ), хем(Ц) (2.3) 
г у у ν 
a subgroup G„ of IC(3,1), the symnetry group of the field F. 
(iii) it can be written as an integral 
F (χ) = fa к F (к) exp (ikx) (2.U) 
μν J μν 
with k e M (U), the dual of the Minkovski space, i.e. we consider any 
e.m. field for which the integral 
F (к) = (^-)k ¡ά*χ F (χ) exp (-ikx) (2.5) 
μ\> 2π J uv 
exists, in the sense of generalized functions. 
I) \<e adopt the notation g = (a,<\) e I0(3,1), with {ε.,Ρ)χ. = Αχ + a 
χ ε М( It), a a it-translation, Λ e 0(3,1 ), an element of the homogeneous 
Lcrentz group, (.лх) = Λ χ for covariant and (Λχ) = (Л~ ) J x v for 
μ μ ν ν 
contravariant vector components. In this notation the product in 
10(3,1) reads then (а,Л)(а',Л') = (a + Ла', ЛЛ'). 
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3. Invariant and covariant transfornât ions acting on e.m. potentials. 
a) Invariant transformations. 
As explained in the introduction, we now consider for a given F (χ), 
μν 
as is usual, and in accordance with our philosophy, a potential A (x) 
as a real It-vector field over M[k) satisfying 
A (x) - A (x) = F (χ) (3.1) 
V,u μ,ν μν 
and transforming under the Poincaré group, correspondingly to (2.2), 
(gA) (x) = E(g) Л А (Л-1(х-а)) . (3.2) 
μ μ ν 
It is clear that all g e 10(3,1) satisfying the equation 
(gA) (x) = A (x) (3.3) 
μ μ 
will satisfy the corresponding equation (2.3) for the e.m. field, too. 
But, as is well known, the contrary is in general not true, as for 
instance in the simplest case of constant uniform e.m. fields where it 
is not possible to find a potential having the same translational 
symmetry group as the field. Not only in this case, however, do the 
space-time transformations leaving the potential in (3·ΐ) invariant 
form necessarily a smaller group than the symmetry group of the field, 
for any choice of gauge: another example is the electromagnetic field 
of a plane wave as shown Ъу Janner and Janssen [8]. It will by the 
way be also a consequence of the present work to see exactly for which 
fields this will in fact necessarily be the case. 
As mentioned before, dealing with potentials in place of fields, we 
have however introduced a certain arbitrariness, because potentials 
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are not physical observables as fields are. The symmetry of the field 
and hence of the physical system has thus to be restored in some way. 
This is possible, usirg tie quite natural concept of compensating 
gauge a symmetry of the field can, acting on a corresponding poten­
tial generate a new potential that can only differ froir tne previous 
one by a gauge transformation (both potentials being related to the 
same field). One may thus combine gauge and space-time transformations 
in such a way that to each symmetry of the field does correspond such 
a coupled trars-Ornation leaving the potential irvanant and hence an 
operator commuting witT tne (potential-dependent) equations of nctior 
The resulting situation has been aralyzed group theoretically on a 
general basic oy Jannor and Janssen [9] and it has been showr in some 
explicit examples (see e.g. [10-12]) how drastically tne structure of 
these operator groups can then be modified with respect to the orgi-
nal space-time subgroups structure. 
These operator groups are then also, m eereral, not subgroups of the 
usual space-time trars^ormaticn groups correspordmg to the eqaation 
of motion considered. Invariant transforrations, (relat ng identical 
physical systems) are however necessarily particular cases of covar-
_ant transformations (relatirg equivalent physical systems), as we 
mentioned ir section 1. It ι s in fact on this basis tnat we shall 
now exterd the just sketched treatment fc1" covanant trarsformat_ons 
as well. The above invariance operator grouns w-11 the^ appear in a 
raturai way as (ordinary) represertations of subprcjps of the covar-
larce groap we shall obtain. 
b) Covanant transformât lors . 
Because we ask that, for a given external e.m. field F, there should 
be a covanant transformation relating any two reference frames that 
are irapped on each other by a Poincaré transformation, we now con-
sider the case where g runs over the whole Poincaré group, and con-
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szruct in a first step a group of transformations on the space of 
potentials as follows. 
We first consider an arbitrary but fixed external field F and assume 
we have chosen some (convenient) fixed (linear) map π from the e.n. 
field tensors to the space of potentials 
( 3 . 1 * ) 
In order to get rid of the arbitrariness introduced together with 
the potential we now want to construct a set {g |vg e I0(3»l)} of 
transformations combining gauge and Poincaré transformations and 










is commutative, i.e. such that, 
£*(
π
Γ) = Tr(gF) V g «=10(3,1) · (3.6) 
Because of the transformation laws (2.2) and (3.2) for fields and 
potentials both ir'gF) and g(nF) correspond to the same field so that 
we have, in general, 
(gUF))(x) = U(gF))(x) + Эх MgF),x) (3.7) 
g 
for some gauge function χ (Tt(gF),x) which may depend on x, on g, on 
S 
the field F and on the chosen map π. This gauge function is then 
fixed by (З.7) uniquely up to a constant. We may now combine, ana­
logously as in the invariance case, any Poincaré transformation with 
a gauge transformation in such a way that the transformed potential 
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is kept in the same fixed gauge as defined by the map π. We thus de­
fine, for an 
is given by 
y g e 10(3 И) a pair {χ ,g} = g , whose action on πΓ 
S 
ÍXg, g) (πΡ) d i f gUF) - 3xg M g F ) , χ) , (3.8)(i) 
so that by construction we have, as required 
{χ
σ
. g} UP) = "(gF) . (3.8)(ii) 
g 
The transformations defined by (3.8) do not however, in general, form 
a group, as it is not necessarily possible to choose the arbitrary 
constants in (S.?) in such a way that the gauge function associated 
with the product of two Poincaré transformations is the gauge function 
resulting from the product of the corresponding two pairs. 
4« 
It is however possible to imbed them in a larger group Q combining 
constant gauge functions with Poincaré transforations, and which we 
now want to make more explicit. 
Using first (3.?) and the fact that the operator Э transforms covar-
iantly under the Poincaré group, the action of an element g- e I0(3,l) 
on the gauge functions in (3.7) may be consistently defined as follows, 
v g ^ g2 e το(3,-ι) 
• (g,) Χ, MgpF). x) d i f ^ g ) γ U(g.F), g:1x) . (3.9) 
Using this relation and letting g. act on both sides of (3-7) one then 
obtains 
ЭфЦ)х U(g2F),x) - 3xg (π^^ 2Γ) > β:
1
χ) + 3χ (-(g1 g^) ,g"
1
 χ) = С . 
So "^  Si ëp 
(З.ю) 
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The r e l a t i o n (3.10) can Ъе i n t e g r a t e d and one finds ( a f t e r a s h i f t in 
t h e f i e l d v a r i a b l e ) 
χ„ ( T F . X ) + iiisJXn ( π ( 8 " 1 Γ ) , χ ) - χ (TTF.X) e fl . (3.11) 
ь-, ' So ' 1 2 
This expression does thus not depend on χ but may of course depend on 
πΚ and on the space-tÎTie t r a n s f o m a t i o n s g and g . We s h a l l denote 
t h i s function in the sequel by (f (g , £ „ ) ) ( π ? ) . Rewriting t h e second 
nenber of (3 ·1 ΐ) as 
ψ ί Β , ί χ , U ( g : 1 F ) , x ) d i f d g J x ^ (irP.x) (3.12) 
are finally obtains for (3·1ΐ) 
(f*(g
v
P?))(v-r) = χ„ (πΡ,χ) + çigJx, ('F,χ) - χ„ „ (πΡ,χ).(3.13) 
^ S-i ' Sn 1 ? 
Denoting now by Φ _ the additive group of real functions of πΓ gener-
ated by the functions in (3.13), V g1»Ер
 e





 V ^ I T F ) + V2(^F) ,V ^  ,¥>2 e Φ^ρ,, VF € 0 F (3.IU) 
where О denotes the orbit of F under the Poincaré group, one finds 
that the group Q which is generated by the transformations in (3.8) 
has the following structure: 
Proposition 3.1. Q is an extension of Φ _ by T0(3,l) with product 
' тгг тгг 
rule, ^ , <fi2 e Φπϊ, and V g1 , g 2 e 10(3,1) 
(v,, е^)(ч>2, gp) = (ч>^+ cíg^ v>2 + f (g^gg), g1g2) (3.15) 
where f (g , g ) is given by (3.13) and cig^ is defined, from (3.12) 










Р)) . (З.іб) 
the possible sign tCgJ in (3.10) being as in (2.2) and (3·9)· These 
properties can be s-jmnarized in the following exact sequence of groups: 
0 > \ F > Q* F »10(3,1) »1, f*. ζ .(3.17) 
Proof: That Φ _ is normal in Q*- and that Q* /Φ „ э I0(3,l) follow 
ΉΓ тгг ттг тгг 
from the definitions. We just have to verify that Q* is indeed the 
group generated by the transformations g* in (3.8) and that the 
functions f* in (З.ІЗ) do satisfy the factor system conditions. 
For the former, defining the imbedding of g* in Q*_, V g e 10(3,1), 
тгг 
by t h e following map r 
df*f 
r · g* Ξ r{x g ,g} I 1 (0,g) e Q * F (3.18) 
the verification is straightforward. Note that the map gi trise*) 
is of course nothing else than a section for (3-17). Conversely the 
action of Q _ in (З.17) on the potential subspace defined by π, 
V F e О , is given by the mapping σ defined by 
г 
(afo,g))UF) d i f {χ + *,g}UF) = ir(gF) (З.19) 
where we have used (3.7), (3·6) and the definition of Φ _. 
тгг 
Finally, using the definitions (3.13) and (З.16), it is tedious but 
straightforward to verify that 
f* : 10(3,1) x 10(3,1) •* _ (3.20) 
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s a t i s f i e s , V F S 0_ and V g^g^.g^ e 10(3,1 ) t h e i d e n t i t y 
г ι tí i 
^ ( g ^ g p g ^ ) + C í g ^ f*(g2 ,K3) = f ^ g ^ g j , ) + f* (g 1 g 2 , g 3 ) (3.21) 
so that f* is effectively a factor system. 
We shall later on specify the explicit structure of this group, and 
esOecially the form of the functions in Φ _. Before we do so, we 
ттг 
first show that our definition is consistent, in the sense that Q* 
ттг 
does not, as an ahstract group, depend on the particular choice of 




; F S Q*(gF) * Q*F+3ÇUF,x) ( ^ 2 2 ) 
V g e I 0 ( 3 , l ) and for a l l d i f f e r e n t i a b l e (gauge) functions С(тгГ,х) on 
space-t ime. 
Proof; The first relation follows from the fact that a change of re­
ference frame induces a conjugation in the r.h. side of (3.1?) giving ri-
seto an isomorphic extension. Further, let π' be a new choice of gauge 
(which may also be different for different F e О ), i.e. let 
г 
A'tx) = (ir'FHx) = UF)(x) + 3ξ(πΡ,χ) 
for some gauge functions ς(πΓ,χ). We then have 
M g F ) - gUF)Hx) = Эх (-(gF),x) 
(TT'(gF)-g(Tr'F))(x) = M g F ) - gUF))(x) (3.23) 
+ 3ÇMgF),xi - ψ(§)3ξ(πΓ,χ) 
-ιοβ-
where we have used the linearity of the action of the Poincaré group 
on potentials. It follows from (3.23), 3 transforming covariantly 
under 10(3,1), that 
χ U'(gF),x} - χ MgFÎ.x) = (1 -
 Ç(g)) çMgD.x) 
up to an arbitrary (inessential) constant function of πΡ. 
Inserting this relation in (3.13) one then obtains 
(f*ig^g2))WF) - {f*{gvg2))i-n'F) = 0 . V g ^ e 10(3,1) 
so that both factor sets describe equivalent thus a fortiori isomorphic 
extensions. This completes the proof. 
Let us now turn to the explicit calculation of the structure of our 
group. As a consequence of Proposition 3.2 we may choose some con­
venient gauge for the potential, i.e. sene convenient map π. Noting 
therefore also that for various kinds of fields there exist more 
natural choices we do it as follows: we split the spectrum S of the 






 и 3 ϋ ) 
s ( a ) n s í 3 ) = 0 , 
with 
s ( o ) = {к e s I к = 0} 
з
( г )
 = {к e s I к 2 = о, к Φ 0} (3.25) 
s
(j ) = {к с s I к 2 φ о) 
(3.2U) 
α φ ß, a,ß S 0,г,л 
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Note that this decomposition is Poincaré invariant. The field F splits 
correspondingly to (3.25) in three (independent) e.m. fields: 
F (χ) = F ( o ) + F(r)(x) + Г(а)(х) (3.26) 
yv μν у\> μν 
where F will be assumed for the sake of this work to consist in a 
'μν ( N / ; \ 
constant uniform field only, -' is a radiation field,F " a "current" 
yv ' yv 
field. All these fields are obviously defined for α = o,r,j, by 
F ^ U ) = / A F^ik) exp (ikx) (3.27) 
with 
, , f F (к) к e з ( а ) 
Fia)M = ^ (3.28) 
yv else 
As each of these fields has to satisfy independently the Maxwell 
equations (2.1), one may choose for each of them a correspondinR 
potential in a specific convenient p;aup;e. We define thus a map π 
by its action on the various parts of (3.2І+) 
UF ( a )Mx) = A(a)(x) 
with 





A(r)(x) d l f jaKfJ-ÇfJL) exp (ikx) (3.29) 
/ -t F J ( k ) 4 
Α
(




i.e. in the symmetrie, radiation (or Coulomb), respectively Lorentz 
gauges. It can easily be verified, using the Maxwell equations (2.1) 
that each of these potentials satisfies (3-1 ) for the corresponding e.m. 
field. Furtherirore, as π is linear, we shall then find (πΡ) for the 
whole field К by simple addition of the various parts in (3.23) i.e. 
UF)(x) = A ( o )(x) + A ( r )(x) + A { ¿ ) U ) 
'rfe may now use this particular choice to calculate the compensating 
gauges aefired ny (Ί.γ) and (4.8) and Lhen, by (^.13), the represent-
ati\e factor set Γ* defining the ex'ensi^n (^.l?). 
Using further the transformation law for -he fields (2.2) and for the 
potentials (3.2), we get, after a long but straightforward calculation, 
that for the three parts cf the field separately 
X pU(gF
( o )),x) = (*;*F ( o ))Mx) a11






 + c^ 
о 
о 
xJ^(gF i J )),x) = c': 
X g( n(gF
l r ;),x) = ƒ g(-FU'))n(xi dx0 + cl (3.30) 
where g = (a,'i) С 10(3,1 ) as before and where с , f', с" are free inte-
ε "; g 
gration constants, which may depend on nF but may obviously be chosen 
to be identically zero (as giving rise to equivalent extensions (3.17)). 
Further we obtain, with (3.13) and (3-30) 
(f*( Vg ?))(ir(RF
( 0 ))) = ¿(frF(o))(Jp(.\1a2)C,(a1)C 
(r*(R,,g,1)<-lzT{r))) = 0 (3.31) 
(f^g^nUtg^J))) = с 
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Using finally the linearity of the nap π and of the Poincaré transfor-
mations, the compensating gauges and the factor set of the extension 
(3."Т) are obta-'ned by simple addition of the different parts of (3.30) 
pnd (3.31) so that finally 
о 
X^UUn.x) = - l (gF(o))aûaV + /X (g(ur(r)))o(x) dx0 
(3.32) 
и*Ц,Р 2))Ы ер)) = i (gF{o))cû(^^2)σ(^)p 
This result solves incidentally the problem of the poss-'ble factor 
systems involved by synnetry groups of e.n. fields [9]: indeed 
(i- (gì >ёр) ) (irígF) ) becomes then a constant f(g.,,g„), (F remaining of 
course unchanged under transformations of the symmetry group) and 
χ is then also constant as a function of wF. We get directly from 
(3.32), for all gFOjsee (2.3)) 
Γ 
О 
χ (x) = - i F ( o )a ax p + fX (gUF ( r ))) (x) dx 0 Ag σρ ' о 
(3.33) 
^ " J - ^ α ρ ) ( Λ 1 & 2 ) σ ^ 1 ) Ρ 
These results look quite simple, seen the large class of fields we 
have considered, but are in fact quite important: they show in parti­
cular that the extension (3.1?) is trivial unless the field has a 
Fourier component in the origin of the dual space whose contribution 
to the field is different of zero, i.e. for the class we consider, 
unless the field carries a constant uniform part. As a consequence, 
the relevant covariance operator group will as in the free case be 
homomorphic to the covering group of the Poincaré group, when and 
only when this contribution vanishes, and this fact is at our opinion 
quite remarkable. 
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k. The general eovariance group M. 
In the previous section we have in a first step determined a eovariance 
operator proup by i he analysis of its action on the potential subspace 
defined by a fixed cross-section π for an arbitrary but fixed external 
field and we have investigated some 'of its essential general structure 
properties. The group obtained in this way may however implicitely 
depend on the field we started with, as the function space Φ ^ is 
generated by the factor system f* corresponding to this given field. 
We have however in the sequel obtained an explicit expression for the 
corresponding factor system (see (3.32)) for an (almost) arbitrary 
external field so that we may now get rid of the above dependence, 
letting now F run over all possible fields and considering the most 
general function space generated by f . This function space will be 
denoted by IB. In this way each possible function in В will become an 
element of a new general eovariance group IM. The explicit field depen­
dence will then appear as we shall see in the value of that function 
at a point and wil] thus reappear at the level of the representations. 
We observe for that purpose that, as follows from our result (3.32), 
only linear function? in the constant uniform part of the field do 
occur, so that this function space can be identified with the 6-
diirensional dual vector space Τ лТ of h χ U antisyniretric contra-
variant real tensors, and is isomorphic to the original space of 
constant uniform fields. A basis for this functions space can thus be 
given by the (antisymmetric) external tensor product of a basis of the 
Minkovski space with itself, i.e. 
К = e л e ( It. 1 ) 
yv у ν 
with μ,ν = 0,1, ?,3, and ( e, ) = ί . An arbitrary element E of В can 
j у 
then be expressed as 
- 1 1 1 -
B = Ι Β μ ν E , BVV S il , V μ,ν . (»t.?) 
μ,ν 
The group s t r u c t u r e of В being gerera ted because of (3.1^) by t h e 
( a d d i t i v e ) product of t h e r e a l l i n e , we have 
(в 1 + Β ? ) μ ν = В^ + в ^ 
An element of the general covariance group M can thus be written as a 
pair <B,g>, В e E, ge 10(3,1 ) with product 
<B,g><B,,g,> = <B + ζ^Β' + Aíg.er'hge^ (U.3) 
where, as follows from ( 3 . 1 6 ) , B' transforms under g as a con t ravar ian t 
t e n s o r , i . e . 
( ς (
Ε
) Β - ) σ ρ = ( Л - V ( Λ - 1 ) ρ ( Β · ) λ μ (U.i») 
A у 
and the general factor set A(g,g') can be obtained from (3·15) and 
(3-32) as given by 
A(g,g')aD = П(Ла') а0] = i[(Aa')V - (Ла')Раа] . ()t.5) 
In other words, M appears as an extension of В = Si by 10(3,1), i.e. 
the following sequence of groups is exact 
О »В »IM — —»10(3,1)— - +1, Α,ζ . (¡t.б) 
The relation between Q _ and IM, for an arbitrary e.ir. field F can then 
also be seen, using the preceding definitions and results, tc be as 
illustrated in the following commutative diagram of exact sequences 
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•M - -»10(3,1) > 1. Α »ζ 
' 'I 
| o F ι 'j (U.7) 1* * 
-»Φ -_* Q - > 10(3,1)- •>!, f ,ζ 
where ρ is an epimorphism whose kernel is given by the elements of IB 
г 
which as functions of πΡ, i.e. as mappings 
Ъ : Tr(0F) ι « 
where b(ïïF) Ξ В · F = Β σ ρΓ e fi, vanish identically on (V,. 
σρ r 
Similarly one nay obtain directly the action of M on the potential 
subspace defined by π for a given F by the following homoir.orphism Σ 
(compare with (3.19)): 
( ΐ <Β,β>)(πΓ) d i f {χ + b.pîdrF) 
S 
= g(*F) - э[х (π(ίΓΡ),χ) + b M g F ) ) ] (U.8) 
= π(?Γ) 
where b is as given in (U.S). In other words the covariance operator 
groups Q „ do appear,for each field, as representations operator 
TTF 
groups of the general covariance group M as acting on the potential 
subspace defined by π. 
We are of course new interested in the physical representations of M 
which we want to define explicitly . Assuming therefore that a change 
of gauge as acting on a physical state can only give a phase dis­
placement, and assuming that, as in tne free particle case, a Poincaré 
transformation acts on the x-variable via the substitution operator Ρ , 
g 
we define a mapping 
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V : IM -- — >V(Tf) 
fron IM to the unitary/antiunitary operators of some separable .-liloert 
space Jf (to be specified later on) of (here scalar) functions ψ(χ,πΡ) 
depending on χ and (via tne map π) on the field F. The Trapping V is 
explicitly given (for g e Ρ ) by 
ν(<Β,
ε










with χ (w(gF),x) as found in (3.32). If the functions ψ(χ,πΡ) des­
cribe the states of a charged particle in the external field V, and 
thus obey some equation of motion, represented by a linear differen­
tial operator О on V, we have 
Ο(χ,πΡ) φ(χ,πΓ) = 0 , хем(1») . Cí.lO) 
We know, by construction, that the transformation V(<B,p->) must be a 
covariant transformation for this equation, corresponding to a change 
of reference frame. We have thus following the argument of section 1, 
and by definition of our group, that О will be a covariant equation 
of motion if and only if it satisfies the condition 
V(<B,g>) 0(x,itF) (V(<B,g>))"1 = 0(κ"1χ,π·Ρ) = 
(lt.11) 
= 0'(X,TTF) Ξ 0(x,*gF) 
The equation (l.l)' tells us now that if i)j(x,irF) is a solution of (I..10), 
-m-
V(<B,g>) φ(χ,ττΓ) Ξ 4>(x,wgF) 
is then a solution in the new frame thus satisfies the equation 
0(x,wgF) 4>(x,TrgF) = 0 . (1».12) 
Using these relations and the fact that, by (3.13), (3.3?), and (1».5) 
Atg.g') · gg'F C o ) = Γ*(Β,
β
')(π(ββ·Ρ)) Ξ x^ÍTÍgg'Fj.x) + 
+ *(g)x .(^(g'FÍ.x) - χ ,(T((eR')F),x) (¡t.-'S) 
6 gg 
one nay verify, after a short calculation, that, 
V(<B,g>-'3,)g,>)^(x^F) = V(<B,g>)V(<B^ ,g,>)ili{yL,rF) (U.M) 
so that V is indeed an homomorphism and Tf is a representation space 
for the general covariance group M. In analogy with the free parti-
cle case, the quantum system descried by this space will be called 
an elementary particle in interaction with the field F, if it is 
irreducible. 
As a general result, we have thus found that in the presence of an 
external e.m. field, the relevant covariance group is no longer the 
Poincaré group but contains the Poincaré groups only as a factor 
group. Since our approach is in fact independent of any specific 
equation of motion it will be interesting to analyze more in detail 
the structure of this group M and of its representation. It will be 
possible in this way not only to obtain inforiration on the covariant 
equations of motion in the presence of an external field but to ex-
tend usefully the proup theoretical definition of an elementary 
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particle for this case where, as ir. a new world, an external field is 
present. This neans, in other words, that we will be in position to 
analyse what are also the irore conceptual consequences of the external 
approximation and how covariant equations of notion can be cnaracter-
ized. This will be done in a subsequert paper [2]. Anticipating a 
little, let us however mention already here that, if the Klein-Gordon 
and Dirac equations with minimal coupling are in fact covariant under 
IM, this will (surprisingly perhaps) not necessarily be so for the 
usual higher spin equations (s > l), minimally coupled to a constant 
uniform magnetic field for example. As we shall then see, this fact 
can also be related to the so-called a-causality troubles character­
izing these equations [3,1*]. 
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СПАРТІ R V 
KLiKEKTAPY PAETTCLFÌ' AS PEPPESKNTATICRS CF THE COVAPIAKCE ORCUP 
Í K r:v.K P P b r - i a . ' C K O F A K E X T F R K A L Е Ъ Е С Т Н О Г / І А Г К Ь Т І С F I E L D 
Introductior.. 
In the previous chapter, we have derived, independently of er.y equa­
tion of motion, a general covariance group for a charged relativistic 
particle noving in an (almost) arbitrary external electrorcagnetic 
field, essentially on the sirrple basis of the invariance of the Max­
well equations under Poincaré transformations. Let us briefly remind 
here how this group was constructed. The usual procedure, where one 
considers the problem of a charged particle noving in such a field 
is to modify the free equation of motion ("lein-flordor., Гігас etc.) 
by so-called minimal coupling, introducing thus a potential. Since 
potentials are not observables as fieüds are, there is in fact a 
certain arbitrariness in the equation of motion, as for example the 
transformation law of a potential under a Poincaré group element is 
not unique and as there does not correspond one but an infinite set 
of potentials to a given field. As a consequence Poincaré covariance 
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has only to hold for an infinite class of (physically indistinRuish-
able) equations of motion and not for each element of that class 
separately. This implies incidentally also that arbitrary gauge trans-
formations are then covariant transforrations (for this class) too, 
this giving rise, as is well known, to interesting but difficult to 
handle infinite dimensional groups. One couM on the other side try 
to avoid potentials and construct a pure field dependent formalism 
as it has been shown to be possible for examp]e in the Dirac case [2]. 
In [ 1] we had chc=en a way inbetween, using potentials, but getting 
rid of the arbitrariness mentioned pbcve by defining group elements 
which, as acting on a potential, did not change the (arbitrary but 
fixed) gauge of the chosen potential and consisted then of coupled 
gauge and Poincaré transformations. The resulting group was shown to 
be independent of the reference frame and of the gauge chosen and 
also to contain the Poincaré group only as a (non-trivial) factor 
group (i.e. not as a subgroup). 
In this chapter we deduce systematically all projective unitary/anti-
unitary (continuous) irreducible representations (short PUAIF.) of 
this group and discuss their physical interpretation and some of 
the physical corsequencesof the results. In particular ve show how 
our approach leads to a possible solution cf the so-called a-causa-
lity troubles, for particles of spin equal or larger than 1 [ 3-'i] . 
The Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations, however, minimally coupled to 
the external field, are shown to correspond to representations of 
this group, i.e. to transform covariantly. 
This chapter will be organized as follows: in the first part we 
briefly remind the structure of our genera] covariance group and 
analyse it in some more detail. In part two we derive all irreducible 
unitary representations cf a nilpotent normal subgroup of this group 
and, in part three, we induce these representations to the connected 
component to one of the whole group. In part four we include the so-
- Г 8 -
called discrete trar.sfcrnations (related to space and tine-reversals), 
too, and firally in part five we discuss seme physical aspects and 
consequences of our results. 
1 . The structure of the general ccvariance group CM. 
Before we determine the P'JAIR of Л1, let us first remind its definition, 
as found in [ 1 ], and indicate in some more detail its structure. We 
write the elements m e M in the form 
m = <B, а, Л> (1.1) 
with Β ε Τ л Τ, the (antisymmetric) external Kronecker product of the 
Minkovski space K(h) with itself (3 = B y VE , Β μ ν e Я, V μ,ν = 0,1,2,3 
Ε = e л e , {e } a basis of M(U), (e ) v = <5V and (а,Л) Ξ g e 10(3,1 ) , 
μν μ ν υ μ μ 
an element of the Poincaré group,a e U, a spi.ce-tine-translation, 
Λ 6 0(3,1), an element of the homogeneous Lorentz group . The product 
in IM is then given by 
m · m' = <B + {.{g)?1 + Aig.jr'ha + Λ Ε ' , Ί Λ ^ (1.2) 
l) For elements of the Poincaré group 10(3,1), we use the same con-
ventions as in [ 1], i.e. (a.Mx = Λχ + a for χ a U-vector, with then 
(а,Л)(а',1') = (a + Ла'.ЛУ*'); further (^ x) = Λμχ for covenant, and 
' * ν ν μ 
(Λχ) = Λ χ for contravariant vector coTiponents. 
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defined Ъу 
with ( ζ (
δ
) 3 ' ) μ ν = Л" J Л V ( Β ' ) Ρ σ and A(g,g ' ) a factor system, 
ο σ 




The inverse of (1.1) is then easily found from (1.2) and (1.3) to be 
eaual to 
_i 
m <- ζ( 6"





because it follows from (1.3) that A(g,g~ ) = 0. 
We remind also here that the physical representations of M were de­
fined on a (separable) Hilbert space of (here scalar) functions ψ of 
χ and F(x) (the external field) by (see [1 ] sections 1 and 1») 
ν(<Β,α,Λ>)ψ(χ,Γ(χ)) Ξ <l>(x,(gFHx)) = 
(1.5) 
= exp{- i-^ - (B.gF(o)+ Х^іт^ГЫти-Чг^х)) 
with В · gF Ξ В (gF ) €! it, χ (wigFÏjx) the compensating gauge 
fol ^ 
and F the c.u. part of the field as defined in [ 1 ] . For ψ a solution 
of a covariar.t equation of motion in the field F, Φ defined by 
(1.5) was shown to be a solution in the field gF. The generalization 
to more components wave functions is then similar as in [ 1 ] (see 
also section 5 of the present Chapter). 
Denoting now by В the subgroup of M consisting of all elements of the 
form <B,0,1> (B — Я ) and by К the subgroup of M generated by all 
<B,a,1 >, a e U the following relations are easily verified: 
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(i) В < К, (В normal in К) and К/В s u , i.e. К appears as an 
extension of IB oy U; this extension is characterized Ъу a 
factor set A(a,a'), given by the restriction to U χ U of 
(1.3). 
(ii) В <]M, M/B = 10(3,1 ), with as corresponding factor set 
Atg.g') as in (1 .3). 
(iii) Κ < Μ, Μ/Κ ΐ 0(3,1), giving rise to a semidirect product 
(iv) U < T0(3,l), 10(3,1)/U s C(3,1), corresponding also to a 
semidirect product. 
These properties are resumed in the following diagrejn of exact 
sequences. 
(1.6) 
> > denotes a monomorphism and »• an epimorphism 
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We note further that, as can also easily he seen 
(ν) В and U are аЪеІіап 
(vi) К is nilpotent, with a lower central series of length 2. 
We are, because a physical state will be described by a ray in a 
separable Hilbert space К[1 ], not interested in the proper represen­
tations of M but in the projective (up to a factor) ones. These can 
be obtained, since M is separable and locally compact, by considering 
the ordinary representations of a larger group Μ , by the procedure 
of lifting [5,6], where σ is a multiplier ever M with respect to the 
UA decomposition M U M (M being the subgroup of ¡M corresponding to 
orthochronous Poincaré transformations only). This multiplier satis-
fies thus the relations 
a(m1 ,m2m ) a 1(m , π Ο = a(m1 . m ^ o d n ^ . n O 
( 1 . 7 ) 
V m 1 , m 2 , m e M 
w i t h 
m 1 J 
σ , т е м 
σ , т е м 
(σ th» complex conjugate of σ). 
Such a multiplier is sometimes also called a co-multiplier; we keep 
however the same nomenclature as in [6]. Because of the special role 
played by discrete elements, and in particular because of the (assumed) 
anti-unitary character of transformations containing time-inversion 
we consider in a first step the connected component M of M only 
(the remaining discrete transformations will be reintroduced later on) 
The group M depends of course on σ and it is more useful, wherever 
possible, to consider a larger group M which is an extension of the 
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multiplier group 7, (the group of all inequivalent possible a) by Μ , 
the corr.ected component to one of Ri), and whose ordinary represen­
tations describe all projective inequivalent representations of M . 
It follows from theorems 5.2 and h. 1 of Еагктагп [7] and froir the 
2 1 ) 
fact that the second cohomoüogy group H"(M , R) = 0 , where W is 
the Lie-algebra of Μ , that all projective inequivalent represen­
tations of M can be obtained from tre ordinary ones of the covering 




<B, а, Л> with Л € SI.(2,С), В and a as before, К being its own 
covering group. In an analogous way as in (1.6) we can illustrate 
the structure of M with the following diagram of exact sequences: 
(1.4) 
SL(2,C) 
As we car. see from this diagram, a possible way for obtaining all 
irreducible unitary representations of M will be by inducing, in the 
sense of Mackey [ 5],from the ones of K. The latter ones can be ob­
tained following the theory of' Kirillov [9,10], since К is nilpotent. 
1) We omit here the proof since this result was already obtained by 
Schrader [8]. Since other results of this paper overlap some of the 
results to follow, ve shall discuss it more ir detail later on. 
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Let us now determine the Lie-algebra of M. We use t h e following n o t a t i o n 
for t h e g e n e r a t o r s : l e t M generate a r o t a t i o n in t h e u-v plane of 
yv 
space-time (M e 4 г(2,с) ), Π a translation and, for IB, let F Ъе 
μν W μν 
the infinitesimal generator of the group element Ξ . The Lie-algebra 
is then easily obtained, using the results concerning the group as 
obtained so far, as given by 
Γ Μ , Μ ] = g M + g M - g M - g M 
yv ρσ yp νσ νσ μρ νρ μσ μσ νρ 
[ M , F ] = g l F + g l F - K l I : - g l l : μν ρσ μρ νσ νσ μρ νρ μσ μσ νρ 
[Π , Π ] = F ( 1 . 9 ) 
μ ν μν 
[ Μ , π ] = g n - g n 
μν σ μσ ν νσ μ 
where the metric g is given by g = - g.. = -1, i =1,?,3. All other μν oo 11 
commutators vanish. 
This 16-diir.ensional Lie-algebra is actually not unknown and has even 
a (very adapted) name, as proposed first Ъу S.L. Glashow (see Stein 
[ 11]): the Maxwell Lie-algebra. It has been quoted by Засгу et al. 
[ 12] and studied in sore more detail by Schrader [8] in an actually 
quite different, or better said, much mere specific, context. First, 
all these authors consider only constant uniform (cu.) e.m. fields 
whereas we are dealing with a very large class of (also inhoiroge-
neous) fields (see [1]). Second the generators F are identified 
yv 
by them with the eigenvalues they take in the presence of a given c u . 
field (namely with the field components, as we shall see later on), 
and for representations generated frorr a given equation of motion 
(Klein-Gordon or Dirac with minima] coupling). This indicates in­
cidentally, since we have made no use of such an equaticn, that 
these equations will characterize representations of our group, i.e. 
are covariant under M, as we shall see more in detail in section 5. 
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Our derivation and interpretation are clearly different and our goals 
somehow more ambitious. We shall discuss later on some interesting 
remarks made in [ 12]. More interesting at the moment are the results 
of Schrader: in his paper the irreducible unitary representations of 
the subgroup К of M are derived. Unfortunately, only the case of a 
c u . magnetic field (and its Poincaré transforms) is then considered 
and only in two representations (as obtained in fact from the Klein-
Gordon and Dirac equations). 
Because we want to derive all PUAIR of IM, we shal] , for completeness, 
calculate them from the beginning, including (in a somehow different 
and simpler way) those results obtained by Schrader concerning К 
that we shall need in the sequel, too. 
2. The irreducible representations of the subgroup К of M. 
These representations can be completely determined using the theory 
of Kirillov [9,10] for connected (here simply connected) nilpotent 
Lie groups. Let us therefore first briefly remind the general proce­
dure. 
Let It be the Lie algebra of К, k^ ' the dual space of lç and coAd. ,(K) 
the coadjoint representation of К on k'(the contragredient of the 
adjoint representation), which for ω e li' (i.e. for a linear form on 





 U(Adk(k)-1ç) (2.1) 
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with к e К, E e к. Let then 0 denote the orbit of an elemert ω e к', 
— ω
 — 
i.e. the set of all images of ω under the action of К as defined by 
(2.1). Since (2.1) is a representation of K, the set {0 } is a par-
ω 
tition of k'. Consider now in each orbit one arbitrary (but fixed) 
element ω and consider a subalgebra l_ ç k_ satisfying 
[ I , Ι] ς Ker u (2.2) 
such a subalgebra l_ is called subordinate to ω. The following map 
Τ on the Lie-subgroup L of К generated by 4 (L = exp i) 
ω
 — — 
def 
Τ (exp x) = exp i ω(χ) , χ € I (2.3) 
li) — 
is then clearly a one dimensional unitary representation of L. This 
representation can then be induced, in the canonical way, to a repre-
sertation V , of К by 
ω,* 
(V „Hk) ^(λ) Ξ (Τ + K)(k) φ(χ) 
ω,Я ω 
Τ (λ kU')"1) ¥>Ü') 
dl 
(2.1*) 
where λ, λ' are (fixed) representatives of the (right) coset decom­
position K/L, with λ' determined by the cordition íkíx') € L, and 
¡¿(λ) is a measurable, quadratic integrable function on this coset 
space, with respect to some (quasi-)invariant (under the action of 
К ) ergodic measure u, and with values in the carrier space of Τ . 
ω 
This measure is then unioue, as a class. Since the coset space and 
a set of coset representatives are in one-to-one Borei correspona-
enoe with each other we use, or better said we abuse, as is usual, 
the parameter λ to describe both spaces. 
The following then holds 
- 1 2 6 -
Theorera 2 .1 . ( К і г і П о [ 10] ) 
( i ) V „ i s i r r e d u c i b l e i f and o n l y i f dim Jt i s maximal 
ω , ί_ 
( i i ) any i r r e d u c i b l e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n cf К can b e o b t a i n e d i n t h i s way, 
up t o e q u i v a l e n c e 
( i i i ) V „ and V , . , , b o t h i r r e d u c i b l e a r e e q u i v a l e n t , i f and o n l y i f 
<і)Д ω ' ,ν 
0 = 0 , 
ω ω 
(і ) Κ the dual of К is always of Type I . 
A subalgebra Í. subordinate to a linear form ω and of maximal dimension 
is also called a real polarisation at ω. From now on only such subordi­
nate subalgebras will be considered. 
In the sequel, the following result will also be helpful: 
Theorem 2.2. [ 13] . Whenever i_, real polarisation at ω, can be chosen 
ideal, then the following holds: 
(i) _^  is his own centralisator with respect to ω, i.e. if ζ^'λ, 
ω([ «..ζ]) = o <=> ς e г. 
(ii) the coset space K/L is Borei isomorphic with the orbit of Τ 
under K. and is 1-to-1 characterized by the classes ω of elements 
ω in 0 which coincide with each other wher restricted to i. 
ω — 
Let us now apply this theory to our group K: an element ω Ρ k' can be 
characterized by an antisymnetric tensorf and a vector ρ (υ,ν = 0,1, 
2,3),and will be denoted by (f,p). Its action on k is defined by 
(f.pHB^F + auF ) d i f B^f + a^p , у ,ν = 0,1 ,2,3 . (2.5) 
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Usirg tne coiTJTutation relations (1.9) one obtains after a short calcu­
lation that the adjoint represertation is given, for к = <B,a,1> e К, 
hy 
Ad, i<B,a,1>)((3') P C IF + а') аП ) = (?' y V+ ( а А а ' ) у )Г + а'^П 
к pa σ μν μ 
(2.6) 
so that, by (2.1) and (2.5) 
coAdk,(<B,a,1>)(f,p) = (f,p + a-f) (2.7) 
with (a-f) = a f = (f(a)) , f "being in this last expression 
μ νμ μ 
considered as a linear nap from U to M {k), the dual Kinkcvski space. 
The orbits are thus given by 0/ ч = {(f,p + a-f) | V a e U} and 
\ I ,p / 
are characterized by a tensor f and a manifold of vectors ρ modulo 
Im(f). The explicit form of Iirf depends of course on f and needs to 
be investigated in more details, as we shall do now: because f is 
antisymmetric, it has, as a bilinear form, necessarily an iaiape of 
even dimension. We may thus distinguish the following three cases, 
in turn: 
(а) dim (lm(f)) = 0, then necessarily f = 0 and the corresponding 
orbits are completely characterized by a It-vector ρ e M (M and will 
therefore be denoted 0 . This case will correspond of course also to 
Ρ 
free particles and will give rise to the well knewn PUA representa­
tions of the Poincaré group. It will thus only be shortly mentioned 
for completeness in the sequel. 
(б) dim (lm(f)) = h, then necessarily det f ^ 0. As a consequence, 
for any p, there exists an a € U such that ρ = - a. f so that each 
such orbit goes through each point in M (It) and the oibit is thus 
completely characterized by the tensor f (with det f ^  θ). These 
orbits are denoted 0 . 
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(γ) dim ( lm(f)) = 2, then det f = O, f Φ С, and t h e r e e x i s t s , beceuse 
dim (Ker(f)) = U-dim ( lm(f)) = 2, a 2-dimensional suhspace of U 
generated by two l i n e a r independent (but of course not unique) t r a n s ­
l a t i o n s a and a such t h a t V μ- ,u„ ε Я 
а Ц . и ^ - Г Ξ ( P i a ( l ) + p 2 a ( 2 ) ) - f = 0 . (2 .8) 
These orbits are thus completely characterized by an anti symmetrie 
tensor f with det f = 0, f φ 0 and an element q of the 2-dimensicnal 
factor space K*(U)/lm(f ). They will be denoted C! . 
Let us now calculate subalgebras i. subordinate to ω^ к' and of 
—ω — 
maximal dimensions with ω an ( a r b i t r a r y but f ixed) r e p r e s e n t a n t of 
each of t h e s e o r b i t s . We f i r s t have, because of ( 2 . 2 ) , t o c a l c u l a t e 
t h e commutator a lgebra of k . I t follows r e a d i l y from (1.9) t h a t 
[k , k ] = { a V V F . V a . a ' e u } . (2.9) 
Considering again the different cases in turn, we find then: 
(a) f = 0 so that trivially l, ч = k, using (2.9) 
—Ю,р; — 
(β) Because det f φ 0, there exist two, and no more (see [8,lU]), 
vectors a ^ and a' such that (a( ^(a' )vf =0, with a( 1 arbi-
(2) . Р 
trary and a ^ determined by this condition. Denoting by a(X ,λ ) 
an element λ-a + λ a in the subspace generated by a and a 
we have then V λ.,λ! e fl, i = 1,2 
1 1 
а (Х1,Л2) av(X',X¿) f ^ = 0 . (2.10) 
Choosing now ас representative of each orbit 0 the element (f,C) we 
have Ker f = 0, thus Ker (f ,0) = {аиГ[ |Vae U} so that, using (2.9) and 
and (2.10), we obt ai η 
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ír*. ri = {aU(X1,X„)r + Вич,Г |VЗUЧ, and λ.,λ, e « } (2.11) 
—(f,С; 1 ¿ μ yv1 1 2 
(γ) Because of (2.8) and Ъесаизе f ^  0, it is always possible to 
choose one (and no more,see again [8, "[Η]) additional vector a 
such that with a( 1 ) and a ( 2 ) as in (2.8) we have (а ( і )) У ( a ( ^ ) V f = 
yv 




v(Ul',p',y·) . f^ = 0 (2.12) 
so t h a t , f o r any r e p r e s e n t a n t 0 of e a c h o f t h e s e o r b i t s , we o b t a i n , 
* »9. 
u s i n g once more ( 2 . 9 ) > 
-(f,p) = 1& ( -\> 2' -і\ + в 1 | , :
р
 ;
 В and μ. e fi} . ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
The corresponding subgroups 1 of К are thus given, for the three 
ω 
cases separately 
(a) L( 0 5 p) = {<B,a,1>} = К 
(В) - ( f с) = {<3,а(х1,А2),1>} < K (2.Ut) 
(Y) L ( f υ) = ί<
Β
>&(μ1,μ2,μ3),1>} < К 
and are, by construction, of naximal dimension and normal in K. 
The corresponding representations Τ of these groups L are then, 
ω ω 
using (2.3), given by 
(a) T,„ ,(<B,a,1>) = exp i (С,р)(Ви\ + ауП ) 
ι. ν »ρ ) UV ν 
= exp 1 (р.а; 
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(ß) T ( f 0)(<B,a,1>) = exp i (f^ïiB'^F^ + βμ(λ1,λ2)Γ ) 
= exp i (3-f) (?.15) 
(Y) T, Л<В,а,1>) = exp i (f,p)(BV1VF + αμ(μ ,u„,U,h ) 
= exp i (B-f + a(v1,μ2,μ^).ρ) 
These representations can now be explicitly induced to К as described 
in (2.it). We again consider the different cases in turn 
(a) L/ ч = К so that the coset space consists of a single point and 
l и ,p ) 
trivially 
V ( o )(<B,a,1>) = exp i(p.a) (2.16) 
i.e. ve get a tt-dimensi onal family of one-dimensional representations 
of К parametrized Ъу a vector ρ ε M*(It). 
(β) The coset space K/L is two dimensional and can he identified 
(^ ) (It) 
with the translation subspace generated by two vectors a ' and a , 
ι -ι \ ir*\ 
chosen so to complete a and a in (?.10) to a basis of U. We 
(i) 
a decompose thus any translation a e U as a Ξ аЦ-,. .. ,λ· ) = ¿ λ. 
and we parametrize the coset space by the same λ- and >i . The function 
φ of (P.U) is then a quadratic inteerrable measurable function on fl 
with respect to the invariant ergodic (here Lebesgue) measure μ. 
Denoting then an element к С К by <B,a( λ ,λ ,Χ ,λ, ) ,1 > the coset con­
dition reads 
<0,aU^,X¿),1> < B.aC^,...^),^ <0,а( Ϋγ\\) ,1 > e L ( f o ) 
i.e., using the group product (1.2) and the result (2. lit) 
- 1 3 1 -
β(λ^,λ£) = a{\3,Xh) + &(λ^,λ() = a(x 3 + λ^, λ ^ λ() 
We then СЪ Б І П for t h e induced r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s , using (2.1+) 
V ( f 0 ) (<B,a(X 1 A l t ) , b ) ν (λ^,λ^) = 
(?.17) 
= T ( f 0 ) ( < B + A ( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) , a 2 , 1 > ) ν ( λ 3 + λ^,λ^ + X¿) 
where a = a(X^,X¿), a Ξ aCx^Xp), a Ξ a(x ,λ^). Furthermore 
Aia.ja ,a,) is given, using the group product rule and the linearity 
and antisymmetry properties of the factor set Αίο,Β 1), the restric­
tion to U χ U of the factor set in ( 1 ·3) , Ъу 
A(a1,a2,a ) = A(a, ,a2+ a.) + AÍa^ а^.а^ (2.1θ) 
With (2.IT) we have new found a 6-dimensional familly of infinite 
dimensional representations of К parametrized by the 6-dimensional 
linear space of functions f , where the hypersurface characterized 
by det f = 0 is left out. 
(γ) The coset space K/L is 1-dimensional and can be identified, com­
pletely analogously as in the previous case, with the subspace гепега-
lated by a fourth translation a completing a a a of (2.12) 
to a basis. The functions φ are now (quadratic integrable and meas­
urable) functions on (R with respect tc the invariant ergodic (Lebesgue) 




- L Vi a 
i=1 
V(f р ) ^ < В , а Ц >···Ίν>1>) ¥>(p¿) 
=
 I
'(f)p)(<B + A(a1,a2,a3),a2,1>) у5(уц+ u¿) 
(2.19) 
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where Aia.,a?,a ) is formally as in (2.18) with but now a. = a(u¿), 
a 2 = a(p1,y2,p3), a = а(рц). 
Ir. (2.19) we have found a '7-diii.ensional fairily of infinite dimensiona] 
representations of К, characterized "by the 5-dimensional hypersurface 
in the f space with det f = 0 (where the point f = 0 is obviously 
left out), and the 2-dimensior,al factor space M (l*)/In(f)· 
Before we induce these representations to JM , let us note that the 
dual К of К is smooth, in the sense of Mackey [5]· This can be ver-!-
fied, using the facts that К = {V/ s\ one (f,p) per orbit} is Borei 
isomorphic to the 1 C-dimensional space k_', which is complete,separable 
and isomorphic to a metric space thus standard (as a Borei space): 
the set o? representstiors we have chosen is indeed a Borei cross-
section and the recult follows then from the theorerr 8.5 of [5]· It 
has. actually beer shown, since, that, as conjectured by Mackey, this 
is equivalent to the fact that К is of Type I [15], and the lest pro­
perty follows fron theoreii 2.1. We therefore drop the details. 
The fact that К is smooth and of Type I is however of importance as 
it will allow us to apply the general theory of Mackey [ 5] concerning 
the representations by induction of group extensions. This is what 
we shall do ir the next section. 
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3. Induction to the connected part M of-M 
a) Representations of group extensions 
The theory of Mac^ey for the induction of representations is a well 
known procedure, at least when applied to a (repular) semi-direct. 
product G = ΝΛ^Η, with G separable locally compact and N ahelian 
(φ denoting sor.e (given) honomorphism from Η to Aut Я, the croup of 
automorphisms of 3) [16]. Less known perhaps is the more general case 
where G, separable locally compact, is any (regular) extension of a 
group N, not necessarily ahelian, Ъу a group H, i.e. appears in the 
following exact sequence of groups 
1 ) N ν G i H > 1 , m,φ (3 .1 ) 
c h a r a c t e r i z e d Ъу a fac tor set m : Η χ Η »Ν with т(Ъ.. ,h„h ) + 
+ v d ^ ) m ( h 2 , h , ) = md^ ,h ) + m(h h ,h ) and a map ¥> : H »Aut Я 
satisfying the condition <fi(h V d O = v(m(h.,h2)) ^(h h ), μ being 
the canonical epimorphism from N to In N, the group of inner auto­
morphisms of N. The essential difference, in this more general case 
is that, as shown by Mackey [5], whether N is not abelian or whether 
the extension (3.1) does not split, no longer ordinary representa­
tions of the adequate subgroups of К have to be corsidered but certain 
projecti-ve ones. Since we shall need in the sequel the explicit for­
mulas of the general theory, and in particular an explicit expression 
for the factor sets involved, we first indicate briefly and in a way 
convenient for our purposes, the general construction procedure. As, 
however, in our problem m = 0, we shall restrict ourselves here to 
this more special case. 
Let therefore К be the dual of N in (3-1), [n] e υ, n a representant 
of the corresponding class [ n] of irreducible representations. One 
defines from ψ a map φ on Η with 
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c?(h) : Ν >N , ір(ъ) [η] = [ n j 
in t h e canonical way, i . e . by 
^ ( n ) d = f η ( ^ ( η ) - Ί . η ) (3.2) 
The set of all classes {[ гц] } generated, by ¥>(H) from a class [n] is 
called the orbit of [ η ] and will be denoted Or-, С N. The action in 
I η J 
(3.2) defines at the ьате time an honogereous little кгоир H» ç Η by 
the invariance condition 
h e н. <=> Inj = [η ] (3.3) 
η h 
i.e. h ε H* if and only if there exists a unitary operator S(h) in 
JC(n), the representation space of n, such that 
пЛг.) = S(h)"1 n(n) S(h) , V η € Ν . (3.1») 
h 
The map S : h> >S(h) is in general rot hoiromorphism, but can 
easily be shown from (3.M (because of the irreducibility of η and 
Schur's Lemma) to be a projective map, satisfying thus 
Sih,) S(h2) = xCh^hg) S(h,h2) (3.5) 
for some factor set xih.,h„) ε U(1), the unit circle of the complex 
plane. The isotropy (or little) group of [ n] G~ С G is defined as the 
A η 
subgroup of G that leaves [ n] invariant under the action 
g : n(n) - ν n(g ng) 
N being identified with its image as a subgroup of G. This group G* 
appears then as an extension (here trivial because so is G) of N by H~ 
η 
as is shown in the following commutative diagram of exact sequences 
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1 — 






-^ . G - И , 0,φ 
(г) and (г)' denoting the natural injection mononorphisms and π, π' 
the canonical epimorphisms. One can now constri,ct, in a first step, 
a (projective) representation of Cf- as follows: let L he a pro­
jective representation of H* with factor set ω and carrier space Tf(L) 
and ]et (n L) he defined on (n.h-) e G- as follows 
S η η 
( n Q . L ) ( n , h - ) d e f r.(r) S(h-) ® L(h-) 
η η 
( 3 . 7 ) 
One ohta ins in t h i s way a p r o j e c t i v e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of G-ч with factor 
set σ, where σ i s obtained from (5·Ό> (3.5) and ( З . 7 ) t o be equal t o 
a ( g 1 , g 2 ) = τ ( π 8 ι ) ï ï g 2 ) ω(πg 1 , ï ïg2) (3 .8 ) 
so that by choosing ω = τ (as we shall do in the sequel) one obtains 
an ordinary representation of 0- with carrier space M(n) ©iHtL). The 
last step is now the following: one decomposes Η in (right) cosets 
with rerpect to K-, with coset representatives {h.|i ε I}, where I is 
some index set (Borei) isomorphic to H/H- and similarly G with res­
pect to G-, choosing now as coset representatives the images of {h.} 
under a fixée section r : H >G. This set of representatives is 
thus given by {(0,h.)|i ε I}. Let new y- be the (unique, as a class) 
invariant ergodic measure on H/H-, and let us also assume that this 
measure is right ard left invariant (since M is unimodi'Jar, we assume 
thus G to be such). It follows then from the assumed regularity cf 
(3.1) that this measure is also transitive (i.e. concertrated on the 
orbit). We may then identify the coset spaces H/H-. and G/G- with 0
r
-, 
η η Inj 
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via the 1-to-1 Borei isomorphism [ π ]« >h.; > and (0,h.) respect­
ively, so that we may use the same pararr.e^rizaticn {h.} to describe 
all these spaces. Let us then consider a vector valued function 
φ : {h.} > ^ (n) 0 Tf(L) satisfying the 2 conditions 
(i) (v(h. ),¥>') is v*- measurable, V φ ' F TC(rì) © Х(ь) 
(3.9) 
(ii) Н И 2 Ξ ƒ Mh.)!! 2 dpgítu) < » . 
These vector-valued functions span a separable Hi lber t space [ 5 ] on 
which the induced r ep resen ta t ion i s defined as fo l lows, V (n,h) ε G 
(S t G) I j (n,hW(h. ) d = f ( ; L - L ) ( ( o , h . ) ( n , h ) ( o , h . r 1 M h . ) ( 3 . i o ) 
ι ο ι J J 
where h; is the (unique) coset representative satisfying the condition 
h. h hT1 € H-. The fol 
ι J r. 
for this special case: 
. » fo lowing then holds, and is a consequence of [?] 
Theorem 3 · 1 · (Мэскеу [5]). Consider an orbit 0
r
 «. and a transitive 
ergodic measure μ* concentrated on it as describea above. Then the 
representation (3.10) is unitary and irreducible if ana only if L is. 
Two such representations (n + G) ' and (n +G) г- are equivalent if 
and only if η and η are in the same orbit and I, ~ L„. Moreover 
all irreducible unitary representations of G are obtained in this way, 
up to equivalence, when one induces once per orbit and for each orbit 
one considers all inecuivalent projective ω-representaticns L of the 
corresponding hoirogeneous little groups, with ω satisfying (я.8), for 
o = 1, and τ determined by η through (З·1*) and (3.5)· 
Let now N be nilpoter.t. It follows from theorem 2.1 and from (2.1U) 
that in each class [ n] we may choose as representative V defined 
as in (2.U) with _t now ideal. Let L =exp l_ , then L < M and we may 
construct the following exact sequence of groups: 
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1 >L ^ N »H/L »1, ρ,ψ . (3.11) 
V/e have shown elsewhere [13] that in this case, the operators S(h) 






ш(Ь1,Ь2) = o(wn(h1 ) ,Trn(h2) ) 
where ρ is defined Ъу (3.11) and n(h) is the unique (up to L) element 
of h satisfyinp the condition 
(coAd(h)-v)(ç) = (coAd(n(h)).v)(ç) , V ζ e г (3.13) 
Ъ) Ind-uction to M . 
о 
Let us now apply the general theory just mentioned to our group Μ , 
which can, as seen in section 1, Ъе written as a semi-direct product 
of К Ъу εΐ(?,Γ). The action (?.2) of M , resp. Μ /К on К is obtained 
from (2.5) and (2.7) by the coadjoint action on the dual algetra k_' 
of K, as shown ir [ 13]. We obtain, for m = <В,а,Л> € M 
φ (π.) (f,ρ) = (A"1f, Λ"1(ρ + a· f)) (З.Ш) 
where the action of Л € SL(2,C) on ρ and f is given, via the covering 
map, by the action of the corresponding lorentz trar.bformaticr. on 
ccvarient vectors and tensors respectively. For the homogenous part 
we obtain thus with Λ £ 5L(2,C) 
¿(~)(f,p) = (A~1f, Λ"^) (3.15) 
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Since a clasp oí irreducible representations of К was character:zed 
by an orbit 0/ ч = {(f,p + 8·Γ))| V a F U) the corresponding homo­
geneous little group is then giver by the subgroup of Pin5,С) which 
leaves the orbit invariant under (3.15), i.e. whose elements Л fulfill 
the two conditions 
(i) Л"1f = f 
(ii) Λ~ρ = p + a ' f , for some a' e U 
(3.16) 
I t i s useful at t h i s p o i n t , because of ( З . і б ) ( i ) t o parametr ize f (as 
in [81 ) as a formal constant uniform ( c . u . ) e.m. f i e l d with f . = е . , 1 1
 οι ι 
f.. = ε··,, b, , : , j , k 6 1,2,3 and ε . . , the t o t a l l y a n t i s y n n e t r i c t e r s o r 
of order ?, so t h a t t h e f i r s t condit ion of (3.1б) reduces t o the we]] 
known problem of t h e symmetry group of such a f i e l d (see e .g . f 1 ? ] , 
[171 o r [ 1 8 ] ) . These symmetry groups can be c l a s s i f i e d with t h e help 
of t h e following two Lorertz i n v a r i a n t s of t h e tensor f: 
i / f ) = (f - f ) I f ί μ ν = 2 (î?-t2) 
(3.17) 
i 0 ( f ) = ( f - f * ) Ξ f (ΐ*)νν = k (î . ?) 
where ( ί * ) μ υ = l e1"4"30 f is the dual of f (c^^ the totally anti-
ρσ 
symmetric tensor of order h). It is easy zo see that, because det f = 
= (b . e) , the previous classification in cases (α) (β) and (γ) corres­
ponds in this language to f = 0, i ?(f) j¿ 0, and i-(f) = 0, f / 0 res-
pectively . 
Before we aetermine the homogeneous little groups of tne classes 
[V/ ·,] of irreducible represertaticrs of K, let us analyze more 
ί ι »p / 
precisely what is the action of SL(2,C) en them, for the thiee cases 
we had in turn. For this purpose, we can, as seen before, look 
equivalently at the action on the orbits СЬ ч. This- action follows 
\ ι ,P/ 
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froir (3.15)· Let us thus consider again trie three cases separately 
(a) The ortiits 0 are napped onto the collection {0 ·. VAGO (3,1)}, 
F л ρ 0 
(β) The orbits 0„ are mapped onto the collection {0 , І ЛеО (3,1)}, 
f
 A" f 0 
(ν) 'The orbits 0 (with q e M (k)'Zm(f)) are mapped onto the 
collection {C , 4 }. This follows from the fact that 
A-1f,A-1q 
:m(A" 1f) = { & μ (Λ" Ί ) Ρ ( A " V f I v a e u } 
μ V Ρ σ
 ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
= {(<Г ( a · ) 0 f |Va* = AaFU} = A" 1 ( lm(f)) 
ν ρσ' 
We shall denote in the secmel superorbits these sets (orbits of or-
hits) in order to aA'oid confusion. Let us remark here that all these 
superorbits are connected, since 0 (3,1) is so [191· Further, since 
the class of an induced represertation of M does not depend on the 
element of the superorbit it is based on, we shall fix in each case 
the coordinates in such a way that the formal field f has a simple 
structure (note that this will imply that it will in general not be 
possible to put at the same time the other parameter ρ e M*(U) in 
a form as simple as in the free field case). It is well known (see 
e.g. [ 12]) that for f as in case (s) it is always possible to choose 
a reference frame in such a way that e I oll z-axis and for f as in case 
(γ) there are three possibilities depending on the first invariant 
of f in (З.17): if i.{f) > 0, there exists a frame with e = 0, and 
bll z-axis; if i (f) < 0 there exists a frame with b = 0, ell z-axis, and 
if i..(f) = 0 there exists a frame with ell z-axis, bll x-axis. We denote 
for obvious reasons (and as in [8]) these cases by (γ mag) (γ el) and 
(γ rad) respectively. With this choice of representatives we have made 
on the superorbits we have in fact also constructed, as is easily 
seen, a Borei cross-section, i.e. a Borei set in }C~ intersecting per 
definition each superorbit once and only once. This ensures us that 
-iito-
the semi-direct product of К Ъу ГІ.(2,С) is regular in the sense of' 
Mackey [5] and thus that all ergodic treasures in the superorbits wi]l 
be transitive se tiat any possible pathology is excluded (en the 
contrary of certain physically relevant subgroups o4" M , see [2C]). 
The theorem 2.1 may thus be applied. 
With these particular choices on the superorrits, it is now an easy 
matter to deterrune the homogeneous little groups which aie the sub­
groups of the symmetry proups cf the various ( fonra"1 ) fields f ful­
filling (З.16) (11) too. This last cor.citicn ray split of co irse in 
function of ρ each case in more subcases. In case (p) we know that ρ 
can always be chosen С so that (3.16) (ii) is always fulfilled. In 
case (v) we have, with the above choices of coordinates, in М*(Ц) 
(μ mag) : Im(í) = {(Ο,λ,μ,Ο) ! V λ,υ С Я} 
(μ el ) : Tm(r) = {(λ,Ο,Ο,μ) | V λ,μ e Д} (3.19) 
(μ rad) : Im(f) = {(»,Ο,λ,μ) ] V ι,μ e SO 
so that the quotient spaces M*(l)/Im(f) car be pararetrized by (p ,p,), 
(ρ,,ρ,.), and (ρ.,ν J(p -r0) = ρ ) respectively. Ve do not go ii.to 
1 e: 1 О с — 
details of all there calculations, since they are tedious but straight­
forward: we just five tne cirrplete results in the Гттп of Tables. 
The hcToeeneous little groups are listed in Table 1 wh=re the elenerts 
of SL(2,C) rre coaracterized by their generators in ¿И'Г.С). Me also 
already include in this Table the elerents cf the Poincaré group 
which are not in the connectée comporert and whose action is defined 
in the next section on ρ and f. We denote tnese last elemerts τι. 
ι 
for a mirror perpendicular to the i-axis; an accent mer.rs tire-inver-
sion and s bar space-inv°rsion. For the case (a) we just include +he 
well knowr results o" 'vigner ""or coppieteness (see е.?. f 1Q|, f211). 
In Table II we list other useful results for each case, in particular 
the isomorphisn classes of the homogeneous little groups (including 
again discrete symmetries and denoting C' a discrete generator con-
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of pererators of the corresponding coset decompositions. Finally (jíldenotes 
a direct product and if) a semiairect product. 
ТАВЫ Τ 
Homogeneous little groups of the représentants 0/ ν of the superorhits 
Case Subc£.seE I n f i n i t e s i i r a l g e n e r a t o r s 
"bi 
( a ) ¡ ( i ) р = р
о
( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) , р
о
/ 0 M 1 ? , M 1 3 , M 2 3 
| ( i i ) p = P
o
( l , 0 , 1 . 0 ) , p
o
^ M l 3 , ^ + K 2 r M 1 ? - M 0 l 
( i i i ) p=p ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) M 2 3 , M 0 2 , M 0 ^ 
( 3 ) 
(γηι) 
( i v ) F=0 
ρ = 0 
( i ) P 3 4 0 
( i i ) p 3 = 0 φ p o 
( i i i ) p 4 = p o = 0 
( Ύ Γ ) 
( i i ) Ρ 
( i ) Ρ 
( i i ) ρ 
( i i i ) ρ 
( i v ) ρ 
* 0 φ р_ 
= 0 + р_ 
4 о = р_ 
= 0 = ρ 
м
у
 , , , е о , . . , з 
M M 
1 ? ' 0? 
s c r e t e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 
unTt a r y a n t i u n i t a r y 
M 1? 
К . M 12' 03 
( i ) p 1 4 0 o r p 2 φ 0 ! M„,, 
'03 
M M 
0 3 ' 12 
M + M 03 23 
MC3 + v n 
М 0 3 + М 2 3 ' М 1 2 - К 0 1 
M + M . 4 - V 
" C3 2 3 ' 1? 01 
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ТАРІЬ II 
Isomorpby classes of homogereouq little groups and coset spaces 
Case Isoirorphy classes 
I 
Cocet spaces 
Dimen- pararreter | 
(a) ( i ) SU(2) (Я) (С,®СД) 
CL С 
( υ ) Δ (2) ® (c^®c;) 1) 
( i l i ) SL(2,«)@(C^S) C¿) 
( iv) SL(2,r)®(C2® C p 
(ß) 
(γιη) 
(«/ΙίπΖ®«) (f) C¿ 
( ι ) « / U Z 
di) «/иг©(с?эср 
(iii)(fi/U^«)(i)(c?®cp 
(ye) ( i ) fl® С, 
( Ύ Γ ) 
( ί ι ) («/1*πϊ®ί ΐ ) ( | ) (0 2 ® C p 
( i ) « 
( i i ) « © (С0®СД) 
Г с 
( l i i ) « ? 




I coset r e p r e s e n t a r t s 
M . M 
ОТ 02, 03 
M . M . M 
'•12' ? 3 ' 02 
м 0 1 , м 1 ? , м 1 3 
1* 
« χ 2 M 0 T M 0 2 ' M 1 3 ' M 2 5 · 1 
«
5
 χ L· ' Μ 0 1 , Μ 0 ? , Μ 0 ? , Μ 1 ? , Ι * 2 „ Ι , Ι · | 
«
x
 ι M .M .M .M .M 
01 ' 0 ? ' (Я' 1 ' ' 23 
« К .4 .M . N 
01 ' 0 2 ' 13' 23 
ÍT1 χ 2 
fi5 χ It 
Я
1
* χ U 
м 0 1 , м о р , м 1 ? , м 1 3 , м 2 3 , і · 
м
с і '
М 0 Р ' у і 




, Κ 1 ? , Μ 1 3 , Μ 2 3 , Τ , Ι · 
Μ .Υ Л .ν 02' 12' 13 ?3 
i) For this nctstion, see [19]. 
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The last step of the induction procedure to M , as described in the 
first part of this section, is now the fcllowinp: froir. each of the 
superorbits one takes the irreducible representation V, ^ of К as 
I i JP ) 
given by (2.17), (2.18) or (?.19), with (f,p) as just chosen and one 
constructs gli unitary irreducible representations of M as in (3.10). 
о 
The r e s u l t i s t h e n a s ' o l l o w s 
( V ( f , p ) - S + ' í o ) l j < 3 · & . Α > * ( Λ . ) = 
( 3 . 2 0 ) 
= (V, , . Ь ) ( < 0 , С , Л . > < В , а , Л > < 0 , 0 , Л ' т 1 > ) ^ ( Л . ) 
with again the usual identifications, with Л. determined by the cordi-
tion that Л. Л A. is ir the hcmoseneous little aroup oí V/. ν and 
_ 1 J (f.?) 
with ¥>(Л.) defined as in (3·9)· In (3.2C), tne representation (V,^ ^ „.L) 
of the little group (here the semi direct product of К by the corres­
ponding homogeneous little group) is giver, as in (3.7), by 
(V( j.g. L) <Б,а,Л> = V ( f )(<B,s,1>) S(I) ® 1(Л; (3.21) 
for soire lo-representat ion L of the homoaeneous little group, with u' as 
in (i.12), and which has now to be calculated explicitly. We first ob­
serve therefore in Table I that, except in case (a) of course, all homo­
geneous little groups are abeliar (we consider now ap-air, the connected 
coF.porert of JM to unity only), ard their Lie-alpebia is isoTiorphic 
2 
either to f or to fl , so that, using the we]] known result of Bargmanr 
[ l ] or. the relevant cchonolopy groups 
F2(tfn, L-O) s «пЬ-П/г
 ( 3 - 2 2 ) 
we know already t h a t only in the two іітеп&іопа] cases t h e factor set 
ω could be : o n - t r i v i a l . Let us now use t h e nere p r e c i s e r e s u l t ('*.'\2) 
for the induct ion ficin a normal ni lpoter . t subgroup· i t shows t h a t ω, 
-іЫ~ 
as a class, is also an element of H (N/L, L'fl)), since ρ is a factor 
set on V./L and T, » is unitary and one-dimensional (in fact 
[ ω] e Η ( N / L C F O .Uil )) where K/L(H^) is the sutproup of K/L generated 
by the classes of all n(h), h e H*). Let us now then consicer as;ain 
the various cases in turn, with now N = K: 
Case (a) K/L s= 1 (from '2.1Ù)) so that ω = 1. This is of course 
trivial and well know, but it shows how cur result works. 
Case (в) K/L г fi ( f roir (2.llt)) thus non-trivial multipliers could 
occur. The elements n(h) cf (3.12) are given by the trarslaticns e' 
in (З-іб) (ii) and thur the irultiplier ω Ъу ?, >(A(aJ,a')) where 
A is the factor systeT (1.3) as restricted to L' χ U. We had however 
seen that, choosing ρ = 0 (as it is always pcssihle in this case) 
a' = 0 sat: ε.fies (З.іб) (ii) V Λ e SL(2,C), so that ω is necessarily 
trivial, A being then equal to zero. 
Case (γ) K/L sit (from (2.*5)) thus by (3.22) ω is, also ir this case, 
trivial. 
These results make the situation quite ea.sier, because we then only have 
to consider ordinary representations of the homogeneous little groups 
and these are cf so simple structure (except in case (a) they are all 
abeldar.) that this problem is easily solved: the irreducible unitary 
representations cf fl/'-ir^ are given by {e"" ,ге Р/кт[Т , ?j G Ζ} and 
i Ar 
the ones of Я by {e , r e (R, λ € Sì}. Vie sha.ll call spins, similarly 
as in the free case, the labels j resp. λ of these representations and 
spir.ors the square p-integrable functions on the ccrrespording coset 
spaces, with u the ergodic (here transitive^ measures on this spaces 
under the action cf ГЬ(?,С). A complete list of these spins arc of the 
dimension (i.e. number of independent cempenents) of the corresponding 
spinors will be given at the era of the np>t section and we shall dis­
cuss in section 5 the phyto ce] meaning cf these spins. 
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We first wert te reintroíuce tYe discrete trsnbfcrmst ions re]4ted to 
space and tine reversals, toc. 
Ine]lisien of the discrete trsnsfomstiors. 
So far we have ohtained all projective "unitary representations of the 
connected coir.pcrent PI of M (by means of the ordinary unitary irredu-
cibles of IN! ). Tf we want to reintroduce the discrete transformât ±crs 
о 
and calculate al] FUAZK of LM we first hsve to calculate all multipliers 
(1.7) on M, with respect tc the 'JA de compos it ion M U M , (Ri Ъеіпр , 
as seen in section i, the subproup of Ri corresponding to orthochronous 
Poincaré transformations onlj). Let us therefore consider the following 
exact sequence of groups 
1 — - > INI - - -» M » V, - > 1 , φ ( h. ι ) 
о 4 
where Vi is the Klein Vierergruppc. Since M is a split extension of К 
Ъу 0(3,i) (see section 1 ) , V, can he identified with the subproup of ft! 
(and of W) generated Ъу <0,0,1> , <C,0,-',> , <0,0,T> and <0,0,T,> 
thus (lí.í) is also split. The action φ of \, or. M follows then from 
(1.2) and from the ccrrespondirg action of the Poincaré group. Usinsr 
(It.l) we iray write each eleirent of fi as a pair (rr,h) with г F JM 
and h e V, . The product reads then 
(m,h) . (ñ'.h'i = (iñ . ^ ('níñ',hb ' ) 
The prohlem of the mu] t ip l i e rp or M can now he solved, usine the f o l -
1 owi ng : 
P repos i t ion 1*. 1 . bet σ Ъе a m u l t i p l i e i on Μ χ M (w.r . t o t h e aheve ITA 
d e c o r p e s i t : en) , tnen t h e r e e x i s t s a i r u l t i p l i e r σ. ~ σ with 
-Іиб-
а^(ш,Ъ) , (m·,h·)) = Síh.h') (1.2) 
where δ is a multiplier on V, χ V, (v.r. to the LA decomposition 
{i,T} υ {ΐ·,Τ·}). 
P r o o f : S i n c e IM i s a s e m i d i r e c t p r o d u c t i n ( U . l ) t h e same a r g u m e n t a t i o n 
a s i n t h e o r e m 9 · 4 . of [5hl a p p l i e s ( s e e a l s o [6] f o r t h i s e x t e r s i o n 
of M a c k e y ' s proof^ so t h a t σ ~ σ 1 w i t h 
o ^ f i r . h ) , ( m ' . h ' l ) = T ( m , v ( h ) m · ) 6 ( h , h ' l ψ ( π ΐ ' , h ) (U.'i) 
where ψ is a Bcrel furctior from Μ χ V, or. U(l), τ and 6 are mult i -
О Ц 
•oliers on Μ χ IM ana V, χ V. ( w . r . t o t h e g i v e n UP d e c o i r o c s H i o r . ) 
о о д í-
r e s p e c t i v e l y , and τ and ψ s a t i s f y , V m .m' F M , h , h ' € V. 
( i ) T(vi(h)m,¥>(h)m') = -[-(ιη,ιπ1 H U m ' . h î iKm.h) ^ ( m ' . h ) " 1 
( i i ) ü / (m,hh ' ; = ф(¥>(Ь')ш,Ь) i | )(m,h'} 
'Л.h) 
Since any multiplier en M χ M is trivial, τ is necessarily sc. Usinp; 
this fact and the equatiens (U.h) it is straightforward to verify that 
τ may be then chosen equal to one, as giving rise to an equivalent 
factor systen σ. in (h.?>). It follows then from (k.M (i) that for ary 
h, φ is a 1-dimersicnal unitary representation of M and because the 
_ о 
only 1-dimensicral unitary representation of IM is the identity (from 
our previous results), φ Ξ 1. The proof follows then from (Ί.3)· 
The multipliers or V. χ V, (v.r. to the given UA decomposition) are well 
known (see e.g. [ 71). There aie h inequivalent classes with représentants 





















The last step i'cr obtaining all PUATP of M would thus row he to induce 
the unitary representations of M to M. The theory of Maclrey has for 
this purpose to he slightly generalized in order to take the antiuni-
tary character into account. Thib généralisation has recently been 
achieved by Shaw ard Lever [22] and we refer to their paper for a 
detailed description of the theory, whose application is quite straight-
forward in our problem and will therefore just briefly be sketched here. 
let us first determine the action of the discrete transformations 
on the dual PI of R . Thisacticr. is obviously given by the corre-
o о J J 
sponding a c t i o n or an element ( f , p ) of t h e dual a lgebra k' of k, and 
s i m i l a r l y as in t h e free p a r t i c l e case , we assuire t h a t eleir.erts of M 
containing t i m e - r e v e r s a l are represented by a n t i u n i t a r y o p e r a t o r s . 
We obta in i r t h i s way 
<?(h)'p =
 e
( h ) A(h)" 1 p 
v ( h ) . f = t ( h ) A(h) f 
with h e V, , A(h) the corresponding Lorent ζ transfcrfaticn and 
E(h) = sign ('\°(h)) 
This action deterr. ines, for ary irreducible representation of Μ , and 
sinilarly as before, little groups as the groups that leave this re-
presents/ti on (as a class) invariant. Because of the uni tary/antiunitary 
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chaiacLei of znc rcpres-ertELtiorb, t h e s e Rrouj a are t e r r e d (General: zed 
l i t t l e егртд-ь ( r e b p e r t i v e l y general ized hornvj!-'ereci:s l i t t l e р^ои^я ' . 
Usiig t h e a c t i c n i л (1 | .б), and t h e e x p l i c i t fonr oí' the repr e sen ta t io r s 
we have foun' prf vio^rü y , these peneraln zed ] i t t ] c groups oar. he 
s t ra igh t Tcrwn: dly ccnDuted. The r e s u l t s sre. ] i s ted in Tptle I . 
Once these prouns are known ore nay fur ther i rduce the coTespordinsç 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o r s t c the whole oi M. Fir.ce th1*? procedure of "general ized 
drdv-cinp" has alrepoy heen applied [ i 4 ] fer the Fl'AIR cf the Poincaré 
group (cur cpse 'a" 1 ) , we ind ica te h r i e f l y for the case ( ß ) , and for 
i l l u s t r a t i o n , the efnen^ia" s teps of t i e procedure: 
In case ( б ) , the Rerti oì j.zeà bcnof;enecus ] i t t ] e proup 0 i s p-iven (see 
Tables I and IT) hy Cr = (áí/hitZ® Я) © С' viti generators V , t-U 
and h = π ' r e s p e c t i v e l y . The UA decoirposition of G reads then 
a = G+ и гГ = mv¿, nc J и η' {м1 ?, к с о } . (¡t.?) 
1 , λ + 
The u n i t a r y nrreducih^e reurosent o t i e n s _/' cf G are 1-d:ir.ei.s5 c n i l 
and ] f . te] lec hy ( ; , ) ) with ?,- Ρ Ζ and > F (R. Pince h if in t h e same 
connected corponent as Ί' we have Ъу (lt.?) and ('ι.5) 
^ ( ( r . h ) , (O.h' ) = δ α Ρ ( ϊ \ ϊ ' ) = α 
We now, using *heoren E of [ ??] , define t i e f o l i c v i n r σ-reprefent a t i o r 
+ . — 
cf Γ , with σ t h e feet or system obtained f'rm σ Ъу ссгрТех cor.jueat 1 on: 
&>\e) =
 a
<r,h)/o[h,<p'b)~\,) D J , > ^ ( h ) " 1 F ) (¡t.") 
with g ε G ina σ(ρ,ΐι) э shorthcril n o t a t i o n for a ( ( m , l ) , ( l , h ) N . 
The fw]"Lwi"í' j o . ' - i l i j l t i e i ) с-г Ί,,ν occur: 
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i f E and Ζ are a n t i u n : t a r i l y equivalent, ( in t h e ьепье of ordinary (and 
not p r o j e c t i v e ) equival er ce / Ъу ireans cf an a r t i u n i t a r y operator К, 
then t h e irduced FUATR w i l l oe oí' Wier er-Type 3 r e spec t ive ly of Vierer-
Type i r i f К = o(h,h) D(h' ) , ard r e s p e c t i v e l y K' = - c(h,h) P ( h 2 ) . 
I f no euch К e x i s t s then i t w i l l Ъе of Wiar.er-Type ITT 
Using row t h e conmutaticn r e l a t i c r s 
Л (IT.') Л ( М
Г Я
} = Л(-М0 3) Л (m*) 
(lt.9) 
Л(т·) Л(М,?) = Л ( - М 1 2 ) A(ir') 
we pet f o r ( IJ . 8 ) 
J ' X ( g ) = о - ' х ( „ - 1 ) = p" j '" X (s) · (»».io) 
Hence t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s F and D are a n t i u n i t a r i t y equivalent by шеапв 
cf t h e complex conjugation operator K. As К = 1 t h e irduced PUAIB w i l l 
h e , fron t h e c r i t e r i o n j u s t e.'ven, of (Wigner-) Type I i f о = (-) 
(К2 = 6 0 f ( h , h ) p J , X ( h ? ) with D ¿ , V ? ) = D j , X ( ( i r ] ) 2 ) = ( - ) 2 j ) and of 
(Winner-) Type I I i f a= (-)' . In the " i r c t case t he re i s no douhling 
of pta^e^ and the r e s t r i c t i o n of the induciriR repreeen tp t i cn on 0 i s 
i r r e d n c i h l e . Τη the becrnd case the c a r r i e r space i s doubled and t h e 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n is г і еп by 




x(g) = . . I u J ' V · ) = ; (i4.ii) 
+ . . . 
the restr.ctior to G being thus ther reaucible in two equivalent 
1) The (Viigner) Typ° we refer to have of course r.othir.p· to do wi^ .h the 
(Murray--vcn Neumarn) Types we referrea to previously. 
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irreducíble subrepresentations. Taking into account the doubling of 
states occur:ng from the fact that the coset-space of the complete 
superorhits has two connected conponents we s-et firally, insertine; 





Denoting then Δ/'ι the representation of M based on an orbit 0,^ » (6) с (f,ρ) 
with det f / 0 and with spin-values j and λ, the whole Ρ WIR of 
M (and hence, via the coverirg r 
PUAIR of M is finally given by 
map of SL(2,C) onto С (3,1)), the whole 









^~. (ñ,h)l:1 ) φ (Λ.) 
i,r j,s r s : 
V)U 
where r,s label the different connected components of the complete 
superorhits (and the corresponding (discrete) elements of V, ), Λ., Λ. 
-J J 
are as before, with the usual identificatiens, Λ. (m,h)A. F Cr, 
i,r j,s 
the generalized homogeneous little srroup (as e.g. in (Ί.γ)) and 
(V/ \ .U ) is given as in (3·?ΐ) with I replaced by V fthis last 
\ f »ρ / " ^  
representation being then as constructed explicitely in (1.11) for the 
illustrative exanple we have discLssed). 
More importent than this formila (which essentially illustrates how 
the factor set and the antiunitary operators are introduced in the 
generalized induction preceaure), are of course the chpracter: zations 
of the various PUAIP of M by meant of the spins and of the dimensions 
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of the corresponding spinors. The latter are defined, in analogy with 
the free particle case, ay the mrnber of independent states with 
definite f and Ό (modulo Im(f)) in an irreducible representation. 
In order words, calling states the carrier space functions (i.e. the 
y-measurable square integrahle functions on the superorbits as in (3·9) 
with values in the carrier space of the representations U of the genera­
lized homogeneous little groups G ) , the dimension of the spinors is 
then given by the dimension of this representation of G times the number 
of connected components in the superorbit. 
The case (γ) splits in more subcases (see Tables I and II) but does not 
present very different situations than the one we have just sketched. 
Since the calculations are quite straightforward applications of the 
general theory, we again drop the details and list only the results 
(Table III). We include for completeness in this Table the free particle 
case, too (as obtained in [23]),but for some "physical" representations 
only. 
As it can be seen from this Table, as soon as an external e.m. field 
(with non-zero c.u. part, see [ 1 ] and section 5) is present, the dimen­
sion of the spinors, as well as the spin-labels, may change disconti­
nuous ly, together in fact with the discontinuous change which has 
occured in the representation class of the ccvariance group. Another 
fact, at first sight perhaps surprising, is that one or more continuous 
spins occur for some PUAIR of the new covariance group M. We remark 
however that these continuous spins are of quite a different type than 
2 
the well known continuous spins of m < 0 free particles, since the 
corresponding spinors have here only finitely many components. We also 
remark that in certain cases, there are no longer halfinteger spins 
to characterize the representations, this corresponding of course to 
the fact that, in these cases and because of the presence of the ex­
ternal field, there is no longer any symmetry transformation which is 
(conjugated to) a rotation in space. 
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We are thus naturally lead to a first conclusion: except in case (a), 
the (usual) concept of spin has, as a natter of fact,lost the group 
theoretical meaning it had in the free case and, as a consequence, it 
is no longer necessarily related to the number of independent states 
or to a characterization of these states. However, new spin label(s) 
appear in a natural way as a consequence of a covarianee principle in 
the actual situation, in presence thus of an external e.m. field, and 
as a characterization of representations of the new covarianee group. 
Consider for illustration the case of a c.u. magnetic field: the corre-
sponding representations are still characterized by a discrete half-
integer spin label that has however a different and more profound 
significance than simply a kind of "remembering" of the (free) spin 
as transposed in the new situation. This spin has an intrinsic new 
meaning, and is then of "helicity" type, i.e. corresponds tc only two 
polarization states (see Table III), not along an arbitrary axis as 
in the free case, but along the magnetic field axis (this corres-
ponding in fact to what is physically observed). 
In this respect, the external approximation is conceptually more far 
reaching than perhaps expected and it can be useful to extend the 
(group-theoretical) definition of an elementary particle, as adapted 
to this new situation and as in a new "world" where the external field 
is present. This is what we shall do in the next section, together 
with a discussion of our results and of some, we think important, 
consequences of them. 
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5. Discussion. 
a) elementary particles in external a.m. fields. 
A real (physical) particle can Ъе identified, as a set of states, with 
the solutions of some covariant equation of motion, i.e. with a repre­
sentation space of the general covariance group. Since the external 
field is an approximation, it is however not necessary that the corre­
sponding representation is irreducitile. Nevertheless it is useful to 
introduce the following group theoretical 
Definition "An elementary (relativistic) particle in an external e.m. 
field is a quantum mechanical system which, as a set of states, spans 
the carrier space of an irreducible PUAIR of the general covariance 
group M". 
It is clear from (1.5) and [ 1] that when the e u . part of the external 
field is zero this definition reduces to the well known group theore­
tical definition of relativistic free particles of Wigner. Note 
however that even then the covariance operator group may be only iso­
morphic to the ordinary Poincaré action (see e.g. helow the formulas 
(5·5) or (5·6) with compensating gauges χ possibly non zero). This 
S 
shows incidentally that for a given representation the concrete, physi­
cal, representation space is far from being unique in the sense that 
physically inequivalent representations do occur which are mathemati­
cally equivalent: free particles and, say, particles in an external 
crystal or radiation field, may in fact correspond to mathematically 
equivalent representations of M. 
1) By this definition we clearly leave open the problems of the phy­
sical interpretation and existence of the discrete symmetry operators 
[ 2k ]. We assume here that they represent exact and rigourously valid 
symmetries of space-time. 
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As a consequence of its definition, an elementary particle in an ex­
ternal e.m. field may Ъе characterized Ъу the labels of the corre­
sponding representation, i.e. Ъу its spins (see Table III), and, in 
addition, by the values of the invariants of the Lie-algebra of M in 
this representation. These invariants can be obtained from the Lie-
algebra (1.9) (see [ 12]) and are given explicitly by 
Q = F . F 
1 μν 
yv 
Op = F (rVv 
¿ ц 
Q, = Π Пу - Μ Γ μ ν (5.1) 
3 μ μν 
Q,, = 2 Π (Ρ*) μ ν ПР(Г*) - ( η μ ν Μ · Q. 
where (F ) is the "dual" of F , defined in a similar way as in 
μν 
(3.17) for a field, i.e. 
(Γ*) μ ν = \
 ε
μ ν ρ σ
 F 
οσ 
A basis element of the carrier space of a PUAIR of M being as we saw 
characterized by an element (f,p) ε к' on some superorbit and by a 
set {s.} of spins, we denote it lf,p,s.>. It follows from (I*.13), 
with (2.15), that in all representations we have 
F |f,p,s.> = f |f,p,s.> (5.2) 
μν ι μν ι 
so that, comparing with (1.5), we see that the eigenvalues of these 
operators are equal (up to a factor - -r- ) to the c.u. part of the 
field, as expected. The interpretation of the first two invariants 
in (5-1) is then quite obvious: they specify so to say the "world" 
in which the corresponding particle is "elementary", by means of the 
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invariants of the corresponding (cu. part of the) field. The two last 
invariants Q. and Qi correspond then to the particle itself and will 
thus be related to the equation of motion. Let us note here that we 
can now explain why we do not share the point of view in [12] by which 
the Lie-algebra (1.9) is rejected as "non-informative": these authors 
observe that this Lie-algebra gives rise to too many invariants in 
(5.1) in order to characterize the degrees of freedom of an elementary 
particle, because they want to characterize such a particle in terms 
of its free quantum numbers, whereas these are in our opinion no longer 
a good characterization of the states of that particle, as a conse­
quence of the presence of the external field and thus as a consequence 
of the change occured in the covariance. 
b) covariant equations of motion. Irreducible PUA representations of 
symmetry groups describe the properties of solutions, i.e. give infor­
mations on the classification of the possible states of a quantum-
mechanical system and on their properties (invariants of these states, 
matrix elements, selection rules and so on). Irreducible PUA represent­
ations of covariance groups describe properties of the equations of 
motion. Let us therefore consider first the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac 
operators, with minimal coupling: 
OyJx,i,T) = G - 7 (irF) ( x ) ) 2 - m 2 c 2 (5.3) 
0
Л
 (x,rF) = - ÌYVI (ρ - - U P ) (χ)) -me (5.1») 
ϋ у с μ 
where ρ = -і^З and πΡ is some uniquely chosen potential (as fixed 
by a map π)· Remember that, as we had shown in [1], the choice of π is 
not essential. Let us then consider the following operators, 
V m = <B,g> e M, В e В, g 6 10(3,1) 
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V„.(<B,g>) d i f e x p { - i -^((B-gF ( o )) + χ (π(
β
Γ),χ))} С • Р^ (5.5) 




 (<B,g>) d^ f e x p { - i ^ -((B..gF(o)) + χ U(gF),x))} S .P (5.6) 
и en g S e -
where χ (irCgFÎ.x) are the compensating gauge functions as for example 
obtained in (3.32) of [ 1 ], F is the c.u. part of the fiel* (see 
(3.2lt)-(3.28) of [ 1 ] ), Ρ is the substitution operator in the x-coordi-
nate. Furthermore S is given by S · С where 
g g g 
fer g orthochronous 
(5.7) 
for g antichronous 
with С the charge conjugation operator and S is determined by the 
g 
condition that for Л the homogeneous part of g we have 
(S°r 1 γ" S° = Л^ / . (5.8) 
A straightforward calculation, similar as in [25), shows now that for 
the Klein-Gordon operator we have 
VKG(<B,g>) 0KG(x,ltF)(VKG(<B,g>))"
1 
= 0 (x.gïïF - 3χ (TT(gF),x)) (5-9) 
Kb g 
= 0KG(x,ir(gF)) 
by definition of the gauge transformation χ (n(gF),x). Similarly, for 





This means that, by definition of the covariance in the presence of 
an external e.ir.. field (see section h of [ 1 ]), both the Klein-Gordon 
and the Dirac equations are covariant under M, as expected, and for the 
whole class of (almost) arbitrary external fields we have considered. 
On the other side, it may be explicitly verified that the operators 
defined in (5.5) and in (5·6) are homomorphic on M, i.e. generate 
(projective) representations of M. With the usual definitions of the 
scalar products of the free equations of motion in these both cases, 
these representations are also obviously unitary (on M ). 
As follows then also from the above equations (5·9) and (5.10) if 
ψ(χ,Γ) is a solution of the Klein-Gordon or of the Dirac equation in 
presence of the field F, i.e. satisfies for the respective operator 
(5-3) or (5·Ό the equation 
0(χ,πΚ) ψ(χ,Ρ) = 0 (5.11) 
we have, with Ф(х^Г) = (V<B,g>\(i)(x
>
F) as given by (5·5)> respectively 
(5.6): 
0(x,TT(gF)) 'Hx.gF) = 0 (5.12) 
i.e. Φ(χ,§Ρ) is a solution in the field gF. Note furthermore that, as 
another consequence of our approach, the invariance operator groups 
corresponding to a given field, and that are by definition generated 
by the covariant operators in the Klein-Gordon or Dirac representations 
that in addition leave the external field invariant, will appear now 
in a natural way as subgroups of the operator groups defined by (5.5) 
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and (5.6) respectively, i.e. to ordinary representations of subgroups 
of M. 
That the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations transform covariantly under 
M is not too surprising, also if one realizes that 0 and 1/2 are just 
the (free) spins which are in a way already of "helicity-type", but 
this will not necessarily be true for higher spins equations, as an 
arbitrary Poincaré transformation in the corresponding (free) repre-
sentations will in general mix up wave components of different spin 
values along a given axis and belonging thus to different irreducible 
representations of M, this in contradiction with the covariance state-
ment. The difficulty of the group theoretical interpretation of these 
higher spin equations in the presence of an external c.u. field lies 
in fact even deeper: as is well known, these equations are character-
ized by the fact that unwanted additional (free) spin components are 
eliminated by the so-called constraints. In the presence of a c.u. 
field, the very existence of the constraints becomes questionable as 
they have in fact lost this group theoretical meaning. 
Let us, for illustration, consider a (free) spin 3/2 particle with 
positive mass and moving in a constant uniform magnetic field. Since 
it is a priori not possible to choose in general a reference frame 
where the field is along the z-axis and at the same time ρ = 0 and 
since the case (ут)(ііі) (see Tables I and III) can be seen to des­
cribe tachyons states, we are in fact in case (γιη) (ii), so that the 
(free) 3/2 - spin representation of the extended Poincaré group will 
split in two irreducible sub-representations of the new covariance 
group, characterized by the (helicity) spins +_ 3/2 and +_ 1/2 respect-
ively. Now the Dirac equation with minimal coupling describes spin 
+_ 1/2 particles and is covariant with respect to M, as we have shown 
in (5.10). We can thus construct, assuming a gyromagnetic factor of 
1/s [26], with s the spin, an equation for the (reducible) new 
"particle", by means of a direct sum of two Dirac equations with 
minimal coupling, one for each irreducible component. Since the Dirac 
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equation is covariant with respect to M so is trivially the new one. 
This splitting of a representation in two subrepresentations, as a 
consequence of the presence of the field, can somehow be compared to 
the mass zero limit in the case of a free particle: the Poincaré 
representations describing massive particles of spin ε split in this 
limit in disjoint subrepresentations for massless particles of (heli-
city) spin s, s-1, ... (see e.g. [27] i l6). That the above con­
structed equation is not equivalent to the usual known equations of 
motion can be seen as follows: it has been shown by Velo and Zwanziger 
[ З-І4] that the 3/2 (free-) spin equations with minimal coupling in an 
external c.u. magnetic field (such as the Rarita-Schwinger equation 
for instance) are a-causai in the sense that the propagators do not 
vanish for space-like vectors, whereas the Dirac (as the Klein-Gordon) 
equation is free of a-causality and thus so is our equation, too. 
The above argumentation strongly indicates that these pathological 
difficulties that have given rise in the last few years to an 
aboundant literature can possibly be reduced to a covariance problem. 
We think at least that it will be possible, using the explicit form 
of the representations we have found, to derive more precise results 
about these higher spins cases and this is the reason for mentioning 
this problem here. 
Let us also remark that it follows from our results that covariant 
equations of motion are not necessarily analogous for various kinds 
of fields.However, because the Poincaré invariance of the Maxwell 
equations just requires such a similitude for fields related by Poin-
caré transformations, this is as consistent as the fact that for ex-
ample a positive mass or a massless free particle do not necessarily 
obey analogous equations. 
In the limit F » 0, the solutions of the equations of motion 
(this does not mean the equations themselves however) will of course 
have, for physical reasons, to vary continuously. This situation can 
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in a way Ъе compared to the Landau theory of second order phase transi­
tions where the symmetry groups and the representations change disconti-
nuously whereas the solutions remain continuous. In our case, this 
limiting process will of course impose conditions on the representations 
which have a physical meaning. It is perhaps also interesting to note 
in this respect that tachyons (in a c.u. magnetic field, see ТаЪІе III 
(уя) (iii) for example) are necessarily described by finite dimensional 
spinors whereas in the field 0 limit all these representations will 
join together to give the known infinite dimensional spinors. This fact 
could also be used as a trick to avoid infinite spinors when one 
wants to introduce (virtual) tachyons states. 
It is quite clear that these last remarks are not meant as a conclusion 
but merely as a sketch of some applications of our results and of some 
new open possibilities we have been lead to, by considering this problem 
of covariance in external e.m. fields.We have however been able to 
relate the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations, minimally coupled to 
the potential of an (almost) arbitrary external e.m. field, to repre­
sentations of a well defined covariance group, i.e. to reintroduce and 
identify a relationship, well known in the free case, but which was 
in fact no longer necessarily present because of the introduction of 
the external field. 
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APPENDIX VA 
INDUCING FROK A NORMAL NILPOTENT SUBGROUP 
Introduction 
The theory of induction of representations for separatile locally com­
pact topological groups, as begun in the last years of the 19th cen­
tury by Frobenius [ 1 ] for the finite groups, is now quite complete, 
especially since the important and well known work of Wigner [ 2 ] and 
Mackey [3]. In the simplest and commonest case the theory provides an 
explicit procedure for the construction of all irreducible unitary 
representations of a (regular) inessential extension G a Ν Λ, H (semi-
Φ 
direct product) with N normal abelian, from the representations of N 
and of certain subgroups of the factor group H. It has also been shown 
by Mackey [k] that if the seTiidirectness or the abelian condition is 
left out, it becomes necessary to consider projective representations 
of these subgroups of H as well. 
While the occuring factor systems are easy to find when N is still 
abelian, the problem becomes much more difficult in the general case. 
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In this paper ve consider this problem when N is a connected nilpotent 
Lie group, making profit of the work of Kirillov on the structure of 
the irreducible unitary representations for this case [ 5-6 ]. In the 
first part we review briefly the theory of Kirillov on the structure 
of the dual N of N. For a special kind of elements of N we prove in 
addition some interesting and useful extra properties. We show with 
examples that for a large class (with respect to practical purposes) 
of connected nilpotent Lie groups, but not for all, all elements in 
N satisfy these properties. In the second part we use Mackey's theory 
of induction and derive then an explicit expression for the factor 
sets involved. For the special kind mentioned above, and if the exten­
sion is central, the result becomes especially simple. 
1. The dual of N. 
We first briefly review the structure of the set N of classes of 
irreducible unitary representations of a connected nilpotent Lie 
group N, as described by Kirillov [6]. For simplicity, we assume 
from now on that К is simply connected, the generalization giving 
no difficulty [5-6]. Let thus η be the Lie algebra of N, n' the dual 
space of ri and coAd ¡(ΐί) the co-adjoint representation of N on ii', 
defined for υ e ri' by 
(coAd
n
,(n) ν) (χ) d l f v(Ad
n
(n)"1x) (1.1) 
with η ε κ, χ € η. Let then 0 be the orbit of an element v e n ' , 
— ν — 
i.e. the set of al] images of υ under the action (l.l) of N. Since 
(1.1) defines a representation of N, the set of all orbits is a 
partition of ri' . Consider then in each such orbit one arbitrary 
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(but fixed) element ν and consider a subalgebra _l с ri such that 
[± , 1] С Ker ν (1.2) 
Such a subalgebra _l is called subordinate to y. The following map Τ 
on the Lie subgroup L of N generated by _i. (L = exp l) 
Τ (exp x) = exp{iv(x)}, x e l (1.3) 
is then a one dimensional irreducible unitary representation of L. 
This 
N by 
representation can then be induced to a representation V .of 
v.J. 
(V )(n) f(LA) d= f T U . n . U T 1 ) f(U·) (Kk) 
where λ, λ' are members of an (arbitrary but fixed) set of represent­
atives of the (right) coset decomposition of N with respect to L, 
with λ' fixed by the condition λ.η.ίλ') G L, and f(LA) is a meas­
urable and quadratic integrable function on the coset space with 
respect to the (quasi-) invariant (under N) measure y and with values 
in the carrier space of the reOresentation Τ . 
The following then holds 
Theorem 1.1. (Kirillov) 
(i) V „is irreducible if and only if dim Jl is maximal 
(ii) Any irreducible unitary representation of N can be obtained 
in this way, up to equivalence 
(iii) V „ ~ V , „,, both irreducible, if and only if 0 = 0 , 
ж
 ,_Я υ ,V ν ν 
(і ) Κ, the dual of N, is always of Type I 
From now on, ί_ will always be assumed to be a subalgebra subordinate 
to ν and of maximal dimension. Such a subalgebra is also called a real 
polarization at v. 
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Let us now distinguish the following two types in N: 
Definition: The class [n] e N to which V ^ belongs is said to be of 
type a if and only if it is possible to choose i_ ideal. Else it will 
be termed of type b. 
It is easy to verify that the implied condition does not depend on 
the choice of a particular element on the orbit 0 so that, together 
with theorem 1.1, this condition depends effectively only on the class 
Γ η 1 of V 
1 J
 \>,l 
Clearly any К contains elements of type a. We shall call Η to be of 
type a if N contains only elenen-s of type a. Let us show with ex­
amples that the class of nilpotent Lie groups which are of type a is 
large enough to be interesting for practical purposes, but that it 
does not contain every N. 
Examples : 
1) any nilpotent Lie group whose lower central series has a length 
less or equal to 2 is of type a. Indeed any _£ contains then the 
centre (else it is not maximal) and any subalgebra containing 
the centre is in this case ideal. 
2) any nilpotent Lie group of dimension less or equal to 5 is of 
type a. This follows from direct checking, using the classifi­
cation by Dixmier [ 7 ] of the corresponding Lie algebras. This 
check shows in addition that a choice may be necessary: consider 
for example the 5-dimensional nilpotent algebra denoted by (ât , 
in [7], with generators X , X , ... X and with commutation re-
lat ions 
[x,. эу 
[ x , » х ц ] 
u 2 , x3] 
= h 
'
 X 5 
"
 X 5 
-ΐδθ-
Β ϋ other commutators being zero. Let then the linear forn; \> be 
given by y, = 0 φ y , with ν(Σλ.Χ.) = LX.y.. The subalgebra 
generated by X , X^, X is subordinate to ν (with maximal dimen­
sion) but is not an ideal whereas the subalgebra generated by 
X_, X, , X satisfies both conditions. 
3) any direct product of nilpotent Lie groups of type a is clearly 
of type a. This enlarges of course the classes of examples just 
mentioned. 
h) not any nilpotent Lie group is of type a, contrary to what one 
might perhaps expect. An example of a class of type b can be given 
for the 10-dimensional Lie algebra of 5 x 5 matrices A, with 
A = 0 for u > v. It is quite an easy and useful exercise to 
μ ν
 def 
verify that for υ(Α) = A there can be no subordinate Jl (of 
maximal dimension) which is an ideal. 
We do not know however if there exists a simple general character­
ization of the class of groups of type a. 
Let us mention, for nilpotent Lie groups of type a, some useful 
additional properties. 
Proposition 1 .2. Let N be of type a, v e 0 in n/ , [ l_ , η ] Ç l_ a 
corresponding ideal real polarization at v, then 
(i) l_ is his own centralizator with respect to v, i.e. V χ 6 ji 
v([ г. , χ]) = ο <=ί> χ e г. 
(ii) The coset space N/L is (Borei) isomorphic with the orbit of Τ 
under N and is one-to-one characterized by the classes ν of 
elements of 0 which coincide with each other when restricted to 
ν 
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Proof: (i) ([_Я , χ]) = 0 implies ν([1 + χ , JI + χ]) = 0 and ί_ ideal 
implies ί_ + ίϊχ is a subalgebra hence _і + ftx is subordinate to v. This 
is a contradiction to the maxinality of t_ unless χ ε ί_. The converse 
is trivial. 
(ii) Since 2. is ideal one may consider the following exact 
sequences of groups 
1 » L » N » N/L * 1 , ρ,ψ (1.5) 
with factor set ρ e Ζ (N/L,!,) and ψ : N/L >. Aut L defined in the 
natural way. One may then construct (all) irreducible representations 
of N by induction from the dual L of L, via the stability subgroups 
of N defined for a representative i of each class [ Я] e L (see section 
2). For i = Τ it follows from (i) that the stabiliser is L itself 
(and the induced representation V . ) . The result follows then straight­
forwardly from the definition of Τ . 
Since the orbit of Τ , the coset space N/L and a set of coset represent­
atives are in 1-to-1 Borei correspondence with each other, we will use, 
or better said abuse, as is usual, the parameter λ of (1.U) to describe 
all these spaces. 
We now turn to the general induction procedure from a normal nilpotent 
subgroup N. 
2. General inducing from a normal nilpotent subgroup. 
Mackey's theory of induced representations is a well known procedure, 
at least when applied to a (regular) semidirect product G = Ν Λ Η, 
Φ 
with G separable locally compact and N abelian (φ denoting some given 
homomorphism from Η to Aut(N)) [3]. Less known perhaps is the more 
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general case where G, separable locally compact, is any (regular) 
extension of a group N, not necessarily abelian, Ъу a group H, i.e. 
appears in the following exact sequence of groups 
1 > K - - -» G »H s- 1 , η,φ (2.1) 
characterized Ъу a factor set m : Η χ Η > Ν, with 
ir.(h1,h2h3)^(h.b(h?,h3) = Tn(hl,h2)-m(h1h2,h3), and a map 
i : Η - > AutÍM) satisfying 
ф ^ ) φ('η2) = v(m(h1,h2'l) ф(іі1Ь2) 
μ being the canonical epiir.orphism from N to In(N), the group of inner 
automorphisms of Л. The essential difference, in this more general 
case, is that, as shown by Kackey [!*], if N is no more abelian or if 
the extension (?.l) does not split, no longer ordinary representations 
of the adequate subgroups of Η have to be considered, but certain 
projective ones. It is the purpose of this section to calculate expli­
citly the factor sets which are then involved, for the case where N 
is a connected nilpoter.t Lie group. Since the dependence of m (as in 
(?.l)) in these factor sets is easy to find, we assume first, in order 
to lighten the notation, that m = Э. 
Let us first indicate briefly, in a way which is not usual in this 
context but which is, in our opinion, the best adapted one, the 
essential steps of the explicit generalized Wigner-Kackey construction 
of induced representations, het us therefore consider some arbitrary 
[n] € N, the dual of N, with η a representant of this class of irre­
ducible representations. One defines from φ a map φ on И with 




з (η) = г.(ф(п) η) . (2.2) 
The set of all classes {[η ]} generated Ъу φ from [η] Ъу Η is called 
the orbit of [ η ] under Η and is denoted 0... С N. The action (2.2) 
defines directly a subgroup !L· of II, which we shall cal] the homo­
geneous little group, by 
h e !Г
Й
 <-_-> [ n h ] = [ η ] 
i.e. h e H« if and only if there exists a unitary operator 
S(h) e U(Jf(r.)), Tf(n) being the representation space of n, such that 
nh(n) = S(h)~
1
 n{n) S(h) , V η e К (?.3) 
The map S : H* > Ό(Χ(η)) is in general net a homorr.orphism, but, 
from (2.3), using that φ is now an homomorphism in (?.2) and that η 
is irreducible, it follows from Schur's Leima that it is a projective 
one, satisfying thus 
S(h1)S(h2) = xdi^hj,) S(h1h2) (2.U) 
h , h e H- and -[(h. jh^) some factor set in U(l), the unit circle of 
the complex plane. 
We note here that if G is not seir.idirect then the elements h € H» can 
η 
in general no longer be identified with a subgroup of G-. On the other 
side, as we saw, φ is then no longer necessarily an homomorphism. The 
generalization of (2.1*) is then easy to compute and is given by 
Sih^ S(h2) = -rd^.h,,) ídnd^.hp)) S(h.,h ) (?.)t)' 
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It is quite clear from the above formulas that it is in general not 
easy to find explicitly operators S(h) satisfying (2.3) and thus the 
factor systems τ we shall need in the sequel. It is just the purpose 
of this paper to solve this prchlem for the more special case ve are 
interested in. 
The isotropy group G* ç G (defined as the subgroup of G leaving [n] 
n
 * -1 
invariant under the action g : n(n) >n(g n g ) , N being identified 
with its image as subgroup of G) appears as an extension (inessential 
if so is G) of N by IU, as shown in the following commutative diagram 
of exact sequences 
—-> К -








(г) denoting the injection monomorphisir. and -, respectively π',the 
canonical epimorphisms. Vie construct then in a first step a (pro­
jective) representation of G~ as follows. Let L be a projective 
representation of H- witn factor set ω and carrier space 3C(L) then, 
using (2.3) (2.1+) and defining, for all (n,hj e G*, 
η η 
(n„.L)(n,h, d i f ñ(n) S(h.) ® L(hJ 
n n 
(2.6) 
on the tensor product Hilbert space TCÍn) (x)ir(L), we get a (projective) 
representation of G~ with factor set σ, where 
aCg-jigp) - xíiig. ,wgp) . ωίτ^^πδ«) (2.7) 
so that, choosing ω = τ on Η», we get an ordinary representation of 
G*, with carrier space TC(n) ® Tf(L). The last step is now the following: 
we decompose Η in (right) cosets with respect to H- with coset repre­
sentatives {h- ¡ i e I},I some index set (Borei) isomorphic to H/H-, and 
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similarly G with respect to G«, choosing now as coset representatives 
the images of the {h-} under a fixed section r : H -»G» the set of 
representatives heing then given by {(0,h.) i £ I}. Let now y« be a 
quasi-invariant ergodic measure on Ы, not identically zero but 
vanishing on all orbits outside 0. «,. We assume, again in order to 
a
 [n] ' 
simplify the notation, that this measure is right and left invariant, 
the generalization being straightforward. Since we have assumed also 
that the action of H on К was regular (in the sense of Kackey [ M ) , 
this measure is unique (as a class) and also transitive, i.e. concen­
trated on the orbit [h]. Further, the coset space G/G~ эг H/H* can be 
η η 
identified with the orbit 0.», by the 1-to-1 Borei isomorphism 
[nv. ] ( »h., so that we may use, similarly as in section 1 the para-
1 i 
metrization {h.} to describe both spaces. We now consider on this 
space a vector valued function f 
f : h. — + Ж η) ® ïf(L) 
satisfying the two conditions 
(i) (f(h.),V>) is u~-measurable, V V G Jf(ñ) ® Jf(L) 
(ii) I f I2 d = f ƒ llf(h.)ll2 dp.(h.) < -
0 . . 1 n 1 
[ n] 
(2.8) 
where scalar product and norm under the integrals are taken in 
Jf(n) (äJ.TftL). Identifying functions equal almost everywhere, the set 
of functions satisfying the above conditions can be shown [3] to 
form a separable Hilbert space, 7C, with scalar product 
(f.g) = ƒ (fdi.), gClb)) dy-th.) 
0f - , [ n] 
The induced representation is then defined on Jf as follows: let 
(n,h) e G, then 
-ITU-
(ί; + ο)Ε(η^) г(ь.)а1г (^.ь)((о,ь.)(п,ь)(о,^)-1) fChj) (2.9) 
where h. is the (unique) coset representative satisfying 
h. h h"1 Ε H* 
ι J η 
The following then holds, and follows from [ h] for this special case: 
Theorem 2.1. (Mackey) Let G, separatile locally compact, be any 
regular (split) extension of a normal subgroup N by a group H. 
Consider an orbit 0 ^ . Q N and a transitive ergodic measure μ*, 
concentrated on this orbit as described above. Then the represent­
ation (2.9) is unitary and irreducible if and only if L is unitary 
and irreducible. Two such representations are equivalent only if 
they are based on the same orbit. Moreover all irreducible unitary 
representations of G are obtained, up to equivalence, once and only 
once, when one induces once per orbit, and for each orbit one con­
siders all projective, inequivalent, irreducible unitary ω-represent­
ations L of the corresponding EU, with ω satisfying the equation (2.7) 
where σ is taken equal to 1, and τ is determined by (2.U). 
Note that the above theorem remains true when the extension is not 
split, with simply the condition (2.1+) replaced by (2.1*)'. 
Up to now we have made no use of the fact that N is nilpotent and the 
results described above are valid for any regular (split) extension 
(2.1). Our purpose is now to use the results of section 1 to con­
struct explicitly the factor sets ω. 
Let thus [n] e Я, and N nilpotent. It follows from theorem 1.1 (i) 
that for each class [n], one 
in (I.I*) with carrier space 
can choose a representative V „ as defined 
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® 
K(V) = f 7Г(Т) dv(X) (2.10) 
N/L 
with Τ and λ as in section 1. The canonical action φ of h € Η is now 





 ^(ЪГ\) (2.11) 
defining the little group G^ and its factor group H~ as in (2.5)· 
It follows then from (2.3), and by the definition of H», that for 
η 
all h £ Η*, there exists a unitary operator S(h) such that 
S(h) (ф(Ь) Jin) S(h)"1 = V „(n) 
and, since G is split, S(h) satisfies the condition 
S(h1) S(h2) = U"
1(h 1,h 2) S(h1h2) (2.12) 
V h- ,h„ € JU, with the factor set ω (h. ,h ) we have to determine. 
We now construct this operator explicitly. In a first step we con­
sider on 3f(v) an operator U(h) with 
U(h) : K(V) ••»(•(V ) 
where V' = V , , , v' = coAd(h)v.J.1 = Ad(hH. That V is indeed sub-
ordinate to v' whenever Jl is subordinate to ν follows from the fact 
thaO by (1.1) we have 
[J. ,_{,] С Ker v«=>[Ad(h)_e., A d ( h U ] £ K e r coAd(h)v 
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Because N is normal in G we may choose now the set {hAh }, which is 
clearly Borei isomorphic to the set {λ}, to describe the coset space 
N/hLh Ξ N/L' on which the representation V , , is based ana we may 
now define the action of U(h) by 
(U(h)f) (hAh-1) d i f f U ) . (2.13) 
Using now the invariance of the measure μ on the coset space N/L and 
the definition of the scalar product in K(v) 
(f,g) = ƒ (f(X), sU)) άμ(λ) (2.1Ц) 
N/L 
f, g as in (1.Ό, it follows from N normal in G that v'{>) = с u(h~ Xh) 
is invariant under H, and because this measure is unique as a class, 
one may choose c. such that U(h) becomes unitary. This implies in turn 
-1 . -1 
that (Uf)(hXh ) is measurable and squared integrable on N/hLh if 
and only if f(λ) is such on N/L. We now use this map to bring the 
representation (2.11) on a representation explicitly of the Kirillov 
type. We have by (l.L) and (2.13), with g e 7С( ' ) , 
(U(h)
 Д
(Ь~1гЛі) U(h)"1g) (hXh"1) = 
= (V V ) £(h"
1
nh) U(h)"1g) (λ) 
= (T^d,) и(ЫЛ) (λ,) , (2.15) 
with 1. = X(h nh) À1 € L, i.e. 
h^h-1 = (hXh-1) nthX^"1)"1 e hLh"1 
so that, using Τ ,(1.) = " , „.(l!), with v' = coAd(h)v, 1! = hi h" , 
V = Ad(h)_2., and the fact tnat Τ is one-dir.ensior.al, we obtain for 
the expression in (2.15) (that we denote by l) 
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i = (т ,
д








ν1>Λΐ(η) g) (hÀ^1) 
hence we l"ave 
UCh) V „(h'^h) U(h)~1 = V , .,(n) (2.16) 
with v' = coAd(h)v and V = AdCh)^. 
This result is actually true for al^ b ε H, since we have made up to 
row no use of tne isotropy condition. 
-•et now h be in l·-. "his implies per hypothesis, and from tneorem 1.1 
( m ) , that v' is in the same orbit 0 in ч' as ν (urder the actior of 
II). Thus there exists a η € h, depending on h (and aenoted n(h)) such 
that v' = coAd(n(h))v and U(n(h)) = U(h). In other words we know there 
exists a n(h) such that, from (2.16) 
V , ,,(n) = U(h) V
 0(n(h)"1n-n(h)) U(h)"1 , V η e Ν 
and, since V is a renresentation of N 
V ,
 ol(n) = U(n) y"
1
0(n(h)) V in) V 0(n(h)) U(h)"
1
 .(?.17) 
V/e note here that the choice of n(h) is m general not unique· one ray 
indeed still add to it any element of the centre of the representation. 
Combining now (2.17) with (2.16), and with the definition (2.3) of S(h) 




wh_ch i s u n i t a r y . 
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If G is not semidirect the sane intertwining operator may still be 
used, corresponding then to the action of the element (0,h) of Я*, 
in the extension notation. Since H can then no longer be identified 
with a subgroup of G, the action of H on n/ is no longer a represent­
ation: we have then 
coAdiO.h^ coAd(0,h ) = coAd( (m(h1 , h 9 ) , 1)) coAd(0,h^h2) (2.19) 
corresponding to the analogous change in (2.h)'. Taking these modifi­
cations into account we may now formulate a firs-: general result for 
our factor systems: 
Proposition 2.2. Let G, separable locally compact, be any regular 
extension of a (connected) nilpotent Lie group M by a group H. Then 
given [n]€ N, V e [η], the intertwining operator S(h) Ξ S((0,h)) 
of (2.3) and the factor system ω of (2.7) on H- needed for the Wigner-
Kackey generalized induction procedure are respectively given by 
S((0,h)) = V .(n(h)) 
with n(h) ε N such that coAd(n(h))v = coAd(h)v, and 
U(h 1,h 2) 1 = [s((0,hl)).S((0,h?)).S((0)h1)(0,h2))"
1
 ] _ 1 
(2.20) 
= V
v > AWh l >h p).V V j i(n(h lh 2))v;
1
i A(n(h l)n(h 2)) 
This factor set car. thus now be computed straightforwardly. However, 
when the representation class of V „is 0 ^ type a with _£ ideal, and 
for central extensions (definition given below), the result becomes 
rather simpler. 
Indeed we note that if _£ is ideal the choice of n(h) is unique up to 
the subgroup of N leaving the orbit of Τ point per point invariant, 
V , A. 
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i.e. Ъу Proposition 1.2, up to an element of L. In other words for a 
given h € H* the set of n(h) satisfying (2.17) corresponds uniquely 
to an element of the factor group N/L. 
Let us therefore consider again the exact sequence of groups (1.5): 
1 » L > N > N/L > 1, Ρ,ψ 
and suppose first again that G is semidirect. We have then (identifying 
for simplicity L with its image in N under (ι), the canonical injection, 
and the elements of N/L with their image under a fixed section 
s : N/L • N ) : 
8(1^) S(h2) S(h lh 2)"
1





Hence, with (2.20) and the definition of V 
U(h 1,h ?) = T^
1
jl(p(n(h1),n(h2))) 
For example if N is abelian, L = N, so that the extension (1.5) is 
trivially split. Thus ρ and hence ω are indeed trivial. We can now 
easily generalize the above result for the case where the extension 
(2.1) is not inessential but central, i.e. characterized by a factor 
set m in the centre of N. Indeed V (mih.. ,!!„)) in (2.20) is then 
necessarily a phase, this corresponds also to the fact that m in the 
centre of N implies m Q L, for any orbit. On the other side, m Q L 
implies also that n(h1) . n(h„) is in the same coset of N with respect 
to L as n(h h ), V h ,h S H*. Hence we have the following 
Proposition 2.3. Let G, separable locally compact, be a central 
(regular) extension of a (connected) nilpotent Lie group N of type a 
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by a group H. Then given [ η] e Ν, V e [ η] (with ί_ ideal) the factor 
system ω described above is given, up to equivalence, by 
u
(h 1,h 2) = Т у jí(n(h1,h2)) T^toínth^.ní^))) . (2.21) 
Again, for К abelian this gives the known result back, ρ being trivial. 
The Proposition 2.3 clearly remains true if N is not of type a and/or 
the extension is non central, but only for the representations η of К 
which satisfy the two conditions 
(i) [ η ] is of type a 
(ii) m(lU,H.J Ç L 
π η 
This problem has been developed for the purpose of a specific physical 
situation [Θ]. We refer to this paper for a practical application 
of these results. Let us just give here a short example. 
Example. Let G = Ν Λ Η (semidirect) where N is the 9-dimensior.al nil-
Φ 
potent Lie group with infinitesimal generators Ρ , X and I (y = 0,1, 
2,3) satisfying the following commutation relations 
[V V = SV- I У, = 0'1'2'3 
where g is some invertible "metric tensor". All other commutators 
μν 
vanish. For example one may have II = SL(2,C) with g the Minkovski 
metric and <j(SL(2C)) the usual action on momentum and position opera­
tors. 
Since the lower central series has length ?, N is of type a; let now 
ν € n'. These are obviously two cases: 
(i) I 6 Ker v. Then K_ = η and ρ is trivial hence ω is trivial, too 
(by (2.21), m being zero). 
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(ii) 1 Í Ker v. The orbits 0 are then 8-dimensional and characterized 
Ъу the value of ν on 1. The maximal dimension of i_ is thus 5» 
since [6 ], if [ 1,1] С Ker ν 
Max (dim _0 = dim η - I dim 0 
_£ can ooviously always be chosen as the (abelian) subalgebra 
generated by I, P
n
, P., Ρ and Ρ , which is an ideal. The ex­
tension (1.5) is then split hence ρ and thus ω are trivial. 
This nilpotent Lie group behaves thus in the induction procedure of 
a semidirect product always like an abelian one , i.e. the proce­
dure reduces to the usual case. 
1) For the special case of H = SL(2,C) mentioned above this result has 
already been obtained by Angelopoulos [9]. in a paper considering the 
same problem, but from an opposite point of view: this author explored 
namely conditions that could be imposed on H (in the semi-direct pro­
duct case) so to keep ω inessential and proved that for Η semisimple, 
ω was not in general inessential but that it always could be chosen 
real (hence equal to +_ 1 ). 
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SUMMARY 
The present study contains a general group theoretical analysis of the 
problem of a charged massive particle moving in an (arbitrary) classi-
cal external e.m. field. This analysis is essentially based on the 
space-time symmetry properties of e.m. fields and of e.m. field equa-
tions, and on the fact that the considered equations of motion depend 
on the field only through a potential. 
A space-time transformation that leaves an e.m. potential invariant is 
clearly also a symmetry for the corresponding field but the converse 
is, in general, not true. It is, however, always possible to combine 
the space-time symmetries of the field with (compensating) gauge trans-
formations in such a way that the operators induced by the combined 
transformations commute with the operators of the corresponding equa-
tions of motion, and to construct in this way invariance operator 
groups for the equations of motion. 
In the first part of the present work we derive explicitly these in-
variance operator groups for (almost) arbitrary external fields, 
using general properties of those space-time symmetry groups that 
can occur for e.m. fields and a fixed choice of gauge for the corre-
sponding potentials. Other choices of gauge give rise to isomorphic 
groups. In this way the explicit structure of these invariance opera-
tor groups can be analysed and discussed in detail. 
This program is pursued in Chapter I for the relativistic case (Klein-
Gordon and Dirac equations), and in Chapter II for the Galilean case 
and for the case where only Euclidian transformations with time-
translations and time-reversals are allowed (Schrödinger equation). 
The validity of Galilean symmetry transformations for e.m. fields 
(in an exact or in an approximate sense) is also discussed. As a 
further result, we show also that there exists quite a large class of 
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fields that give rise to invariance operator groups that are not of 
Type I. Such groups are not only mathematically very pathological and 
hard to handle, they are also physically quite difficult to interpret 
and give rise to important prohlems. 
In this first part we also do not (as is often the case in such problems) 
restrict ourselves only to continuous or only to discrete symmetries for 
the fields concerned. We show, on the contrary, that the interrelations 
between these two kinds of symmetries may he important and lead to non-
trivial consequences. 
In Chapter III we exhibit, using the preceding results (but for the 
Type I cases only) the relations between these invariance operator 
groups and the solutions of the corresponding equations of motion, and 
we indicate a straightforward method for computing the irreducible 
representations of these groups, especially in the non-trivial case 
where the compensating gauge transformations generate a factor system 
inequivalent to zero. In particular we show how the well known Bloch 
ansatz can then be generalized to the case of an arbitrary periodic 
field in space and time that includes a non zero constant uniform 
component. 
In the second part we analyse the concept of covariance in the presence 
of an external e.m. field and its relationship to the equations of 
motion themselves. Relativistic equations of motion for a free particle 
are covariant under the Poincaré group and are uniquely related to re-
presentations of this group (defining at the same tine the group theore-
tical notion of elementary particles). This relationship, however, does 
no longer necessarily hold in the presence of an external field. On the 
other hand, the invariance operator groups discussed previously are not, 
in general, subgroups of the space-time covariance operator groups that 
characterize the corresponding equations of motion, because of the 
presence of the gauge transformations and of possibly non-trivial factor 
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systems. Invariance (that relates identical physical system) is, 
however, necessarily a particular case of covariance (that relates 
equivalent physical systems): just as there is an invariance trans-
formation for any space-time symmetry of the field, there ought to 
be a covariance transformation for any space-tine symmetry of the 
field equations. 
In Chapter IV such a general covariance group is derived explicitly. 
This group is obtained independently of any specific equation of 
motion, essentially on the basis of the Poincaré invariance of the 
Maxwell equations. In Chapter V we analyse the PUAIR (projective 
unitary/antiunitary irreducible representations) of this group and 
we connect them, in a way analogous to the free case, to a group 
theoretical concept of elementary particles in interaction with an 
external e.m. field and to the concept of covariant equations of 
motion. It follows from this analysis that important physical quanti-
ties like the spin may then be given a natura} group theoretical 
meaning that may differ from the (usual) one of the free case. A 
further result is that the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations with 
minimal coupling are covariant under this new group, i.e. characterize 
representations of this group, but that this does not need to be the 
case for the usual higher spin equations with minimal coupling. It is 
also shown how this fact leads to a possible explanation of the 
a-causality troubles characterising these equations. As another 
consequence of this approach, the invariance operator groups in-
vestigated in the first part of the present study now appear in a 
very natural way as subgroups of the covariance operator groups 
corresponding to the equation of motion considered - i.e. as ordinary 
(and no longer projective) representations of subgroups of these 
covariance operator groups. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Deze studie bevat een algemene groepentheoretische analyse van het 
probleem van een geladen massief deeltje dat beweegt in een (wille­
keurig) klassiek uitwending e.m. veldt Deze analyse is hoofdzakelijk 
gebaseerd op de ruimte-tijd symmetrie-eigenschappen van β·ιη. velden 
en van e.m. veld vergelijkingen, en op het feit dat de beschouwde 
bewegingsvergelijkingen alleen via een potentiaal van het veld af­
hangen . 
Een ruimte-tijd transformatie die een e.m. potentiaal invariant laat 
is duidelijk ook een symmetrie voor het corresponderende veld maar 
het omgekeerde is, in het algemeen, niet waar. Het is echter altijd 
mogelijk de ruimte-tijd symmetrieën van het veld te combineren met 
(compenserende) ijktransformaties, zodanig dat de door de gecombi-
neerde transformaties geïnduceerde operatoren commuteren met de 
operatoren van de corresponderende bewegingsvergelijking, en op die 
manier invariantie-operatorengroepen te construeren voor die be-
wegingsvergelijkingen . 
In het eerste gedeelte van deze dissertatie, leiden we op een expli-
ciete manier deze invariantie groepen af voor (vrijwel) willekeurige 
uitwendige velden, gebruikmakend van algemene eigenschappen van de 
ruimte-tijd symmetriegroepen die voor e.m.velden kunnen voorkomen 
en van een vaste keuze van ijking voor de corresponderende poten-
tialen. Andere keuzen van ijking geven aanleiding to isomorfe 
groepen. Op die manier kan de expliciete struktuur van deze in-
variantie-operatorengroepen in detail worden geanalyseerd en be-
discussieerd. 
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Dit program wordt in Hoofdstuk I uitgevoerd voor het relativistische 
geval (Klein-Gordon en Dirac vergelijkingen), en in Hoofdstuk II 
voor het Galilei geval en voor het geval waar alleen Euclidische 
transformaties, tijd-translaties en tijdomkeer zijn toegestaan 
(Schrödinger vergelijking). De geldigheid van Galilei transforma-
ties voor e.m. velden (in een exacte of in een benaderde zin) wordt 
ook besproken. Als een verdere resultaat, laten we ook zien dat er 
een vrij brede klasse van velden bestaat die aanleiding geven tot 
invariantie-operatorengroepen die niet van Type I zijn. Zulke groepen 
zijn niet alleen mathematisch zeer pathologisch en moeilijk te be-
handelen, ze zijn ook fysisch vrij moeilijk te interpreteren en geven 
aanleiding tot belangrijke problemen. 
In dit eerste gedeelte beperken wij ons verder niet tot alleen 
continue of diskrete symitetrieën voor de velden (zoals vaak gedaan 
wordt in zulke problemen). In tegendeel¡ve laten ook met voor-
beelden zien, dat de interrelatie tussen deze twee soorten van 
symmetrieën belangrijk kan zijn en consequenties kan hebben die 
niet triviaal zijn. 
In Hoofdstuk III tonen wij aan, gebruik makend van de voorafgaande 
resultaten (maar alléén voor de Type I gevallen)jde samenhang tussen 
deze invariantie-operatorengroepen en de oplossingen van de corres-
ponderende bewegingsvergelijkingen en we geven een eenvoudige direkte 
methode aan voor de berekening van de irreducibele representaties van 
deze groepen, in het bijzonder in het geval waar de compenserende 
ijktransformaties een factor systeem opleveren dat niet equivalent met 
nul is. In het bijzonder laten we dan zien hoe de welbekende Bloch 
ansatz gegeneraliseerd kan worden voor het geval van een willekeurig, 
in ruimte en tijd periodiek veld dat ook een niet-verdwijnende kon-
stante uniforme kompcnente heeft. 
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Ir. het tweeje peceelte analyseren wij dan het conoert van covariar.tie 
in de aanwezigheid van een uitwendie e.m. veld en diens sarerhansç niet 
ae bewegingsvergelijkinpen zelf. Pelativistι sehe bewefinpsvereelijk-
ingen voor vrije deeltjes zijn covariant onder de Poincaré E;roep en 
zijn op een unieke nanier verbonden aan representaties van deze groep 
(tegelijkertijd p^cepertheoretisch het bcprip van eleirentair deeltje 
definiërend). Deze betrekking bestaat echter niet noodzakelijk meer 
in de aanwezigheid van een uitwendig veld. Лап de andere kant zijn de 
eerder besproken mvariantie-operatorengroepen in het algeTeen geen 
ondergroepen van de ruimte-tijd covariantie-OOeratorengroepen die de 
corresponderende bcwegincsvergelijkinpen karakteriseren, dit als ge­
volg var. de aanwezigheid van ijktransformal ies en van mogelijkerwijze 
niet-triviale factorsysteiren. Invariantie (die identieke fysische 
systemen verbindt) is echter noodzakelijkerwijze een speciaal geval 
van covariantie (lie equivalente fybische systemen verbindt): zoals 
er een invariantie-transformatie is voor elke ruimte-tijd symmetrie 
van het veld, moet er een covariantie-tranp^orir.atie bestaan voor 
elke ruimte-tijd symmetrie van de veld-vergelijkingen. 
In Hoofdstuk IV wordt zo'n algemene covariantie groep expliciet 
afgeleid. Deze groep wordt onafnankelijk van enige specifieke be­
wegingsvergelijking verkregen, hoofdzakelijk ΟΌ basis van de Poincaré 
invariantie van de Maxwell vergelijkingen. In hoofdstuk V analyseren 
wij dan de PUAIP (projectieve unitaire/antiunitaire irreducibele re-
presentaties) van deze groep en wij verbinden 7e, op een analoge 
manier als in het vrije geval, met het дгоереп*neoretische concept 
van elementair deeltje in interactie met een uitwendig e.ir. veld, 
en met het conceut van covariante beweginpsverpelijkmgen. Uit deze 
analyse volgt dat belangrijke "ysische begrippen, ZOT 1 s de spin, eer. 
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natuurlijke groepentheoretische betekenis krijgen die van de gebruik-
lijke (vrij geval) kan afwijken. Verder laten we zien dat de Klein-
Gordon en de Dirac vergelijkingen met minimale koppeling covariant 
zijn oneer deze nieuwe groep, i.e. zij karakteriseren representaties 
van deze groep; dat hoeft echter niet het geval te zijn voor de 
gebruikelijke vergelijkingen bij hogere spin met minimale koppeling. 
We laten ook zien hoe dit feit kan worden verbonden net een mogelijke 
verklaring van de moeilijkheden van a-causaliteit die deze vergelijk-
ingen karakteriseren. Een andere konsekwentie van deze analyse is dat 
de in het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift geanalyseerde invari-
antiegroepen nu op een natuurlijke wijze verschijnen als ondergroepen 
van de nieuwe covariantie-operatorengroepen die corresponderen met 
de betref fende bewegingsvergelijking -i.e. als gewone (en niet langer 
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1. De factorsystemen, die nodig zijn voor het door inductie bepalen van de ir-
reducibele unitaire representaties van een groep G die een centrale uitbreiding is 
van een groep N met een groep H, kunnen geschreven worden als producten van 
twee onafhankelijke factorsystemen, op zo'n manier dat één triviaal is als N abels is, 
en het andere als de uitbreiding inessentieel is. Een uitbreiding wordt daarbij cen-
traal genoemd als het factorsysteem nr Η χ Η -> N alléén waarden in het centrum 
van N heeft 
G. W. Mackey, Acta Math. 99 (1958), 265 
2. Zij G een gesloten ondergroep van de Poincarégroep P, К zijn puntgroep, G 0 zijn 
componente van de eenheid. Als К eindig vele samenhangende componenten heeft 
en als het translatiegedeelte van G 0 samenhangend is, dan is G isomorf met een 
semidirect product van G 0 met een discrete ondergroep van P. 
3. Het algemene standpunt van Mackey, dat de verandering in tijd van een fysisch 
systeem kan worden beschreven met een semigroep Ut met één parameter, eist wel 
degelijk „significant physical prerequesites" 
G. W. Mackey, The Mathematical Foundations of Quantum 
Mechanics, eds Benjamin, 1963. 
4. De uitdrukking „strictly ergodie measure" is misleidend, zoals ongelukkigerwijze 
te veel nomenclatuur in de fysica, aangezien het juist het tegendeel betekent van 
wat het suggereert. 
5. In tegenstelling tot de bewering van sommige auteurs, bestaan er mlpotente Lie 
groepen die niet van Type I zijn, zoals de groep van tripels {(ιτι,η,ο:), m,n e Ζ, α e R} 
met product (m,n,a) (m',n',a') = (m+m', n+n', a + a' + mn'). 
Deze groep kan worden geïdentificeerd met een ondergroep van de Gahleigroep in 
twee dimensies. 
Zie bijv. A. J. Coleman in „Group Theory and lts Applications" 
vol. 1, ed. by Г. M. Loebl, Academic Press, New York and 
London, 1968, p. 57 
6. Het is verbazingwekkend dat begrippen zoals presymmetry (of het equivalente (!) 
post symmetry) in de fysica kunnen worden ingevoerd zonder definitie. 
H. Eckstein, Phys. Rev. 153 (1967), 1397 
J. M. Lévy-Leblond, Ann. Phys. 57 (1970), 481 . 
7. Voor richtingen in een symmetnevlak kan de Greense functie van een oneindig 
cubisch elastisch medium, en al zijn afgeleiden, analytisch worden uitgedrukt. 
N. Giovanmm and J. Muggii, J Phys. C. 5 (1972), 374. 
8. Door een storingsrekening toe te passen op de massa kunnen de begrippen van 
Bnllouinzones en Fermioppervlakken voor zuiver periodieke velden in ruimte en 
tijd worden gegeneraliseerd. In het geval van het veld van een monochromatische 
vlakke golf, zijn de (1-dimensionale) grenzen van deze gegeneraliseerde Bnllouinzones 
allemaal ontaard en liggen ze op de hchtkegel langs de k-vector van de vlakke golf. 
De exacte oplossingen van het probleem divergeren op deze grenzen. 
D. M. Volkow, Z. Phys. 94 (1935), 250 
A. Jannei and T. Janssen, Physica 60 (1972), 292. 
9 Uit de afwezigheid van enige Poincarétransformatie die, zelfs maar in een benaderde 
zin, de twee situaties op elkaar afbeeldt die leiden tot de z.g. tweelingparadox (in 
één situatie gaat één van beiden op reis, in de andere vertrekken ze allebei en in 
tegengestelde nchtmgen), volgt dat die twee situaties niet relativistisch equivalent 
zijn, zelfs met in een benaderde zin, en dat de paradox kan worden begrepen door 
simpele symmetnebeschouwingen. 
10. Het zou onjuist zijn aan te nemen dat een wiskundig object, zoals de quantum-
mechamca, zijn eigen interpretatie zou kunnen bevatten. Men moet dus zorgvuldig 
onderscheid maken tussen de betekenis van realiteit als verbonden aan het object 
of als verbonden aan zijn interpretatie. De titel „Are Quanta Real", bijvoorbeeld, 
voldoet niet aan deze eis 
J M. Jauch, „Are Quanta Real. A Galilean Dialogue", 
Bloomington Indiana U.P., 1973. 
11. Het beleid van de overheden dat een concentratie van het geld bevordert voor die 
takken van wetenschap die bepaalde, direct nuttige problemen beschouwen (zoals 
energie, kanker enz.) berust op een slechte kennis van de geschiedenis van de weten-
schappen en van de wetenschappelijke ontdekkingen. 
12. Een democratisch systeem, dat gebaseerd is op de mening van de meerderheid, kan 
pas functioneren als ook rekening wordt gehouden met de mening van de minder-
heden. 
Nijmegen, 7 october 1976 N. Giovanmni 


